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Abstract

High-entropy alloys (HEAs) are a new class of metal alloys containing multiple
principal elements in concentrations between 5 % and 35 %. Due to their inherent
chemical complexity, they possess a wide range of interesting properties, which
we explore in greater detail throughout this thesis.

Reduced or sluggish diffusion has been discussed for HEAs since their
inception. We perform time-scale bridging simulations on the pseudo-binary
(CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA, combining atomistic simulations of the vacancy migra-
tion energies and equilibrium vacancy concentrations with kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations of tracer diffusion trajectories. Here, we extend the established
random alloy model to account for the local chemical fluctuations within the
complex alloy matrix. The results compare favorably to experimental tracer
diffusion measurements.

Dislocations in HEAs also interact with chemical fluctuations in the random
matrix. This leads to a meandering dislocation line shape and localized pinning
during dislocation glide. We find a physically motivated descriptor for these
pinning sites in the form of a per-atom Peierls force. This descriptor shows
good spatial correlation with observed dislocation pinning sites during glide.
Furthermore, we show that the density of strong pinning sites in an alloy
correlates not only with the critical shear required to initiate dislocation glide
but also the dislocation mobility.

We report on the grain growth properties of a CoCuFeNi model HEA. Atom-
istic simulations give unique insights into the effects of random chemical fluctu-
ations by comparison of the HEA to its average-atom counterpart. The average-
atom is a virtual element which has the same long-range properties as the
alloy but consists only of a single element. Additionally, solute segregation to
grain boundaries (GBs) is considered. The comparison of two different samples,
namely a Σ11 GB and a large-scale nanocrystalline sample, reveals that while
grain growth is reduced in the HEA compared to other pure metals, this does not
stem from the chemical randomness. Instead, solute segregation is necessary to
pin GBs up to high temperatures.
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Zusammenfassung

Hoch-Entropie Legierungen (engl. high-entropy alloy, HEA) sind eine neue
Klasse von Metalllegierungen, die mehrere Hauptelemente in Konzentrationen
zwischen 5 % und 35 % enthalten. Aufgrund dieser chemischen Komplexität
besitzen sie eine breite Palette interessanter Eigenschaften, die wir in dieser
Arbeit näher untersuchen.

Seit den ersten Experimenten wird für HEAs eine reduzierte Diffusivität im
Vergleich zu klassischen Legierungen diskutiert. Wir kombinieren atomistisch
berechneten Leerstellenmigrationsenergien und Leerstellenkonzentrationen zu
Mehrskalensimulation verschiedener pseudo-binärer (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA.
Hierfür werden kinetische Monte Carlo Simulationen genutzt, um die Diffusions-
pfade von Traceratomen durch die HEA zu bestimmen. Hier erweitern wir das
klassische Zufallslegierungsmodell, sodass die lokalen chemischen Fluktuatio-
nen der komplexen Legierung explizit berücksichtigt werden. Die berechneten
Diffusivitäten zeigen gute Übereinstimmung mit experimentellen Tracerdiffusi-
onsmessungen.

Versetzungen interagieren ebenfalls mit den chemischen Fluktuationen in
HEAs. Dies führt zu einer geschlängelten Versetzungslinie und lokalisiertem
anhaften der Versetzung während des Gleitens. Wir entwickeln einen physi-
kalisch motivierten Deskriptor für diese Verankerungspositionen im Material.
Diese zeigen sich in Form einer atomaren Peierls-Kraft. Dieser Deskriptor zeigt
eine räumliche Korrelation mit den während der Verformung beobachteten Ver-
setzungsverankerungsstellen. Darüber hinaus zeigen wir, dass die Dichte der
starken Haftstellen in einer Legierung nicht nur mit der kritischen Scherkraft
korreliert, die erforderlich ist, um die Versetzung in Bewegung zu versetzen,
sondern auch mit ihrer Mobilität.

Abschließend, berichten wir über die Kornwachstumseigenschaften einer
CoCuFeNi Modell-HEA. Atomistische Simulationen geben einzigartige Einbli-
cke in die Effekte der chemischen Fluktuationen in der HEA. Dies wird durch
den Vergleich der vier Komponenten Legierung mit ihrem Durchschnittsatom
Gegenstück ermöglicht. Dieses sogenannte Durchschnittsatom ist ein virtuelles
Element mit den gleichen makroskopischen Eigenschaften wie die vollständi-
ge HEA, obwohl es lediglich aus einer Atomsorte besteht. Des Weiteren wird
der Einfluss von Seigerung zu den Korngrenzen (KG) untersucht. In beiden
studierten Probengeometrien, einer Σ11 KG und einer nanokristallinen Probe,
zeigt sich, dass das Kornwachstum in der HEA im Vergleich zu anderen reinen
Metallen zwar reduziert ist, dass dies jedoch nicht auf die chemische Komple-
xität zurückzuführen ist. Die Seigerung von Cu zu den KG ist essenziell, um
Kornwachstum bis zu hohen Einsatztemperaturen zu unterbinden.
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1 Introduction
“There is a hype on HEAs, for sure. Indications are not only the expo-
nential growth of publications on this topic [. . . ], but also the many
papers that are based on possibly unreliable and unreproducible
experimental data from as-cast samples.”

— W. Steurer, 20201

What are High-Entropy Alloys?
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Figure 1.1: Co, Cr, Fe, Mn, and Ni
concentrations in the alloys contained
in the MATMATCH database.

Conventional alloying strategies revolve
around a primary element, which forms
the matrix to which secondary elements are
added to improve certain properties. One
such example is iron to which up to 2 wt% of
carbon can be added to increase its strength.
The addition of 11 wt% to 18 wt% of Cr
leads to a strong oxidation resistance of Fe-
based alloys.2 Even in Ni-superalloys, some
of the most highly alloyed materials in use
today, the main element Ni still makes up
50 wt% to 70 wt%.3 This alloying paradigm
of one main element with some added sec-
ondary elements, which has been followed
for more than 4000 years4 can only go so
far. The combinatoric space of new alloys
with ever-improving properties is obviously
limited.

Therefore, a new approach, expanding
the concept of alloying, was proposed in
2004. To put it in the words of Cantor et
al.,5 they set out “to investigate the unex-
plored central region of multicomponent al-
loy phase space, concentrating particularly
on multicomponent transition metal alloys
which are found to exhibit a surprising de-
gree of intersolubility in a single fcc phase.”
This unexplored central region can be seen
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

in Figure 1.1, showing the concentration of Co, Cr, Fe, Mn, and Ni in the 24000
commercially available alloys in the MATMATCH database.* Here, normalized
histograms for the number alloys containing a given element are shown. The
conventional alloying strategy can be seen most clearly in the case of Fe based
alloys. Most of them either contain iron exceeding 70 %, encompassing stainless
steels as well as conventional steels, or below 10 %. The central region of the
multicomponent alloy phase space spanning concentrations from 15 % to 35 %
shows almost now available alloys (shaded region in Figure 1.1). Similarly, we
can see that Co, Mn, and Ni are usually added in concentrations below 15 %.
Solely Cr is commonly found in this concentration window (≈ 18%) to facilitate
corrosion resistance in stainless steels.

Surprisingly, in 2004 two research groups independently published their
work on concentrated solid solutions. Both Yeh et al.6,7 and Cantor et al.5 showed
that alloys, containing five or more elements in equal ratio, can form stable
random solid solutions. This came as a surprise, as conventional wisdom would
expect such concentrated alloys to phase separate into multiple intermetallic
phases. The two prototypical alloys initially reported were (CuCoNiCrFe)Alx

6

and CoCrFeMnNi.5 The latter is often called Cantor alloy.
Yeh et al.6 surmise that once there is a sufficient number of elements N, e.g.,

five, in an alloy the resulting configurational entropy, Sconf = kB ln(N)= 1.609kB,
is sufficient to stabilize the random solid solution against ordering or phase de-
composition. Based on this assumption these alloys are often called high-entropy
alloys. Further research since then has revealed that the configurational en-
tropy, especially at low temperatures, is not sufficient to stabilize these alloys.8,9

Therefore, other names like complex concentrated alloy or multiple-principal
element alloy have been suggested and are used mostly interchangeably.10 As
noted by George et al.,2 however, “Judging by its popularity in the literature,
we suspect that, despite entropy not being the prime factor responsible for the
structure and properties of these alloys, the term high-entropy alloys is likely to
be the name that endures.” Another material class, following in the footsteps
of high-entropy alloys (HEAs) are medium-entropy alloys (MEAs). They con-
tain three constituents in equimolar ratio. One commonly studied example is
CoCrNi.11,12 The origin and development of the first HEAs, spanning more than
two decades, has recently been collected by Biswas et al.13 and Cantor.14

Yeh15 postulated four core effects present in HEA which sparked substantial
research interest and shaped more than a decade of intensive HEA research.8

Even though, all of these core effects have been subject to scientific scrutiny and
debunking, they are still worth summarizing.10,16

I. The high-entropy effect is the eponymous HEA effect stating that the high
configurational entropy, stemming from the different components, stabilizes
a solid solution against intermetallic or secondary phase formation.

*https://matmatch.com/ retrieved on Feb. 15, 2021

https://matmatch.com/
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II. The lattice distortion effect stems from differently sized species occupying
the HEA lattice, which leads to locally varying bond lengths and thereby
modifies the properties of the alloy.

III. The sluggish diffusion effect claims that the diffusion in HEA is intrinsically
reduced by the local chemical fluctuations compared to dilute alloys.

IV. The cocktail effect does not describe any specific physical effect present in
HEAs, but instead tells us that concentrated alloys are a synergistic mix,
where the resulting properties may be greater than the sum of its parts.17

Even though, this novel material class has only been around since 2004 the
vast compositional flexibility has already produced alloys and compositions that
show exceptional ductility at comparatively high strengths. Figure 1.2 outlines
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Figure 1.2: Ashby maps
showing the exceptional
strength and ductility of
different HEAs in com-
parison to established
material classes. They pos-
sess a comparatively high
strength while retaining
a high ductility. (a) Total
elongation against ultimate
tensile strength for a wide
range of conventional steels
(yellow) in comparison to
high-entropy steels. Adapted
from Ref. 18. (b) Yield
strength against fracture
toughness benchmarking
MEAs and HEAs against
many of material classes
highlighting their excep-
tional performance. Adapted
from Ref. 2. Some labels are
omitted for clarity — refer
to the original publications
for further details. TWIP:
Twinning induced plasticity,
TRIP: Transformation
induced plasticity.



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

how selected HEAs can maintain a much higher ductility and fracture toughness
at a given strength compared to a wide range of established steels, polymers, and
ceramics. As shown in (a), they can rise above the steel banana and overcome the
strength-ductility trade-off seen in conventional steels. Comparing the fracture
toughness against yield stress data (b) confirms these trends. Even though, the
shown HEAs cannot rival the strongest available steels and metallic glasses
in yield strength, they still show excellent fracture toughness at comparatively
high strength. Given these promising results MEA and HEA research has
exploded with recent reviews by Miracle et al.10 and George et al.2,19 outlining
their prospects and challenges. While most of the research and also this thesis
is focused on the mechanical properties of HEAs, there have also been advances
using them as functional materials.20,21

The multi-component concentrated matrix challenges conventional theories
of materials science and metallurgy, where a material is typically described as a
host system which get additional, often beneficial, properties from dilute defects
dispersed throughout this host material. In HEAs the notion of host matrix and
defect atoms becomes intrinsically ambiguous. Every atom acts as defect and
matrix at the same time. This leads to the interesting question how defects,
like dislocations or vacancies, interact with this new form of inhomogeneous
matrix.22 Some authors even call the HEA matrix a defective reference state,13

to highlight this difference to conventional materials.
Given this interest in the defect-matrix interaction in HEAs we decided to

investigate point, line, and planar defects in the form of vacancies, dislocations,
and grain boundaries (GBs), respectively, throughout this thesis. The remainder
of this chapter provides a brief introduction to each of these three topics. Subse-
quently, Chapter 2 gives a literature review and outlines the research questions
answered in Chapters 4 to 6 using the methodology described in Chapter 3.

Vacancies

High temperature applications, which have long been envisioned for HEAs,2,19,23

require knowledge of diffusional properties. Opposite to what was believed
initially, HEAs are not thermodynamically stable single phase solid solutions at
ambient or even elevated temperatures.9 Instead, they are kinetically frozen in
their metastable state, but given sufficient time or temperature, they are prone
to phase separation or short-range ordering.9,24–30 While these effects are not
necessarily bad for applications, as both precipitation27,31–35 and short-range
order (SRO)36–39 can lead to enhanced mechanical properties, precise knowledge
of the diffusion kinetics is required to tailor these strengthening mechanisms.40

The most important failure mechanism that occurs in high temperature
structural application is diffusive creep.41 Here, the creep rate depends not
only on the applied stress but also on the vacancy concentration and their
diffusivity.42–44 A reduced or sluggish diffusion rate has been suggested as
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a core effect in HEAs for many years.6,15,45 Even though this effect has been
scrutinized recently16,46 it would make HEAs good candidates for creep resistant
alloys.

Lastly, HEAs have been suggested as structural materials for fusion and
fission reactors10,47 due to their high irradiation resistance.48–63 Here the va-
cancy formation energy and vacancy kinetics are of great interest as they govern
void formation and swelling,64,65 two main failure mechanisms in irradiated
metals.66

Vacancies and their migration are intimately linked to diffusion, as all diffu-
sion mechanism in densely packed metals rely on vacancy mediated mechanisms.
Therefore, we investigate the effects of the random multi-component matrix on
these zero-dimensional point defects in Chapter 4, ‘Vacancies’, of this thesis.
Here, our atomic scale computer simulations give unique insights into the in-
teraction of individual point defects with their environment. These interactions
cannot only be calculated in equilibrium, but also during a diffusive jump, where
vacancy and neighboring atom exchange positions.

Dislocations

The yield strength and initial stages of plastic deformation in a ductile face-
centered cubic (FCC) metal are governed by planar slip, facilitated by the glide
of dislocations.67,68 Dislocation glide in highly pure FCC metals can occur at
applied stresses as low as 10 MPa.69–71 This very low strength can easily be
increased by alloying, i.e., the addition of solutes into the metal matrix. Each
solute acts as a pinning point for gliding dislocations, thereby hindering slip up
to applied stresses in the hundreds of MPa.72

While it is relatively easy to point towards the dislocation pinning points in
a dilute alloy where the distinction between solute and matrix is obvious, the
atomic scale origin of the dislocation pinning sites in concentrated alloys remains
elusive.19,73 There have been a large number of experimental74–77 and computer
simulation results36,38,74,78–82 observing the meandering dislocation lines in
MEAs and HEAs. Their atomic scale origin, however, has not been considered in
great depth by the HEA community. Li et al.36 take a first step in this direction,
investigating dislocation lines in CoCrNi and finding increased dislocation
pinning in regions with increased Co and Cr concentration. Meanwhile, George
et al.19 suggest that dislocation pinning cannot be understood as a process
on the atomic scale as dislocation glide involves at least 100 atoms inside the
so-called activation volume.

Based on the classical theories of solute strengthening two pictures come
to mind. In the strong-pinning model by Fleischer83,84 and Friedel,85 the dis-
location line gets pinned on discrete obstacles which require an additional
shear stress for the dislocation to pass. Weak-pinning models by Mott86 and
Labusch87,88 treat the solutes within the host matrix as solute field with ener-
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getically favorable fluctuations in which the dislocation gets pinned. The most
commonly used solid solution strengthening model for concentrated alloys by
Varvenne et al.72,89 builds on this Labusch model.

Chapter 5, ‘Dislocations’, aims to improve understanding of dislocations in
concentrated alloys and show how these one-dimensional line defects interact
with the complex matrix. Compared to both experiment and continuum mod-
eling of dislocations our atomistic simulations can give unique insights in the
trajectories and energetics of each atom as it is displaced by a gliding dislocation.
The dislocation line can be tracked with a high temporal and spatial resolution
unmatched by other simulation and experimental approaches.

Grain Boundaries

Even though, the high-temperature mechanical properties of HEAs can currently
not compete with established Ni-based superalloys there are still prospects for
future high temperature application.2,10,19,23 While strength at high temper-
atures is most important in this regard, a stable microstructure is equally
important to allow for long-term use of a part without changes in its proper-
ties.90 To this end, the grain growth kinetics in HEAs need to be understood
to allow for alloy design resilient against high temperature grain growth. The
application of HEAs as structural materials in fission or fusion reactors10,47

could be further improved by a decreased grain growth rate. In conventional
metals and alloys, nanocrystalline (NC) microstructures possess an increased
irradiation tolerance compared to their coarse-grained counterparts.91–93 This
makes NC microstructures desirable for application, but the irradiation of such
grain structures can lead a rapid coalescence of grains and grain coarsening.63

This unwanted grain growth needs to be prevented for the lifetime the reactor.
Reduced grain growth in FCC 3d transition metal HEAs has been reported
widely, however, there is still debate over its origin.

Some authors94,95 suggest that the grain growth rate in HEAs might be
reduced by the intrinsic lattice distortions, one of the four aforementioned
core effects. Others attribute the reduced grain growth rate to the sluggish
diffusion94,96–98 or solute drag.11,97,99–102 There are also examples, where the
increased resistance against grain growth has been attributed to deliberate or
accidental secondary phase formation at GBs.102–107 While the initial research
interest, especially in the simulation community, in GB thermodynamics and
kinetics was low, a recent spike in interest can be seen.108–110

Chapter 6, ‘Grain Boundaries’, reports on the migration behavior of a planar
symmetrical tilt grain boundary (STGB) as a case study of grain boundary
migration in HEAs. These results are later generalized by means of isothermal
grain growth simulations of nanocrystalline samples. Here atomistic simulations
offer unique insights in the GB migration mechanism which governs the GB
mobility on the smallest scale. Moreover, we have access to a virtual element,
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the so-called average-atom (avg.-atom),111 which possesses the same long-range
properties as the full HEA, without any chemical inhomogeneity. This unique
tool allows for disentanglement of the intrinsic properties of the HEA matrix
and solute-drag effects caused by its chemical randomness.





2 Literature Review

2.1 Vacancies

2.1.1 Thermodynamics of Vacancy Formation

Knowledge of the vacancy formation energies and the resulting vacancy concen-
trations are essential to understand (secondary) phase formation kinetics,40,112

creep,41 or transport phenomena43 in metals and alloys. From a theoretical
standpoint, one would expect the vacancy formation energy in a concentrated
alloy (independent of the number of constituents) to follow a binomial distribu-
tion around a given mean vacancy formation energy. Importantly, said energy is
independent of the removed atom — the vacancy formation energy only depends
on the atoms surrounding the vacancy, “unless a ghost of the removed atom is
still in the site. Although in reality nobody is certain about ghosts, they cannot
exist in the well-determined first-principles calculations.”113

To our knowledge, there are only two experimental studies on the vacancy
formation energy in the CoCrFeMnNi Cantor alloy. Huang et al.114 measure
the thermal lattice expansion to determine vacancy concentration at a given
temperature and then extrapolate the vacancy formation energy.115 They report
a vacancy formation energy of 0.64 eV.114 This value is substantially lower than
the one measured by Sugita et al.116 who measure a vacancy formation energy
of 1.69(13) eV or 1.72(18) eV using positron lifetime spectroscopy.

There are different approaches in modeling vacancy formation energies. A
recent CALPHAD calculation reports a vacancy formation energy of 1.7 eV in the
equimolar Cantor alloy.117 At the time of writing, there are only two density
functional theory (DFT) calculations of the vacancy formation energies in the
full five component Cantor alloy. One by Mizuno et al.118 who report a mean
vacancy formation energy averaged over 125 lattice sites between 1.93 eV (Cr)†

and 2.06 eV (Ni). Guan et al.119 find similar values between 1.899 eV (Co) and
2.187 eV (Cr). Both compare favorably to the aforementioned measurements by
Sugita et al.116

There are other calculations on different subsystems of the Cantor alloy:
Chen et al.,120 Zhao et al.,121 and Guan et al.119 investigate the equimolar

†The element in the parenthesis denotes the species of the atom originally occupying the
vacancy site.

9
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four component CoCrFeNi system. They find comparable vacancy formation
energies of 1.58 eV (Fe) to 1.89 eV (Ni),120 1.8 eV,121 or 1.81 eV,119 respectively.
Li et al.122 calculate a mean vacancy formation energy of 1.95 eV in CrFeNiMn.
Meanwhile, Middleburgh et al.123 report a negative vacancy formation energy
of −0.3 eV (Cr) and positive energies (1.7 eV to 2 eV) for the other constituents
of the CoCrFeNi alloy. Reports on the CoCrNi medium-entropy alloy (MEA) find
values of comparable magnitude of 1.8 eV121 and 1.82 eV.119 All authors show
substantial scatter in their calculated vacancy formation energies suggesting
a strong site, i.e., chemical environment, dependency of the vacancy formation
energy in high-entropy alloys (HEAs).

Vacancy Concentration Models for Concentrated Alloys

To apply these calculated vacancy formation energies to diffusion problems, the
vacancy concentration at a given temperature needs to be known. Fundamen-
tally, there are two different methods of linking vacancy formation energies to
vacancy concentrations. Either by means of grand canonical Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations124 or using established thermodynamical models. In monoatomic
materials these models boil down to an Arrhenius law,43,125 but for concentrated
alloys this relation is less obvious. In the following, three different approaches
will be presented.

Model by Ruban

For equimolar binary alloys Ruban113 suggests the following method to calculate
the vacancy concentration cVac considering the excess free energy ∆GVac of a
system containing a given vacancy concentration, with respect to the configura-
tional entropy of the vacancy and the configurational entropy of the defect-free
host matrix. Initially, ∆GVac can be written as,

∆GVac = cVacGf −TSConf, (2.1)

where Gf is the effective vacancy formation free energy and SConf is the con-
figurational entropy of the alloy containing vacancies. SConf can be readily
computed under the assumption of randomly dispersed vacancies and constant
concentrations of the alloy’s constituents,

SConf =−kB(cVac ln cVac + c1 ln c1 + c2 ln c2), (2.2)

where:
c1 = c(1− cVac), c2 = (1− c)(1− cVac), and c = c1

c1 + c2
. (2.3)

Here, c1 + c2 + cVac = 1 and indices 1 and 2 denote the two different species in
the binary alloy. As per usual, kB is the Boltzmann constant. Further, using
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the single-site approximation and assuming small vacancy concentrations the
minimization of ∆GVac with respect cVac to yields,

cVac = exp

(
−Gf +TSAll

kBT

)
≡ exp

(
− G̃f

kBT

)
, (2.4)

where SAll is the configurational entropy of the defect-free host alloy equal to,

SAll =−kB(c ln c+ (1− c) ln(1− c)). (2.5)

Given the difference in chemical environments in concentrated alloys, the va-
cancy formation energy is not a single value but instead follows a distribution
g. To account for this distribution Equation 2.4 needs to be integrated over all
vacancy formation energies,

cVac =
∫

gexp

(
− G̃f

kBT

)
dG̃f, (2.6)

neglecting vacancy-vacancy interactions and assuming that non-configurational
entropy contributions to the vacancy formation entropy Sf are independent of
the vacancy environment this equation can be simplified to,

cVac = exp
(

Sf −SAll

kB

)∫
gexp

(
− Hf

kBT

)
dHf, (2.7)

knowing that Gf = Hf −TSf, where Hf is the vacancy formation enthalpy. Note,
the distribution g needs to be normalized,

g =
∑

i
g ixi and

∫
g idHi = 1, (2.8)

where c is the concentration and i is the index denoting the different species
in the alloy. In the special case of an equimolar alloy of N components which
ideally mix the SAll term in Equation 2.7 maybe be solved explicitly,

cVac =
1
N

exp
(

Sf

kB

)∫
gexp

(
− Hf

kBT

)
dHf, (2.9)

as SAll =−kB
∑

i ci ln ci in this case. Notably, this means that a random equimo-
lar alloy always has a 1/N times lower vacancy concentration compared to a
monoatomic metal with the same vacancy formation energy. The is not an intu-
itive result but it follows directly from the configurational entropy of the HEA
host matrix SConf in Equation 2.1. Moreover, as outlined in the next section,
there is substantial doubt on the validity of this model and the assumptions
made therein.
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Model by Morgan and Zhang

The model by Ruban113 has since been disputed by Morgan and Zhang.126 They
state that the vacancy concentration in a concentrated alloy is independent
of the number of constituents in the host matrix. They state that the error in
Ruban’s derivation shown above is introduced at Equation 2.4 as it corresponds
to the minimization of the Gibbs free energy per site, but not the total Gibbs free
energy GTotal, i.e., the Gibbs free energy per atom, of the whole system. While
the difference of energy per lattice site or energy per atom is usually insignificant,
it matters for the case of vacancy formation, as this process creates lattice sites
at constant particle numbers. In the following their reasoning will be shown.
The number of sites NSites in an alloy containing n species i is related to the
number of atoms NAtoms in the following way,

NAtoms =
n∑
i

Ni and NSites = NAtoms +NVac, (2.10)

where NVac is the number of vacancies. Starting from a system with NSites
occupied lattice sites, NVac = 0 the following quantities can be defined,

ci =
Ni

NSites
, c′i ̸=1 =

Ni∑n
j=2 N j

and ci ̸=1 = (1− c1)c′i ̸=1. (2.11)

The configurational entropy in this system may be written as,

SConf =−kB

n∑
i

(ci ln ci)

=−kB

[
c1 ln c1︸ ︷︷ ︸

1

+ (1− c1) ln(1− c1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
‘not 1’

+ (1− c1)
n∑

i=2
c′i ln c′i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
mixing of ‘not 1’

]
. (2.12)

Equation 2.12 is a way to formulate the ideal mixing entropy per site of a
multicomponent system in terms of a binary system containing species 1 and
fictitious species ‘not 1’ and the ideal mixing entropy of all ‘not 1’ species on the
‘not 1’ lattice sites. Armed with this knowledge of the configurational entropy,
the total Gibbs free energy can be written under the condition that all species
except ‘1’ mix ideally and are taken from an unmixed reference state,

GTotal = N1µ
0
1 +kBTNSites[c1 ln c1 + (1− c1) ln(1− c1)]

+kBTNSites(1− c1)
n∑

i=2
c′i ln c′i,

(2.13)

where µ0
1 is the standard chemical potential of species ‘1’. The last term in

Equation 2.13 is only related to the number of atoms in the system not of type ‘1’.
Therefore, it becomes independent of N1. Now defining type ‘1’ as vacancies in
the alloy, one can see that if the system is only open to species ‘1’, i.e., vacancies
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can be created and destroyed, while the number of all other species remains
constant, NSites(1− c1) and c′i ̸=1 = constant. From here it follows that the total
free energy of a multicomponent alloy can be written in the form of a binary
alloy containing species ‘1’, fictitious species ‘not 1’, and some constant term.
The equilibrium concentration of species ‘1’ or in this case vacancies can now be
determined by setting their chemical potential to some external value µ∗

1 ,

(
∂GTotal

∂N1

)

T,P,Ni ̸=1

=µ∗
1 . (2.14)

Since all complications of the multicomponent alloy are encapsulated in the
constant term, this derivative takes the well-known form, established for binary
alloys,

c1

1− c1
= exp

(
−
µ0

1 −µ∗
1

kBT

)
. (2.15)

As mentioned before, type 1 corresponds to the vacancies in the alloy. Per
convention, µ∗

1 is set to 0 and µ0
1 = G f , where G f is again the free vacancy

formation energy. Lastly, assuming c1 ≪ 1 the established expression for the
vacancy concentration may be obtained,

c1 = cVac = exp

(
− G f

kBT

)
. (2.16)

This equation derived by Morgan and Zhang126 now gives identical vacancy
concentrations for multicomponent and monoatomic alloys if they have the same
vacancy formation energy. Moreover, this equation is independent of the number
of constituents in an alloy and therefore generalizes to all multicomponent
alloys, as long as ideal mixing of the elements can be guaranteed. Lastly, all
complications of the distribution of the vacancy formation energies due to local
chemical fluctuations and the effect of other entropic contributions in the form
of Sf can be treated analogous to Equation 2.7.

Model by Wang et al.

The last thermodynamic model established in literature is derived by Wang
et al.127 Compared to the previous authors, they do not provide an in-depth
theoretical derivation. Therefore, we will present their derivation in its entirety,
without expressed or implied agreement or full understanding. Moreover, they
do not consider a distribution of vacancy formation energies; instead, they only
take a single mean vacancy formation energy into account. Similar to Ruban113

and Morgan and Zhang,126 they start from molar free energy of a vacancy
containing system ∆G,128

∆G = c1NAGf −NAkBT[c1 ln c1 + (1− c1) ln(1− c1)], (2.17)
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here c1 is the molar vacancy concentration, Gf is the free energy of vacancy
formation, NA is the Avogadro constant, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The equilibrium vacancy concentration can be determined from the equilibrium
condition,

∂∆G
∂c1

= NAGf −NAkBT[c1 ln c1 + (1− c1) ln(1− c1)]= 0, (2.18)

which gives,

c1 = cVac =
exp

(
− Gf

kBT

)

1+exp
(
− Gf

kBT

) ≈ exp
(
− Gf

kBT

)
, (2.19)

under the assumption of a vacancy concentration significantly smaller than
1. Wang et al.127 extend this approach for an equimolar HEA containing n
elements (subsequently indicated by sub/superscript), stating that the free
vacancy formation energy is given by,

∆Gn
f = cnNAGn

f −NAkBT
[

cn ln cn + (1− cn) ln
(

1− cn

n

)]
− ln

1
n

, (2.20)

which leads to the following equilibrium condition,

∂∆Gn
f

∂cn
= NAGn

f −NAkBT
[
1+ ln cn −n− ln

(
1− cn

n

)]
= 0, (2.21)

and the resulting vacancy concentration in the n-component system is given by,

cn = cVac =
exp

(
n−1− Gn

f
kBT

)

n+exp
(
n−1− Gn

f
kBT

) . (2.22)

If one is only interested in the ratio of vacancies for the n component alloy
compared to a monoatomic alloy of the same vacancy formation energy their
ratio may be written as,

cn

c1
=

exp(n−1)
(
1+exp

(
− Gn

f
kBT

))

n+exp
(
n−1− Gn

f
kBT

) ≈ exp(n−1)
n

. (2.23)

From here, it can be seen that opposite to Ruban,113 Wang et al.127 predict
an increased vacancy concentration in the multicomponent alloy compared to
a monoatomic alloy with the same vacancy formation energy. This increase is
equal to a factor 11 in a five component alloy and rises to 25 in a six component
HEA.
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2.1.2 Kinetics of Vacancy Migration

Tracer diffusivity D∗ via the vacancy mechanism, can be described by the
following equation,43

D∗ = cVacλ
2ν0 f exp

(
−GMig

kBT

)
, (2.24)

where cvac is the vacancy concentration at a given temperature, λ is the length
of a diffusional jump, ν0 is the attempt frequency, GMig is the effective free
energy of vacancy migration, and f is the tracer correlation factor, the latter
two will be described in more detail in the following sections.

Atomistic computer simulations in this field remain rare due to the chemical
complexity in HEAs requiring large simulation cells and many independent
simulations to obtain statistically representative results. To our knowledge,
there are only two computational studies of the vacancy migration energy on
the full five component Cantor alloy; Mizuno et al.118 used DFT to calculate
the vacancy migration energy in the Cantor alloy for all species in six different
chemical environments. They find the lowest migration barrier for Cr (0.57 eV)
and the highest one for Ni (0.97 eV). Other results are published by Choi et al.129

who report vacancy migration barriers calculated based on their interatomic
potential. Sampling 390 different vacancy jumps, they find the lowest migra-
tion energy for Mn (0.67 eV) and the highest one for Ni (1.21 eV). The direct
comparison between both studies reveals substantial differences not only in the
quantitative migration energy barriers, but also in the elemental hierarchies (Cr
< Mn < Fe < Co < Ni118 compared to Mn < Fe < Cr < Co < Ni129). Disagreement
seems to be related to the position of Cr in this row. Note, while Mizuno et al.118

use nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations to determine the minimum energy
path for diffusion, Choi et al.129 only sample a direct and linear transition path.
Therefore, the latter study most likely overestimates the migration energy as
they do not allow for structural relaxation. There are two more DFT studies
reporting on the migration energies in different four component subsystems
of the Cantor alloy. Even though, these might not be immediately comparable,
they show different hierarchies compared to the five component alloy (Cr < Fe <
Ni < Co121 and Mn < Cr < Ni < Fe122)

2.1.3 Tracer Diffusion Correlation Factor

The next ingredient required to connect the atomistic calculations to the ex-
perimentally measured tracer diffusivities is the so-called correlation factor.
Intuitively one would expect diffusing atoms in a crystal to perform a random
walk on the lattice. Tracking atomic trajectories through a solid reveals devia-
tions from this ideal behavior as the atoms take a correlated walk. The difference
between these walks is described by a so-called correlation factor. There are two
different origins for these correlations. If one marks only a small subset of atoms
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(e.g., using radioactive isotopes), their exchange frequencies with vacancies in
the material will not be random. Instead, after a single vacancy exchange jump
the probability for the reverse jump will be increased leading to a correlation.130

Even in dilute alloys containing more than one species, there is a second effect,
as there are different jump frequencies associated to different directions based
on the chemical environment of the vacancy.130 In an alloy containing multiple
solutes, or in the case of concentrated alloys, more than two main constituents,
a different correlation factor may be found for each species.131,132

The correlation factor in random alloys is usually determined from the so-
called random alloy model.131,132 This model allows for the determination of
the correlation factors from lattice MC simulations. The main approximation of
this model is the assumption that each atom has a single jump frequency, i.e., a
single vacancy migration energy, only depending on its species and independent
of its chemical environment or its specific lattice site. These frequencies are
used as probabilities for an atom to exchange lattice site with a neighboring
vacancy. Here, higher frequencies correspond to a higher exchange probability.
Constructing the vacancy and atom trajectories based on these frequencies can
be used to determine the correlation factors (cf. Section 4.3 for further details).
Manning,132 the developer of the model, states that the error introduced by
these assumptions should be small in any reasonably random alloy.

The random alloy model has been used extensively over the years to derive
different analytical models for the tracer correlation factor in random alloys
and compare them to MC simulations.133–143 Unfortunately, many of these
MC simulations are not converged or otherwise limited due to the constrained
computational resources at their time of writing.143,144

Paul et al.145 reported first results on MC simulations for the tracer correla-
tion factor within the framework of the random alloy model for HEAs. In their
work, however, they are not describing a real material; instead they construct
a multicomponent alloy made up of species of differing jump frequencies. This
setup is used to compare predictions of theoretical models against these simula-
tions. An important conclusion from this paper is their finding that the random
alloy model approximates real HEAs sufficiently well. Multiple authors have
since stated the importance of correlated diffusion in HEAs.146–149 Gärtner et
al.150 recently used MC simulations within the random alloy model to fit the
tracer correlation factors to experimentally measured single crystalline tracer
diffusion coefficients.

2.1.4 Sluggish Diffusion

Sluggish diffusion was postulated as one of the four core effects of HEAs by
Yeh15 in 2006. Sluggish diffusion here means that the diffusion in HEAs is
systematically reduced compared to pure metals or dilute alloys.15 This effect is
often attributed to strong fluctuations in activation energies based on the local
chemical environment decreasing overall diffusion rates.16 As diffusion itself is
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not an easy phenomenon to measure, early experimental confirmation6,15,151–157

came from secondary observations like the appearance of nanocrystalline mi-
crostructures, the absence of low temperature phases even after slow furnace
cooling8,10 or a reduced creep rate.157 Critical assessment of these results noted
that these results are not conclusive as especially phase transformations are
influenced by other parameters like chemical potential differences and concen-
tration gradients and not only the diffusive properties.8 Moreover, there are
a multitude of counterexamples8 where precipitation is observed after cast-
ing6,152,158–170, rapid cooling171–173, or quenching.170,174,175

After these initial reports of sluggish diffusion in HEAs, the first detailed
diffusion study on a five component alloy, namely CoCrFeMn0.5Ni, was pub-
lished by Tsai et al.45 in 2013. They studied different diffusion couples using
a quasi-binary sample setup (in each diffusion couple only two species had a
concentration gradient) and concluded that this alloy has reduced diffusivities
and higher activation energies compared to its pure constituents. Hence, they
took this as confirmation of the sluggish diffusion hypothesis. Further, they
conjectured that this reduction in diffusivities is caused by the fluctuations in
the potential energy landscape in HEAs which features local low energy sites
in which the diffusing atoms or vacancies get trapped. In the following years,
this study has been widely criticized; Pickering and Jones8 state that the small
differences found in the activation energies for diffusion in the CoCrFeMn0.5Ni
HEA and conventional alloys179 are not sufficient to confirm sluggish diffusion.
While this criticism is directed at the interpretation of the obtained results,
the calculations of Tsai et al.45 have been doubted as well. Paul180 reveals
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the activation energies Q for bulk diffusion in
the 5 component Cantor alloy system from different references: Tsai2013,45

Dąbrowa2016,176 Vaidya2016,148 Vaidya2018,149 Jin2018,177 Dąbrowa2019,178

Mizuno2019,118 Sugita2020,116 and Gärtner2020.150 Tsai et al.45 and Dąbrowa et
al.176 investigated the CoCrFeMn0.5Ni HEA. Sugita et al.116 and Jin et al.177 only
reported a single Q value for the full alloy.
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multiple errors in their data treatment which could not be dispelled16 even after
a response by the original authors.181

Since 2013 many more diffusion studies have been published, and there are
two main methods from which atomic diffusivities have been obtained: Measure-
ment of concentration gradients in diffusion couples45,176–178,182–190 or tracking
the diffusion of radioactive tracer isotopes into the HEA.148–150,191–195 Only
Sugita et al.116 report on a third method, namely positron lifetime spectroscopy.
Meaningful comparison of these diffusivities, especially across alloy systems, is
nigh on impossible. Therefore, we restrict our comparison on the CoCrFeMnNi
Cantor alloy system. Figure 2.1 shows the activation energy Q calculated for
the different species in this HEAs. It can be seen that even though these ex-
periments determine the same quantity their scatter is large. As Q enters the
diffusivity calculation in the exponential term,43

D = D0 exp
(
− Q

kBT

)
, (2.25)

where D0 is an exponential pre-factor and kBT has its usual meaning. The ob-
served differences of ±0.5eV can lead to changes of multiple orders of magnitude
in the resulting D. If one also considers the experimental uncertainties of up to
0.23 eV,149 interpretation becomes even more difficult.

The conclusion on sluggish diffusion in HEAs remains divisive. Refs. 45,146,
176,178,182,185–187,190,192,196 conclude that diffusion in HEA can be called
sluggish, while Refs. 148,149,177,178,184,189,191,193,195 report that diffusion
is either non-sluggish or that there is not enough evidence to confirm sluggish
diffusion. There are two approaches of consolidating these different conclusions.
Firstly, there appears to be a split where the inter-diffusion in HEAs seems to be
sluggish, while tracer diffusion appears to be normal, i.e., non-sluggish.185–187

Unfortunately, this correlation remains unexplained.
Secondly, recent findings suggest that it is not the number of constituents in

an alloy that is responsible for sluggish diffusion but the type of elements which
are mixed.177,196,197 Durand et al.196 report that the diffusivity is relatively high
in pure elements and concentrated binary alloys but decreases substantially
once a third element is added, while the addition of a fourth element does not
influence the diffusion constants further. Dąbrowa et al.178 find that Mn seems
to be responsible for the sluggish diffusion cited so often. They compared the
diffusion in the Cantor alloy and its subsystems. Here, the Mn-free alloys show
normal diffusion kinetics, while the Mn containing alloys show a pronounced
reduction in diffusivity. Both agree that the species of added elements is more
important than their absolute number.

2.2 Dislocations and Strengthening Mechanisms

Dislocations in concentrated alloys have been of great interest ever since their
inception. This stems not only from the great potential for solid solution strength-
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ening in these alloys but also from their meandering shape in equilibrium and
during glide. The following sections summarize established literature of solid
solution strengthening and the discrepancies of stable stacking fault energies
observed in the Cantor alloy system. This is followed by a review on disloca-
tions in face-centered cubic (FCC) HEAs in equilibrium and during glide. Here,
different origins for the localized pinning of dislocations in these materials are
summarized in detail.

2.2.1 Solid Solution Strengthening Models

Even after their exhaustive search, George et al.19 and others2,10,198 conclude
that there is currently no HEA that can compete with the strongest steels or
superalloys available today. Therefore, eyes have turned towards other meth-
ods to improve the mechanical properties of HEAs. A lot of work18,199–205 has
been put into the development of HEAs showing transformation induced plas-
ticity or twinning induced plasticity (compare conventional steels206). While
others27,31–35,207–209 worked on precipitation hardening, a method commonly
used in Al210 or Mg211 alloys (details summarized in Subsection 2.2.6). A rela-
tively new approach is the incorporation of short-range order (SRO) to hinder
dislocation glide and improve strength of the alloy (see Subsection 2.2.5 for
detailed review).36–39,212

Nevertheless, the strength of FCC single phase HEAs remains of interest
as they form the backbone for all further strengthening mechanism mentioned
above213 or as a matrix in HEA-matrix composites.214–216 Here, much of the
vast design space has been left unexplored.2,9,10,19 Comprehensive and parame-
ter free solid solution strengthening models can be used to rapidly screen this
design space and guide experiments. The following brief historical overview
of solid solution strengthening models is based on the review by LaRosa et
al.213 For dilute alloys there are two different approaches to describe solid solu-
tion strengthening. Fleischer83,84 and Friedel85 suggest strong-pinning models,
where the dislocation line gets pinned on individual solutes in a monoatomic
matrix. Once the dislocation is pinned by such an obstacle, an additional shear
stress is required to bow out the dislocation line until it can detach and glide
further. The weak-pinning models derived by Mott86 and Labusch,87,88 on the
other hand, do not model solutes as individual atoms in a matrix but instead
treats them as a stochastic field of randomly distributed solutes. Within this
field, there are positions which are energetically favorable for the dislocation
line. Once trapped in such a position, an additional force is required to detach
the dislocation thereby reducing its mobility and increasing the strength of
an alloy. Comparison of the two models reveals that the Labusch model better
describes strengthening at temperatures and solute concentrations relevant for
real-world structural applications.217 Leyson et al.218,219 further improved the
Labusch model removing the need for ad hoc assumptions. Nevertheless, the
model still relies on a well-defined host matrix in which solutes are dissolved.
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For obvious reason, the definition of host and added solute atoms breaks down
for concentrated alloys like MEAs or HEAs. Knowing these limitations, Senkov
et al.220 described their TaNbHfZrTi body-centered cubic (BCC) refractory HEA
as a pseudo-binary system and estimated its strength based on the conven-
tional Labusch model. They report a moderate error of 18 % between model and
experiment.

More recently, solid solution strengthening models directly designed to de-
scribe concentrated alloys have been developed. Toda-Caraballo and Rivera-Díaz-
del-Castillo have formally extended the Labusch model to account for arbitrary
compositions.221,222 Further, they linked the strengthening coefficients in the
Labusch model to the intrinsic lattice distortions to concentrated alloys, as they
can be measured or calculated directly.223–229 This model has successfully been
applied to different concentrated alloys.221,222,230–233

Instead of augmenting the Labusch model with further theory, Walbrühl et al.
assumed a non-linear concentration dependence of strengthening parameters on
alloy composition. They fit these strengthening parameters to a large database
of experimental hardness measurements, thereby training the model, and obtain
an accuracy of ±13% over a broad range of elements and compositions.234 While
this model can be used to predict the Vickers hardness in a material system, it
does not offer new insights into the physical origin of said strength. Compared
to other strengthening models, this formalism cannot only account for hardness
in a single-phase FCC solid solution but also models multiphase materials with
different phase factions and even interstitial atoms.

A similar, less broad, fitting approach has recently been outlined for the
hardness in the Cantor alloy system by Shafiei.235 They fit the experimental
hardness measurements by Bracq et al.236 using a second-order polynomial.
Similar to Walbrühl et al.,234they provide a parameter set for the best fit.

Zhang et al.37,237 derive a stochastic Peierls-Nabarro model which can be
applied to near equiatomic single-phase HEAs. The chemical fluctuations in this
statistical continuum model are described by the standard deviation of the local
concentration and a correlation length. Including this correlation length allows
for a correct treatment of chemical short- or long-range order which might be
present in HEAs. Something that is impossible with the previously mentioned
models.

The Model by Varvenne et al.

Lastly, the most commonly used38,72,231,236,238–245 solid solution strengthening
model for concentrated alloys is derived by Varvenne et al.72,89 Their two main
publications describing the model currently tally a combined citation count of
350.72,89 It deviates from other theories by describing any HEA as a monoatomic
effective medium matrix, where each lattice site hosts a solute species embedded
into this average matrix. For each species in the HEA an interaction between
dislocation, average matrix (solvent), and this species acting as solute are
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responsible for the strengthening. The Varvenne model can be seen as a direct
extension of the Leyson model218,219 to which it reduces in the dilute limit.213

While there is a full model, featuring chemical binding energies of the
dislocation and the solutes, a reduced version of the model, where all dislocation-
solute interactions are of elastic nature is most commonly used. In the following,
this reduced model will be introduced. Here, the solutes are characterized by
their misfit volume ∆V , the effective size difference between a solute and the
alloy matrix. This corresponds not necessarily to a physical size difference
but also accounts for the chemical interactions of the different species.19 The
resulting elastic energy contribution considered here stems from the interaction
of the dislocation stress field with the misfit strain created by each solute
embedded into the average solvent matrix.213 The finite temperature yield
stress in the Varvenne model has two ingredients: The zero-temperature flow
shear stress τy,0 and the potential energy barrier ∆Eb the dislocation faces
during glide. These are given by,72
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where α is the dimensionless line tension parameter taken as 0.123,72 µ is the
shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, xi the molar fraction of species i, ∆Vi is the
misfit volume and its standard deviation σ∆Vi , and b is the Burgers vector. The
two minimized dislocation core coefficients f1 and f2 are reported to be f1 = 0.35
and f2 = 5.70 for typical FCC HEAs with typical elastic constants and stacking
fault energies below 100 mJm−2.72

In the low temperature and high stress regime the finite temperature critical
shear stress τy is equal to,72,219
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in the high temperature low stress regime, on the other hand,72,219

τy = τy,0 exp
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− 1
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Here, kBT has its usual meaning, ε̇0 is a references strain rate which may be
obtained from the Orowan relationship68 as its value only enters logarithmically
a value of ε̇0 = 1×104 s−1 is usually sufficiently accurate.72,219 Using the Taylor
factor246 M = 3.06 for FCC metals the calculated critical shear stress can be
related to a macroscopic yield strength,68

σy = Mτy. (2.30)
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This model is steadily improved, and the strengthening effects of SRO38 or
solute-solute interactions247 have recently been added.

We have applied these solid solution strengthening models to explain the
experimentally measured strengthening in the AuCuNiPdPt noble metal HEA
system in cooperation with Felix Thiel from IFW Dresden.248,249 Similarly, in
cooperation with Tom Keil of TU Darmstadt, we applied different solid solution
strengthening models to describe the solid solution hardening observed in the
Cantor alloy system.250 These publications do not relate to the main body of
this thesis; therefore they will not be discussed in detail.

2.2.2 Stacking Fault Energies

One important quantity in FCC metals is the stable stacking fault (SF) energy
and, more general, the planar fault energy surface of the {111} plane.67,68 While
these energies are fully accessible from atomistic simulations using standard
methodology,251,252 only the stable intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) energy is mea-
surable, experimentally.252 These experimental measurements are either based
on TEM measurements of partial dislocations253,254 or interpretation of X-ray
diffraction data.255 Sun et al.256 recently reviewed SF energy data for different
metastable metals and alloys which have a stable hexagonal close-packed (HCP)
and metastable FCC phase. They report two problems with the established
experimental techniques. First, the experimental resolution and uncertainties
mean that there is a constant lower limit of measurable ISF energies at about
20 mJm−2. Moreover, these methods are based on the force balance of the re-
pulsive Peach-Koehler force of two partial dislocations and the attractive force
from the positive SF energy. They state that this force balance does not exist
anymore if an alloy has a negative SF energy, as this reverses the sign of the
forces associated with the SF invalidating this force balance.

This becomes important for the Cantor alloy family HEAs as both the CoCrNi
and the CoCrFeMnNi alloy are only metastable in the FCC phase with a stable
HCP phase at room temperature.257–260 As outlined above, this invalidates
experimental results of the room temperature SF energy. Computational deter-
mination of the planar fault energies in these concentrated alloys is difficult as
well, as it requires sampling of many chemical environments. It has been shown
that the planar fault energies vary greatly not only with the local chemical
environment260–262 but also with SRO.261 The following paragraphs give an
overview over existing literature data, while they all agree on the fact, that
the CoCrFeMnNi family of HEAs has a comparatively low ISF energy, the
absolute values still scatter substantially. Figure 2.2 shows a graphical sum-
mary of the different references and their disagreement on the ISF energies.
For the five component Cantor alloy experimental measurements* based on
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) report stacking fault energies in the

*All planar fault energies given in the following are rounded to the nearest multiple 5.
Artifacts from this rounding are smaller than commonly reported uncertainties.
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the
stable ISF energies γisf ex-
tracted from the references
presented in Subsection 2.2.2.
The data points are shown in
ascending order. It can be seen
that there is no consensus on
the sign or magnitude of the
SF energy within these alloy
systems.

range of 30 mJm−2,263,264 whereas the X-ray diffraction method gives a slightly
lower value of 20 mJm−2.265 DFT calculations give a much less clear picture.
While some authors report stacking fault energies in the range of 15 mJm−2 to
30 mJm−2,266,267 others report values slightly above268 or below269 0 mJm−2.
Lastly, there are several publications reporting ISF energies in the range of
−40 mJm−2 to −55 mJm−2.258,260

In the CoCrNi MEA the experimental results show quite a large scatter.
TEM measurements of the partial dislocation spacing give stacking fault ener-
gies between 15 mJm−2 to 25 mJm−2 for the presumably random alloy.264,270

Zhang et al.39 intentionally prepared random samples and samples featuring
SRO. They report an ISF energy of 10 mJm−2 for the random CoCrNi and a sig-
nificantly higher one of 25 mJm−2 for the SRO sample. This trend, even though
there is a stark difference in absolute values, is in agreement with DFT calcu-
lations by Ding et al.,261 who report a lower mean ISF energy of −45 mJm−2

for their random samples compared to 30 mJm−2 for the most ordered samples.
Other DFT simulations of the random MEA all report negative stacking fault
energies between −20 mJm−2 and −60 mJm−2.258,260,269,271,272

2.2.3 Dislocations in High-Entropy Alloys

Dislocations in FCC 3d transition metal HEAs initially appear to behave simi-
larly to dislocations in conventional FCC metals or alloys. The perfect 1/2〈110〉
dislocations gliding on {111} planes dissociate into 〈112〉 Shockley partial dis-
locations,76,263,273,274 as expected from Frank’s energy criterion.67,68,275 The
dislocation mobilities of screw and edge dislocations have been reported to be
of similar magnitude80,263 and dissociated partials have been found to be more
mobile compared their perfect counterpart.76

The main difference between dislocations in concentrated MEAs and HEAs
is the equilibrium dislocation line arrangement. Dislocations in pure metals
form straight lines under static equilibrium conditions to minimize the dislo-
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cation line energy.67,68 The local chemical fluctuations in the HEAs, however,
can stabilize longer, i.e., meandering, dislocation lines if this enables favorable
dislocation-solute interactions.72,213,276 These lead to a strengthening of the
resulting alloy, as moving the dislocation away from these favorable solute ar-
rangements requires additional energy.72 Moreover, partial dislocation spacing
is dictated by the elastic constants and the SF energy.67,68 In pure metals, both
quantities are spatially invariant leading to two straight partial dislocations
separated at a constant width. Suzuki has shown that in dilute alloys solutes
can segregate to the SF and change its energy.277,278 Ding et al.261 and oth-
ers258,262 showed that the SF energy can vary strongly in HEAs depending on
the local chemical environment of the planar fault. This means that as the SF
energy varies along the dislocation line leading to locally fluctuating partial
dislocation spacing and therefore encourages wavy dislocation arrangements.
This effect has been reported for a variety of MEAs and HEAs.36,74,78–80,279 A
related discrete dislocation dynamics68,280 simulation found that decreasing
SF energies, while increasing their fluctuations leads to a strengthening of the
alloy.279

The second factor leading to dislocation waviness is related to conventional
strengthening theories. The dislocation does not glide smoothly through a con-
centrated alloy matrix as it would in a pure metal. Instead, it gets locally pinned
in some positions while other line segments continue to glide, leading to an
overall meandering dislocation line. Lee et al.77 investigated dislocation glide in
the equimolar Cantor alloy using TEM and report jerky motion of individual
dislocations suggesting strong pinning of the dislocation at some sites followed
by unpinning and rapid glide until the next obstacle is encountered. They com-
pare the observed dislocation glide to nano-precipitate hardened, irradiated
austenitic steels281 or a 304 steel containing a high density of irradiation in-
duced defects.282 Zhai and Zaiser276 incorporated local random forces into their
discrete dislocation dynamics model to approximate the random chemical fluc-
tuations in HEAs. Here, they find the dislocation pinning length as a good
descriptor for an alloy’s yield stress. These simulation results are in line with
the solid solution strengthening models by Leyson et al.,217–219 Varvenne et
al.,72,213 or Zhang et al.,37 and the qualitative model by Péterffy et al.283 They,
however, treat the dislocation pinning sites as statistical quantity disregarding
their exact atomic origin.

2.2.4 Dislocation Pinning on the Atomic Scale

In pure FCC metals, the energy barrier seen by a gliding dislocation is called
Peierls barrier, while the stress required to overcome this barrier is called
Peierls stress.68 As outlined in a recent review by George et al.,19 a similar
approach is taken for the highly disordered HEAs where authors12,284 attribute
the high yield strength to a high average Peierls barrier without considering
chemical fluctuations. According to their review,19 this wording is erroneous
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as Varvenne et al.111 have shown that the increased resistance against disloca-
tion glide in concentrated alloys stems from the chemical disorder and should
therefore be called solid solution strengthening. Their proof revolves around
the so-called average-atom (avg.-atom), which is a virtual element that can be
used in atomistic simulations. It has the same long-range average properties as
a concentrated alloy matrix, alas, only contains a single element. Varvenne et
al.111 report a dislocation glide stress below 10 MPa for the avg.-atom while the
full, multi-component HEA has glide stresses between 200 MPa and 500 MPa.111

Therefore, the resistance against dislocation glide in concentrated alloys stems
from the solutes and not the matrix.

The review by George et al.19 further states that the strengthening observed
in MEAs and HEAs should not be seen as a phenomenon on the atomic scale
as the activation volume for dislocation glide VA in the Cantor alloy is in the
range of 70b3 at 77 K.285 To put this number into perspective, each activation
volume contains N ≈ 100 atoms.* Overall reports on the activation volume
remain inconclusive as they scatter between 10b3 and 360b3 depending on
measurement temperature (between 77 K and 300 K) and other experimental
conditions.285–289 Hong et al.,286 who report low temperature activation volumes
between 10b3 and 100b3, note that these activation volumes are about a factor
of 10 smaller than the ones in pure FCC metals. Therefore, the question on the
scale of dislocation pinning and strengthening remains contentious.

One possible atomic scale origin of dislocation pinning might be the degree
of local lattice distortion. Multiple authors have reported a direct correlation
between the Peierls stress284 or the macroscopic yield strength224,225,284,290,291

and the intrinsic lattice distortions. Even though, this observation is not moti-
vated by theory19 it would give an atomistic descriptor for dislocation pinning.
Recently, however, Nöhring and Curtin292 have shown that this correlation
is spurious and agrees with the HEA solid solution strengthening model by
Varvenne et al.72 as the lattice distortions and the misfit volume, one of the
main input quantities of the model, are directly correlated.

2.2.5 The Effect of Short-Range Order

Another option for atomic scale dislocation pinning conceivable is the effect
of preferred bonds. During glide, the dislocation shifts the atomic layers in
the glide plane against each other, replacing two of three nearest neighbor
bonds (in the case of an FCC {111} glide plane).68,293 This means that in an
ordered material, a dislocation passing through the material destroys the local
order which carries an additional energy cost as many preferential bonds are
broken. In a random alloy this effect is supposedly small, as the atoms and their
bonds are spatially uncorrelated on average. On the local scale, however, the
dislocation advancement could be hindered, i.e., the dislocation line is pinned,

*Assuming that N =VA/Ω, where VA = 70b3 = 70(a0/
p

2)3 and Ω= a3
0/4, gives N = 70

p
2.
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if it encounters an energetically favorable random arrangement of atoms that
would be broken up. In HEA samples with some degree of SRO the fraction
of energetically favorable bonds is increased, leading to a higher degree of
pinning.293–295

Antillon et al.38 have performed large-scale atomistic simulations on a
model FCC HEA. They created samples with different degrees of SRO from MC
annealing at different temperatures and found two opposite effects. While the
preferential SRO bonds lead to an increase in strength, the SRO samples also
show a decreasing atomic size misfit, which leads to a decrease in solid solution
strengthening, as described by the Varvenne et al.72 solid solution strengthening
model. These two effects balance for edge dislocations, whereas SRO increases
the glide resistance for screw dislocations.

The final verdict on whether there is SRO in the Cantor alloy and its sub-
systems after high temperature homogenization and quenching is still out. In
the following, arguments for both views are going to be presented. There is
evidence for SRO in different MEAs and HEAs.39,208,261,286,296–300 Zhang et
al.297 performed extended X-ray absorption fine structure measurements on
the NiCoCr alloy and found preferential bonding of Cr-Co and Cr-Ni pairs. This
SRO, where Cr-Cr bonds in the first neighbor shell are energetically unfavorable
while all other elements i in the alloy tend to form Cr-i bonds, has been reported
for CoCrNi261 and CoCrFeNi296 based on DFT calculations. Using similar tech-
niques, Pei et al.301 report a transition in SRO at ≈ 1000K, where the Co-Cr
and Co-Ni SRO disappears while the Co-Ni preference remains. Note that while
these DFT based MC simulations can predict the thermodynamically stable
SRO in an alloy, kinetics can still limit its formation, especially at lower temper-
atures.261 Additionally, Zang et al.39 find diffuse superlattice streaks in TEM
diffraction patterns after heat treatment of CoCrNi samples which are taken
as evidence of SRO. They show a pronounced strength increase stemming from
this SRO. Similarly, Hong et al.286 take an increase in dislocation activation
volume and strength after annealing as an evidence for SRO formation. Another
indirect evidence for SRO is the planar slip often reported for the Cantor al-
loy.263,270,273,274 This has been attributed to a glide softening mechanism,302

where dislocation activity on a given lattice plane becomes easier after the first
dislocation has destroyed any pre-existing SRO.212 Therefore, the prevalence of
planar slip could be a sign of SRO. A common counterpoint to this argument is
based on the great dissociation width in the Cantor alloy. Dissociated partial
dislocations cannot cross-slip and thereby wide dissociation promotes planar
slip.263,270,273

There is, on the other hand, ample of counter evidence as well. Many atom
probe tomography (APT) studies find MEAs and HEA in a random solid solution
state.27,77,149,191,200,208,224,303–306 Laurent-Brocq et al.306 report a true random
solid solution down to the atomic scale in the equimolar Cantor alloy after their
APT investigation. This was later confirmed down to a resolution limit of 1 nm
by Lee et al.77 Based on the works by Marceau et al.307,308 the combination of
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limited spatial resolution as well as detector efficiency in APT can hide SRO and
lead to a more randomized atomic matrix. An effect that needs to be considered
in the assessment of chemical randomness of HEAs.286

A different method was chosen by Smith et al.74 who use high resolution
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy to confirm the chemical homogeneity of
their sample. Using positron annihilation spectroscopy, Ren et al.208 report
no significant segregation in CoCrFeMnNi HEA samples after annealing or
after irradiation at temperatures between 300 K and 773 K. Opposite to these
experimental results, their DFT based MC simulations show a reduction in
Cr-Cr pairs and an increase in Ni-Cr bond count at 500 K, in line with the other
DFT studies. These simulations yield an almost perfectly random alloy at a
MC temperature of 1200 K. This suggests that the chemical randomness in the
experimental samples is kinetically stabilized during cooling and the added
energy from irradiation does not facilitate its ordering.

2.2.6 L12 Precipitation Strengthening in High-Entropy Alloys

The strengthening effect of coherent precipitates, already well established for
conventional alloys,309,310 has been investigated for different MEAs and HEAs of
the Cantor alloy family.32–34,207,209 These studies agree that the main premise of
precipitation strengthening remains true in HEAs — it can lead to a substantial
increase in strength without critically compromising the ductility of the alloy.

The literature overview presented in the following shows experimental
measurements in different L12 precipitation strengthened HEA, the main take-
away is that in all cases, the strength of the material could be increased more
than two-fold.

Qi et al.209 investigated a (FeCoNiCr)0.89Ti0.06Al0.05 alloy with a relatively
low volume fraction 18 % of L12 precipitates finely dispersed within each grain.
Here, the mean precipitate radius is reported to be 10.3 nm. Even this low
number of small precipitates leads to a substantial yield strength increase of
275 MPa compared to the 165 MPa yield strength of the host matrix. He et al.32

find Ni3(Al,Ti) precipitates in a similar FeCoNiCr base alloy with added Al and
Ti. They report slightly higher volume fractions of secondary phase, around 25 %,
leading to a strength increase of 327 MPa for particles in the 40 nm to 100 nm
radius range. Starting from a non-equimolar HEA, Liang et al.34 developed
the Al0.5Cr0.9FeNi2.5V0.2 HEA. It contains a higher concentration of Ni and Al
to facilitate the formation of L12 phases with a volume fraction greater than
50 %. Moreover, these initial concentrations ensure an almost equimolar ternary
CrFeNi FCC matrix after the formation of the Ni3Al precipitates. The increase
in strength from these 30 nm radius particles is found to be 752 MPa. Looking
at ternary base alloys, Zhao et al.33 and Yang et al.207 investigate the ternary
CoCrNi and CoFeNi with added Al and Ti, respectively. They both find chemically
more complex L12 phases of (Ni,Co,Cr)3(Ti,Al) and (Ni,Co,Fe)3(Ti,Al,Fe). Zhao et
al.33 report a total strength increase from these precipitates of 388 MPa, while
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Yang et al.207 report a much greater strength gain of 788 MPa. This stems from
the differences in volume fraction of the secondary phase. Here, the former only
have 11 %, while the latter find volume fractions of 50 % with mean radii around
40 nm.

The L12 secondary phase investigated by the aforementioned authors is
coherent with the FCC matrix and therefore assumed to be sheared by the dislo-
cation line as it passes this obstacle. While this assumption is made by all the
authors, only Yang et al.207 provide direct evidence in the form of TEM images
showing the dislocation line cutting a L12 particle. The effect of incoherent BCC
L21 precipitates has recently started to become of interest as well,209 but it
remains out of scope for the following sections.

2.3 Grain Boundaries

HEAs have been suggested for high-temperature applications2,19,23 even though
their mechanical properties can currently not compete with established Ni-based
superalloys.2,10,19 While their strength at high temperatures is most important
for future applications, a stable microstructure is equally important to allow for
long-term use of a part without changes in its material properties.90 To this end,
the grain growth kinetics of HEAs need to be understood to allow for alloy design
resilient against high temperature grain growth. Another proposed application
for HEAs is the use as structural material in fission or fusion reactors10,47 due
to their increased irradiation resistance.48–63 In conventional metals and alloys,
nanocrystalline (NC) microstructures possess an increased irradiation toler-
ance compared to their coarse-grained counterparts upon irradiation.91–93 This
makes NC microstructures desirable for applications but the irradiation of said
grain structures can lead a rapid coalescence of grains and grain coarsening.63

This unwanted grain growth needs to be prevented to ensure long-lasting parts.
Reduced grain growth in FCC 3d transition metal HEAs has been widely

reported, however, there is still debate over its origin.11,94–107

There are different hypotheses on the origin of the reduced grain growth in
HEAs. Bhattacharjee et al.94 and others95 suggest that the grain growth rate in
HEAs might be intrinsically reduced due to the strong lattice distortions. Others
state that the sluggish diffusion94,96–98 and solute drag are reducing grain
growth in complex alloys.11,97,99–102 Lastly, the reduced grain growth rate has
been attributed to secondary phase formation at grain boundaries (GBs).102–107

There are two different effects that can stabilize a microstructure against
grain growth. Either by means of kinetic or thermodynamic stabilization (or a
combination thereof).311,312

Kinetic Stabilization

Kinetic stabilization can be facilitated by solute drag,313,314 which slows GB
migration in a single phase solid solution, or due to Zener pinning,315 which
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involves pinning of the GB at secondary phase particles. There is experimen-
tal indication that grain growth in HEAs is diffusion controlled. Liu et al.97

determined the activation energy for thermally activated grain growth in the
FCC Cantor (CoCrFeMnNi) HEA5 to be 321.7 kJmol−1. The activation energies
of self-diffusion reported by Tsai et al.45 in said alloy are of a similar range
between 288 kJmol−1 and 318 kJmol−1.* The apparent similarity between these
values suggests that a solute cloud forms at the GBs which subsequently needs
to diffuse alongside the GB as it migrates through the alloy. Direct observation
of this solute cloud remains elusive, with Vaidya et al.191 reporting no excess
concentration at GBs in the Cantor alloy after annealing. On the other hand,
Barr et al.316 report GB segregation of Co and Ni after irradiation in the same
alloy. Moreover, the strong pinning force of secondary phases at the GBs has
been observed in HEAs. These have been found to stabilize ultrafine-grained104

and NC103 microstructures up to 1173 K. Due to their vast compositional space
and inherent metastability9 HEAs have a very broad metallurgical design space
to optimize these alloys for optimum secondary phase fraction and distribution.

Thermodynamic Stabilization

Thermodynamic stabilization of a microstructure is facilitated by reduction of
the GB energy and thereby a reduction in driving force for grain growth due
to solute segregation.317,318 In conventional alloys, the reduction in GB energy
is usually driven by segregation of an alloying element with low mixing but
high segregation enthalpy.319 In HEAs this effect could act on a local scale with
chemical fluctuations providing favorable low energy arrangements for GBs
in which they are pinned. This model image would translate the dislocation
pinning argument by Varvenne et al.72 to GBs.

Zhou et al.98 used the combination of kinetic and thermodynamic stabiliza-
tion to design an FCC HEA with exceptional resistance against grain growth.
The alloy is based on the quaternary CoCrFeNi with small additions of Mo, Nb,
and Zr, which stabilize nanosized grains up to very high temperatures of 1273 K.

*These values are possibly based on wrong assumptions180 and correct treatment of the
measured data leads to values from 272 kJmol−1 to 293 kJmol−1.176
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2.4 Research Questions

Based on the Introduction and this Literature Review the following research
questions are raised and will be investigated throughout this thesis. They will
serve as a guide summarizing our motivations.

Chapter 4 Vacancies

I. How does the vacancy formation energy change as function of chemical
environment and HEA composition?

II. What is the resulting equilibrium vacancy concentration, and how does it
depend on the configurational entropy of the host matrix?

III. How is the vacancy migration energy influenced by the local chemical
fluctuations in the HEA matrix and the alloy’s composition?

IV. Can we combine these ingredients to describe tracer diffusion in concen-
trated alloys from atomistic computer simulation?

Chapter 5 Dislocations

I. Is there strong Fleischer type pinning of the dislocation line on a distinct
structural motive within the HEA matrix?

II. If not, can we characterize the pinning point strength and density of the
whole solute field in the spirit of weak Labusch type pinning?

III. How do the atomic scale dislocation pinning points influence the critical
stress for dislocation glide and its mobility?

IV. What is the effect of larger scale inhomogenieties, for example SRO or
precipitates, on dislocation pinning and the dislocation line shape?

Chapter 6 Grain Boundaries

I. What is the magnitude of the intrinsic lattice distortions in the HEA and
can they influence the GB structure or its migration?

II. Are there differences in the GB structure in the HEA compared to pure
metals and its avg.-atom counterpart?

III. How does the GB mobility in the HEA compare to the avg.-atom and other
metals?

IV. What is the effect of possible solute segregation in the HEA on its grain
growth kinetics?
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After a brief overview over the employed methods in Chapter 3 we will inves-
tigate and answer these questions based on large-scale atomistic computer
simulations. Here, we climb the ladder of defect dimensionality, starting from
zero-dimensional vacancies, going via one-dimensional dislocations, to two-
dimensional grain boundaries. Special attention will always be given to the
complex, multi-elemental matrix of HEAs which differentiates them from con-
ventional alloys. To conclude, we will revisit the questions outlined above in
Chapter 7 and give comprehensive answers.



3 Methodology

In the first part of this chapter, a brief overview over the computational meth-
ods and models used in all following chapters will be given. It is mostly based
on the insightful books ‘Modeling materials: continuum, atomistic, and mul-
tiscale techniques’ by Tadmore and Miller,320 ‘Understanding molecular sim-
ulation’ by Frenkel and Smit,321 and ‘Introduction to the kinetic Monte Carlo
method’ by Voter.322 The chapter starts with an introduction to molecular dynam-
ics (MD) and molecular statics (MS) methods, continues with different Monte
Carlo (MC) algorithms, and finishes with a section on interatomic potentials.
The simulations within this thesis are mostly performed using the Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS); it is available open-
source under the GNU GPL at http://lammps.sandia.gov. Therefore, some
details will be given in reference to this software. The second part of this chapter
will provide a more detailed look in the simulation procedures used to derive
the results presented throughout this thesis.

3.1 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) is the method of choice to study the dynamics of many
interacting atoms. While this so-called many-body problem does not have an
analytical solution, MD can be used to simulate its time evolution. Initially, a
few assumptions about the simulated atoms need to be made. Firstly, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation,323 which states that calculations of electrons and
nuclei can be separated, due to their large difference in mass, is applied. Thereby,
the electronic shell can always react instantly to the slow motion of the heavy
nucleus, while the nucleus appears stationary to the electrons. For MD this
means that only the motion of the atomic nuclei needs to be calculated explicitly,
while the electrons tag along. Secondly, atoms are assumed to be heavy and
slow moving so that they can be treated as classical particles following Newton’s
equation of motion. This means that both inner energy and heat capacities
extracted from MD simulations give values predicted by the Dulong-Petit law.324

Lastly, the size of the atomic nucleus is much smaller than the total size of the
atom and realistic interatomic distances. Therefore, each nucleus can be treated
as a point mass in space with associated position and velocity vectors.
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Going back to the original question on the dynamic trajectories of these
atomic nuclei in time and space, the classical equation of motion,

mi
d2⃗r i

dt2 = F⃗i(r1, . . . , rN )+ F⃗Ext,i, where
d2⃗r i

dt2 = a⃗i, (3.1)

needs to be integrated for all particles N. Here, mi is the mass of particle
i, r⃗ i is its position, and t is time. The second time derivative of the position
corresponds to the acceleration a⃗. The force acting on a particle i depends on
the positions (r1, . . . , rN ) of all other interacting particles in the system and, if
applicable, an external applied force F⃗Ext. These forces acting on each particle
can be calculated from ab initio methods.325 Even modern ab initio MD methods,
however, scale ≈ O

(
N2)

, where N is the number of valence electrons.326 This
makes the simulation of many atoms or long time scales prohibitively expensive.

Alternatively, the atomic forces can be obtained from classical interatomic
potentials, which lead to an O (N) scaling, where N is the number of simulated
atoms, as all forces can be calculated from short-range particle interactions.327

Moreover, classical interatomic potentials can be calculated from the atomic
nuclei instead of individual electrons decreasing N compared to ab initio meth-
ods. A secondary benefit of the short-range interatomic potential is that parallel
evaluation of the force calculation, the computationally most demanding step of
the simulation, becomes embarrassingly parallel.* Meaning that doubling the
number of CPUs running the simulation halves the execution time. This stems
from the fact that the simulation volume can be split into chunks of atoms that
are outside each other’s interaction range for which forces become independent.

3.1.1 Velocity Verlet Algorithm

Knowing the forces and masses of the atoms Equation 3.1 can be integrated nu-
merically. While there are many methods, usually the velocity Verlet integrator
is used.329,330 It calculates the forces F⃗, positions r⃗, and velocities v⃗ at discrete
times which are separated by a short time interval ∆t. Each of these time
intervals corresponds to a single simulation step during which the algorithm
performs three operations:

I. Calculate new positions: r⃗(t+∆t)= r⃗(t)+ v⃗(t)∆t+ 1
2 a⃗(t)∆t2

II. Get a⃗(t+∆t) from the interatomic potential using the new positions r⃗(t+∆t)†

III. Update the velocities: v⃗(t+∆t)= v⃗(t)1
2 (a⃗(t)+ a⃗(t+∆t))∆t

The total simulated time corresponds to the number of steps taken multiplied
with the length of each time step. Therefore, longer time steps reduce the com-
putational cost, while decreasing the integration accuracy. For metals time

*‘Some computational problems are “embarrassingly parallel”: they can easily be divided into
components that can be executed concurrently.’, Herlihy and Shavit, 2012328

†F⃗ =−∇⃗E and F⃗ = ma⃗, where E is the potential energy.
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steps between 1 fs and 4 fs are commonly used. This algorithm requires ini-
tial velocities, which are usually initialized to a given temperature using the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

The velocity Verlet algorithm has several benefits over other integration
schemes. Without significant computational overhead, the error is reduced to
O

(
∆t2)

compared to O (∆t) of the Euler method. This is necessary given the
large number of integration steps required for a typical MD simulation, where
errors readily propagate. Secondly, this algorithm is a so-called symplectic
integrator.331 This means that if one uses non-dissipative forces as an input,
the energy will always oscillate around the exact solution of the differential
equation making the integration energy conserving. Similarly, other physical
quantities like linear and angular momentum are conserved as well.

3.1.2 Thermostat and Barostat

The MD methodology outlined above will conserve the number of particles
number N, the volume V , and the total energy E, thereby simulating the
microcanonical or NVE ensemble (if F⃗ext = 0). Most of the time this is not
the desired ensemble, instead constant temperature T or pressure p might be
desired. These simulations become possible with the help of a thermostat or
barostat, respectively.

Two different thermostats are commonly used. The Nosé–Hoover thermo-
stat332,333 couples the simulation to a virtual heat bath. This is done by means
of a friction term which is added to the equations of motion. This friction term
slows the particles if the temperature in the simulation is too high, while it
accelerates the particles if the temperature is too low. The time needed for
the thermostat to establish a selected temperature is defined by a damping
parameter which is usually set to 100∆t. Too small damping times can lead to
unphysical behavior of the system while too high ones increase the time required
for the system to reach equilibrium. The Nosé–Hoover thermostat generates
temperature fluctuations consistent with the canonical (NVT) ensemble.

The second method of thermostating employed in this thesis is the Langevin
thermostat.334,335 It adds a frictional force proportional to the instantaneous
velocity to each particle, accelerating or decelerating them depending on the
current and target temperature. Physically, this corresponds to a solvent of con-
stant target temperature randomly colliding with the simulated atoms, thereby
exchanging energy with them. Due to the random nature of the interactions
with the virtual solvent atoms, the Langevin thermostat efficiently removes
shock waves and oscillations from the material.

Similar to the Nosé–Hoover thermostat, a Nosé–Hoover barostat,332 also
called Parrinello-Rahman barostat,336 can be employed to dynamically change
the size of the simulation cell. Thereby, this method can stabilize any desired
stress state in the sample. This works again by a modification of the equations of
motion. It preserves the fluctuations of the isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble.
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In general the equations of motion by Shinoda et al.337 are implemented in
LAMMPS, they allow for independent toggling of the thermostat and barostat
during a simulation.

3.2 Molecular Statics

The MD methods outlined above simulate the dynamics of an atomic system at
finite temperatures. Sometimes the 0 K ground state, i.e., local energy minimum,
of a given configuration is of interest. This state can be found using local energy
minimization techniques in a process called molecular statics (MS) simulations.
The local energy minimization for a system containing N atoms corresponds to a
minimization problem having 3N −6 degrees of freedom.338 There are different
algorithms implemented in LAMMPS to solve this minimization problem, two of
them will be described in more detail.

The first one is called fast inertial relaxation engine (FIRE)338,339 and corre-
sponds to a damped dynamics simulations. Here, the equations of motion for
the particles are modified in a way such that they can only move towards lower
potential energies. These modified equations of motion are then integrated using
the velocity Verlet integrator leading to an atomic trajectory which minimizes
the forces acting on the particles.

Secondly, the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm,340 in the formulation of
Polak and Ribière341 is implemented in LAMMPS. It directly minimizes the
gradient of the potential energy, i.e., the forces, using an iterative line search
approach following the directions of highest curvature on the energy landscape.
CG minimization works best if the function to be minimized is quadratic towards
the minimum. This is often the case for atoms in crystals, where each atom
sits in a parabolic energy well (cf. harmonic approximation).320 An important
feature of the CG implementation in LAMMPS is that it cannot only optimize
the atomic coordinates inside a simulation cell but also rescale and reshape the
simulation cell to find the equilibrium simulation cell volume and shape.

Both methods find the closest local energy minimum of a given starting con-
figuration. Examples comparing the minimization algorithms as implemented in
LAMMPS can be seen in Figure 3.1. The trajectory of a single atom with its energy
equal to Himmelblau’s function342 (a&b) or the Rosenbrock function343 (c&d)
is shown. The potential energy E and distances x and y are given in arbitrary
units. Himmelblau’s function is approximately quadratic close to its minima and
both FIRE and CG converge well. The Rosenbrock function has a steep parabolic
valley with a shallow minimum. Here, CG stops the minimization prematurely
once the valley is reached, as the iterative line search cannot find a direction for
further energy minimization. The FIRE method, on the other hand, converges to
the minimum.
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Figure 3.1: Potential energy landscapes following Himmelblau’s function (a) or the
Rosenbrock function (c). The minimization pathways for the CG and the FIRE methods
are shown, initial and final positions are indicated. Local minima (E = 0) for both
functions are located at (3,2) and (1,1), respectively. Note, the color scale is logarithmic.
(b&d) show the progress of the energy minimization for both methods.

3.3 Nudged Elastic Band Method

The nudged elastic band (NEB) method is used to find the minimum energy
path (MEP) between two metastable or stable states of a system.344,345 It sam-
ples a discrete number of configurations along this minimum energy path and
returns the atomic configurations and potential energies for each configuration.

The NEB algorithm works by creating a number of replicas along the esti-
mated MEP. Each replica is a copy of the initial system, in some interpolated
configuration between initial and final state. Each replica, except for the initial
and final replicas are then subjected to MS energy minimization, taking not only
the interatomic potential into account but also applying a cross-replica force.
This force is an attractive spring force keeping the chain of replicas connected,
so that not all replicas relax towards the two connected energy minima. Instead,
this method allows this chain to relax towards the MEP. An example of such
a NEB calculation can be seen in Figure 3.2, where (a) shows Himmelblau’s
function. Two of its minima are initially connected by a straight line (purple).
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Figure 3.2: Energies along different paths connecting two local minima of Himmelblau’s
function. The energy along a linear path, and two different NEB calculations is compared
to the true MEP. The color scale in (a) is logarithmic. For the linear and true MEP only
a few data points are shown.

During NEB simulations the MEP is found via an intermediate energy min-
imum (blue). In (b), the large difference in saddle point energy between both
paths can be seen.

Once the MEP is converged, the energy of all replicas is known. Normally,
one is interested in the exact potential energy of the saddle point. If one uses
many replicas, the saddle point energy corresponds to the energy of the highest
replica. As each replica is expensive to calculate, only a small number of them
can be used. To ensure that the maximum is found, a trick can be used. Once
the MEP is converged, the NEB spring forces acting on the highest replica are
reversed, thereby pushing it up to the saddle point. This two-step method is
called climbing image (CI) NEB.346,347 This can be seen in Figure 3.2 where we
calculated the MEP with a tiny number of four replicas with and without CI.
While the CI calculation finds the correct saddle point energy, the conventional
NEB underestimates its energy by 5 %.

The LAMMPS implementation of the CI NEB follows the methodology given
in Refs. 346–349.

3.4 Monte-Carlo Simulation

3.4.1 Canonical Ensemble

The canonical ensemble describes a chemically isolated system with constant
particles counts Ni per species i, constant temperature T, and constant volume
V . In a box containing N particles, the system can be described by two vectors:
a 3N-dimensional vector containing the position of each particle r⃗3N and a
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N-dimensional vector σ⃗N storing the type of each particle. The potential energy
of any configuration is a function of these two vectors E

(⃗
r3N , σ⃗N)

.
The resulting configurational integral ZC for a binary system within the

canonical ensemble is,350

ZC(N1,N )=
Λ−3N1

1 Λ−3(N−N1)
2

N1!(N −N1)!

∫
exp

[
−E

(⃗
r3N , σ⃗N)

kBT

]
d3N r⃗,

where Λi =
√

h2

2πmikBT
.

(3.2)

kB is the Boltzmann constant and mi is the mass of particle i. N contains the
three independent thermodynamic variables N, V , and T. Canonical Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations therefore sample the probability distribution,350

πC

(
r⃗3N , σ⃗N ; N1,N

)
∝ exp

[
−E

(⃗
r3N , σ⃗N)

kBT

]
. (3.3)

MC sampling of this probability distribution involves two different trial steps.
Either random displacement of a single particle, or swapping the chemical iden-
tity of two particles of different types within the simulation cell. The canonical
acceptance probability AC, fulfilling detailed balance, for any trial moves is
equal to,

AC =min
{

1,exp
[−∆E

kBT

]}
, with ∆E = E

(
r⃗3N

t , σ⃗N
t

)
−E

(
r⃗3N , σ⃗N

)
. (3.4)

Here, E and σ⃗ denote the currently accepted system state, while the subscript t
indicates the arrangement and energy after the trial move.

A canonical system modeled by this formalism converges relatively slowly.
This can be improved if trial moves are biased towards the highest gradient in
energy. One method providing such a bias is hybrid MC/MD sampling, where
particle displacements are simulated by means of classical MD and only particle
type exchanges are sampled using MC trial steps.350

3.4.2 Semi-Grand Canonical Ensemble

In the canonical ensemble, simulations can only be performed at constant
particle numbers per species, i.e., constant concentration c. MC simulations
in the semi-grand canonical ensemble overcome this limitation by allowing
particle exchanges between the system of interest and an infinite reservoir of
each species. Each reservoir is kept at a constant temperature and chemical
potential ∆µ. MC simulations in this ensemble explore varying concentrations
and particle arrangements, the overall sample concentration, however, is still
imposed by the chemical potential.
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The associated semi-grand canonical configurational integral ZS can be
written as,350

ZS
(
∆µ,N

)=
∫ 1

0
ZC(c,N )exp

[−∆µNc
kBT

]
dc. (3.5)

The resulting probability distribution is therefore given by,350

πS

(
r⃗3N , σ⃗N ;∆µ,N

)
∝ exp

[
−E

(⃗
r3N , σ⃗N)+∆µNc

(⃗
σN)

kBT

]
. (3.6)

If we again assume that translational degrees of freedoms are sampled by
means of MD, the only remaining trial move involves changes in concentration.
Compared to the canonical ensemble, atoms are not swapped within the cell,
instead a single particle is randomly selected and its type is exchanges with a
different species taken from its respective reservoir. Obeying detailed balance,
the acceptance probability for such a trial move is equal to,

AS =min
{

1,exp
[
−∆E+∆µN∆c

kBT

]}
. (3.7)

Compared to the canonical ensemble, the probability to accept a trial move does
not only depend on the associated energy change. There is an additional driving
energy ∆µN∆c, steering the system in the direction of the desired composition.

The semi-grand canonical ensemble can stabilize single-phase equilibria,
In systems featuring a miscibility gap, c becomes discontinuous function of ∆µ
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic phase diagram for a binary A-B system with miscibility gap.
At the temperature of interest, marked by a horizontal line, the miscibility gap extends
over the shaded concentration range. (b) Chemical potential over concentration at the
same temperature. The semi-grand canonical (SGC) ensemble can only stabilize the two
red branches outside the miscibility gap, while simulations in the variance-constrained
semi-grand canonical ensemble can sample the whole concentration range. Adapted
from Sadigh et al.350
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meaning that concentrations in the gap cannot be reached. This is schematically
shown in Figure 3.3. (a) gives a binary A-B phase diagram, while in (b) the
corresponding chemical potential over concentration is shown. The semi-grand
canonical ensemble cannot describe the miscibility gap, while the variance-
constrained semi-grand canonical ensemble, which will be introduced in the
following section can stabilize intermediate compositions.

3.4.3 Variance-Constrained Semi-Grand Canonical Ensemble

This restriction can be overcome if the variance-constrained semi-grand canoni-
cal ensemble is used.350 It employs an additional constraint on the maximum
concentration deviation, thereby stabilizing concentrations in the miscibility
gap. Compared to the semi-grand canonical ensemble, the elemental reservoirs,
with which particles from the simulation are exchanged are not infinite anymore,
but become finite. They are, however, still kept at a constant temperature and
their finiteness is regulated by two parameters φ and κ.

The configurational integral of this ensemble is similar to the semi-grand
canonical ensemble,350

ZV
(
φ,κ,N

)=
∫ 1

0
ZC(c,N )exp

[−Nc
(
φ+κNc

)

kBT

]
dc. (3.8)

This configurational integral can be seen as a generalization of the canonical
and the semi-grand canonical configurational integral. For the limiting case of
κ→∞ and φ→−2κNc, Equation 3.8 reduces to ZC. In the limit of κ→ 0, ZS is
obtained.

The resulting probability density function is given by,350

πV

(
r⃗3N , σ⃗N ;φ,κ,N

)
∝ exp

[
−E

(⃗
r3N , σ⃗N)+Nc

(
φ+κNc

)

kBT

]
, (3.9)

c obviously remains a function of σ⃗N , the notation was abbreviated for clarity.
The individual trial step in a hybrid MC/MD simulation is identical to the
semi-grand canonical ensemble with acceptance probability,

AV =min
{

1,exp
[
−∆E+N∆c

(
φ+2κNc̃

)

kBT

]}

with c̃ = 1
2

(
c
(
σ⃗N

t

)
+ c

(
σ⃗N

))
.

(3.10)

Here, σ⃗N
t denotes the composition post swap attempt. Again, an additional

driving force steering the system towards a desired concentration is imposed
onto the energy change ∆E. Compared to the semi-grand canonical ensemble,
this driving force is not constant anymore, but varies linearly with concentration.
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3.5 Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulation

MD resolves the trajectories of each atom down to atomic vibrations. This
requires short integration time steps and make the simulations on timescales
greater than 1×10−6 s prohibitively expensive. The long-time dynamics of a
system, however, are often not governed by the fast atomic vibrations but by
the relatively rare transitions from one energy minimum to another one. One
common example of such a rare event is a single diffusive jump, where an atom
needs to cross an energy barrier multiple times higher than kBT to move from
one lattice site to the next one. Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations can be
used as a scale bridging method sampling these rare events directly allowing
for simulated times on the order of seconds.

Rare or infrequent event in this context means that the atoms stay in a
metastable stable state for many atomic vibrations. Hence, the system forgets
how it reached this state and makes each subsequent event independent of the
previous one. Therefore, all possible states for the system to explore form a
Markarov chain and its state-to-state dynamics correspond to a Markarov walk.
Within this walk, the probability or rate to transition out of state can be used to
stochastically evolve the system and study its dynamics.

The probability distribution function p for the time t required for a system
to escape state i depends on the total escape rate Γtot,

p(t)=Γtot exp(−Γtott). (3.11)

The resulting average escape time τ can be determined from this distribution,

τ=
∫

tp(t)dt =Γ−1
tot. (3.12)

We are interested in the trajectory of the system; therefore, it is not the total
escape rate from a given state that is required, but instead, the individual escape
rates towards each available state j, Γi j, need to be accounted for,

pi j(t)=Γi j exp
(−Γi j t

)
, where Γtot =

∑
j
Γi j. (3.13)

Sampling these probabilities by means of computer (KMC) simulations
now becomes straightforward if all escape rates from a state are known. In
crystals, the rates are commonly determined from the harmonic transition state
theory.351,352 Here it is assumed that the energy landscape around (meta)stable
minima is quadratic and in between adjacent minima there is a single saddle
point in the energy landscape. The resulting rates,

Γi j =

3N∏
k
ν

Mini
k

3N−1∏
k

νSad
k

exp
(−∆E i j

kBT

)
= ν0 exp

(−∆E i j

kBT

)
, (3.14)
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depend on the (non-imaginary) normal mode frequencies ν at the energy mini-
mum (Min) and the saddle point (Sad) of the given i → j escape path. Here, ∆E i j
is the saddle point potential energy of the transition state which can be deter-
mined using NEB. As the determination of the pre-factor ν0 is computationally
costly, it is often taken as some constant value.

Given all rates in a system are known, the direct353 or n-fold way354 KMC
algorithm can be implemented using the following steps,354,355

I. Determine the M rates (one for each escape path) leaving the current state.

II. Collect the rates of all events Γ j and store the cumulative sum in Γtot.

III. Draw a random number u ∈ (0,1) and select the event from the vector that
fulfills,

Γ j−1 < uΓtot ≤Γ j. (3.15)

IV. Evolve the system based on the selected rare event.

V. Advance the clock by the time interval ∆t using a new random number
u′ ∈ (0,1),

∆t =−Γ−1
tot ln

(
u′). (3.16)

Based on Equation 3.12 the time taken to leave a state i does not depend
on the selected escape path but on all available escape paths.

3.6 Boundary Conditions

The atoms simulated in MD, MS, or MC simulations are contained within some
finite volume called simulation box or simulation cell. For the simulation of
solids, this volume usually has the shape of a parallelepiped to ensure a space-
filling tessellation. The size of the simulation cell and thereby the number of
atoms is limited by the available computational resources. While there are some
really large simulations with more than a billion atoms,356 most simulations
use fewer than a million atoms. This means that simulations are tiny compared
to experimental samples. One million Cu atoms in the face-centered cubic (FCC)
phase only span a cube of edge length 22.5 nm which is equivalent to 1×10−16 g.
This means that even the largest simulations have a high surface-to-volume
ratio making the study of bulk properties impossible.

There is a simple workaround commonly used in atomistic simulations,
so-called periodic boundary conditions. Here, the simulation cell is replicated
along periodic directions and atoms in the original cell can interact with these
periodic replications. This effectively creates a sample of infinite size as shown in
Figure 3.4, where the particle in the original simulation cell (solid) can interact
and bond with the atoms in the replicated cells (dashed). Even using periodic
boundary conditions, a minimum sample size is required, to prevent finite size
effects, e.g., the self-interaction of point defects across the cell boundaries.357
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration
showing the effect of periodic bound-
ary conditions on a crystalline lattice.
The original cell and its atoms are
shown as solid lines, the periodic
images are indicated by dashed lines.
Atoms from the original cell can bond
and interact with adjacent periodic
images.

In LAMMPS the periodic boundary conditions can be toggled for each spatial
dimension independently, allowing the simulation of infinitely long nanowires
(1D periodic), infinite surface slabs (2D periodic), or infinite bulk (3D periodic).

3.7 Interatomic Potentials

All methods outlined above rely either on the energies or the forces acting
on the atoms arranged in a particular configuration. These energy and force
formulations are what brings real word physics into the algorithms. While
there are ways to determine the forces from ab initio techniques,325,358 ab
initio MD is too computationally costly for simulations involving many atoms
or long time scales. Instead, classical interatomic potentials need to be used
for these large-scale simulations. They provide the potential energy per atom
E i and resulting forces F⃗i for each atom in the simulation at a fraction of the
computation time. Classically, these interatomic potentials are based on a set
of equations, relating the relative positions of atoms to their energy. There are
many possible formulations,359,360 for metals so-called embedded atom method
(EAM) and modified embedded atom method (MEAM) potentials are commonly
used. More recently, machine learning potentials have come into fashion. They
do not follow the strict formulation of the conventional interatomic potentials
but instead use structural descriptors and neural networks to determine the
energy of atomic arrangements.361,362

3.7.1 Embedded Atom Method

The embedded atom method (EAM) is based on the Hohenberg and Kohn theo-
rem363 which states that the electron density determines the energy up to an
additive constant. From this, Stott and Zaremba364 concluded that the embed-
ding energy of an impurity in a host can be determined from the electron density
of the host system before said impurity is inserted. In mathematical form, this
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means that the energy potential E is a functional F of the electron density ρH
of the host matrix and a function of the impurity type Z and its position r⃗I. The
electron density of the host depends on the positions r⃗H of all atoms in the host
matrix. The general energy term can be written as,

E =FZ,⃗rI

[
ρH(⃗rH)

]
. (3.17)

The quasi-atom approximation365 states that this impurity experiences a locally
uniform electron density.

Daw and Baskes366,367 employed this formalism to determine the total
energy of a system by treating each atom as an impurity embedded in the host
lattice spanned by all other atoms. Equation 3.17 neglects core-core interactions
which can easily be added in the form of an established pair potential φi j
describing the energy of particles i and j as function of their distance r i j. The
total potential energy of this approach for any system is given as sum of all
contributions,366,367

E = 1
2

∑
i, j
φi j

(
r i j

)+
∑

i
F

[
ρ i

]
, (3.18)

where the F is the embedding functional and ρ i is the local electron density at
position r⃗ i without atom i. This electron density is taken as a superposition of
the electron densities provided by the other atoms in the system,

ρ i =
∑
j ̸=i
ρ j

(
r i j

)
. (3.19)

Obviously, different formulations of φi j, F, and ρ j can be used. Here, the local
electron density ρ created by each particle has spherical symmetry, as it only
depends on the distance r i j.

The potentials used in this thesis are based on the formulation by John-
son368 who postulated a set of functions and normalization conditions. These
allow the analytical determination of cross-terms from elemental EAM poten-
tials to describe random solid solution alloys. The parametrization of Zhou et
al.369 which can describe 16 different elements and their random alloys based
on this mixing approach are included in LAMMPS. As the cross-terms in this
potential pool are only calculated and not fit explicitly, they cannot account for
intermetallic phases.

3.7.2 Average-Atom Method

The average-atom (avg.-atom) is a virtual element, which has the same average
mechanical and material properties as a random alloy, but only consists of
a single species. Schematically, this is shown in Figure 3.5 where the four
elements of a random alloy get mixed into a single avg.-atom species. As it is
a single virtual element, there is no chemical disorder in an avg.-atom sample.
Therefore, comparison of avg.-atom and explicit random solid solution alloy
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation
of the avg.-atom concept merging the
four individual species in an alloy to
a single virtual atom with average
properties.

A B C D

Average atom

Alloy atoms

allows disentanglement of effects stemming from the chemical fluctuations in
the alloy compared to its long-range mean field properties.

The concept was first introduced by Smith et al.370 and from a theoretical
standpoint it is comparable to the virtual crystal approximation or the coherent
potential approximation.371,372 This approach was used for example by Grujici
and Zhou373 who fit a single effective element to describe the properties of a
CoCrNi alloy. Fitting a new avg.-atom interatomic potential to every multi-
component alloy of interest is a tedious and difficult task.

Varvenne et al.111 derived a way to analytical average appropriately normal-
ized368 EAM interatomic potentials using the following procedure. Taking an N
component alloy with concentration cX for each constituent X . Each possible
atomic arrangement can be described by a vector of occupation variables σX

i .
This vector is 1 if site i is occupied by X and 0 otherwise. The energy E in the
EAM formalism of a configuration is then given by,

E
({
σX

i

})
=

∑
i,X

σX
i F X (

ρ i
)+ 1

2

∑
i, j ̸=i
X ,Y

φXY
i j σX

i σ
Y
j , with ρ i =

∑
j ̸=i,X

σX
j ρ

X
i j. (3.20)

Here i and j are the lattice sites, X , and Y indicate the different species in the
alloy. Otherwise, the notation follows the standard EAM notation.

The average energy 〈E〉 of a given alloy composition can be determined
by averaging over all possible configurations. In the ideally random alloy, the
occupation of sites i and j is uncorrelated. Therefore,

〈E〉 =
∑
i,X

cX

〈
F X (

ρ i
)〉+ 1

2

∑
i, j ̸=i
X ,Y

φXY
i j cX cY , (3.21)

as
〈
σX

i
〉= cX . Performing a Taylor expansion of

〈
F X (

ρ i
)〉

and neglecting higher
order terms, gives the following energy expression, where A denotes the derived
functions for the avg.-atom,

〈E〉 =
∑

i
F A(

ρ i
)+ 1

2

∑
i, j ̸=i

φAA
i j , with (3.22)

F A(
ρ i

)=
∑
X

cX F X (
ρ i

)
, ρ i =

∑
i, j

∑
X

cXρ
X
i j, and φAA

i j =
∑
X ,Y

cX cYφ
XY
i j . (3.23)
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These equations again reproduce the EAM equations, which means, that the
avg.-atom can be used as an EAM interatomic potential in LAMMPS.

We derived an avg.-atom potential for the CoCuFeNi model high-entropy
alloy (HEA) described by the Zhou et al.369 EAM interatomic potentials using
the formalism outlined above. Table 3.1 shows different characteristic material
properties of this avg.-atom in comparison to the full HEA.

CoCuFeNi
Avg.-
atom

a0 Å 3.57 3.57
Ecoh eV −4.14 −4.14
C11 GPa 172 170
C12 GPa 124 120
C44 GPa 101 100
α ×10−6 K−1 21 21
TMelt K 1550 1425
γisf mJm−2 28.5 27.0
γusf Jm−2 127 130

Table 3.1: Comparison of the derived
avg.-atom and the full CoCuFeNi al-
loy. The lattice constant a0 and the co-
hesive energy ECoh are calculated at
0 K. The elastic constants Ci j are cal-
culated using Hooke’s law.374 The ther-
mal expansion coefficient α is obtained
from zero pressure NPT simulations.
The melting temperature TMelt is deter-
mined using the solid-liquid interface
method,375 stable and unstable stack-
ing fault energies γ are obtained us-
ing standard methodology.252 Adapted
from Ref. 376.

3.7.3 Modified Embedded Atom Method

A direct extension to the EAM formalism is the modified embedded atom method
(MEAM). Later, the second-nearest neighbor version of the MEAM interatomic
potential will be applied.377,378 It takes the same functional form as EAM
interatomic potentials but augments the electron density by a three-body term
and thereby incorporates an angular dependent electron density. The second-
nearest neighbor MEAM is also a direct extension of the nearest neighbor
MEAM379,380 which works well for many material systems but fails for body-
centered cubic (BCC) metals, where the difference in distance of first and second
neighbor shell is small.

Mathematically, this difference is implemented in the following way. The
total energy follows the equation already established for EAM:

E = 1
2

∑
i, j
φi j

(⃗
r i j

)+
∑

i
F

[
ρ i

]
. (3.24)

There is, however, a change in the electron density ρ i. In the EAM formalism
this was a single, spherical symmetric term only depending on the distance
between two particles. In the MEAM formulation this is modified to,

ρ i = ρ(0)
i +ρ(1)

i +ρ(2)
i +ρ(3)

i +ρ(4)
i , (3.25)

where ρ(0)
i is the EAM electron density while the other three terms include

the angular contributions.360 There are again different mathematical forms
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for these angular terms, for more details, the reader is referred to the original
works by Lee et al.377,378

3.8 Intrinsic Lattice Distortions

Figure 3.6 (a) schematically shows the lattice structure of a monoatomic material.
All atoms sit on the high symmetry lattice sites maintaining an equal distance.
In a random solid solution of multiple elements, this situation changes (b) as
both the atomic size and their interactions change for the different species. This
gives rise to a net displacement for each atom away from the high symmetry
lattice sites leading to a distorted equilibrium atom arrangement. Based on
the four HEA core effects proposed by Yeh15 this phenomenon is called lattice
distortion effect. One way of measuring these intrinsic lattice distortions is the
radial distribution function (RDF) g. It measures the probability of finding
two atoms at an interatomic distance r. For a perfect FCC lattice the RDF
corresponds to Dirac delta functions at the distances of the atomic shells. For
the first three FCC neighbor shells these are a0/

p
2, a0, and a0

p
3/2, where a0

is the lattice constant of the conventional unit cell, respectively. In a system
with lattice distortions, these delta functions become broader, as the atoms
are slightly displaced from their ideal lattice sites leading to a finite width
distribution of interatomic distances. This effect is shown in Figure 3.6 (c).

Simulation Details

Atomistic simulations were performed using LAMMPS.327 Samples were pre-
pared using ATOMSK 381 and post-processing was performed using OVITO.382

To quantify the intrinsic lattice distortions in the CoCuFeNi HEA cubes of 203

FCC unit cells, corresponding to 32000 atoms, were simulated. The 0 K static

r

g (a)
(b)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.6: Schematic of the intrinsic lattice distortions found in concentrated alloys.
Under static conditions, all atoms of a monoatomic metal can be found on their high
symmetry sites (a). (b) In a concentrated alloy, the atoms are displaced from their ideal
sites due to the interaction and size difference of the various species. (c) The RDF g
can be used to measure the effect of the intrinsic lattice distortions on the interatomic
distance r.
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structures were obtained from CG energy minimization allowing for anisotropic
volume changes to establish pressure-free conditions. The force tolerance was
set to 1×10−10 eVatom−1. Finite temperature MD simulations were run in the
isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble for 50 ps using a 1 fs time step. The sample
was kept under pressure-free conditions at temperatures between 250 K and
1400 K. For comparison, the same methodology was repeated on Cu, Ni, and
avg.-atom samples. These samples were all based on the interatomic EAM po-
tential by Zhou et al.369 and details on the avg.-atom interatomic potential are
given in Subsection 3.7.2. The results are shown as part of Chapter 6.

3.9 Vacancies

As part of Chapter 4 the vacancy formation and vacancy migration energies of
concentrated alloys were calculated using the following methodology and simula-
tion setups. Both, the equimolar CoCrFeMnNi HEA and its Ni-rich subsystems
were described by the second-nearest neighbor MEAM377 interatomic potential
parameterized by Choi et al.129 MS and NEB calculations were performed using
LAMMPS.327 Samples were prepared using ATOMSK 381 and OVITO.382 The latter
one was also used for post-processing.

3.9.1 Vacancy Formation Energies

The employed methodology of calculating the vacancy formation energy is shown
in Figure 3.7 (a). During this process, an atom is removed from the simulation
cell, represented by solid lines, to create a vacant site (square). This atom is
then placed in an infinite reservoir with chemical potential µ. In the case of a
multicomponent alloy, this chemical potential also depends on the species i of
the removed atom. The free vacancy formation energy Gf can be calculated from
the energy difference of the initial and final state,44

Gf =GDef +µi −GRef, (3.26)

where index ‘Def ’ denotes the sample containing the vacancy, index ‘Ref ’ is the
single crystalline reference. These simulations are usually performed using
periodic boundary conditions. Therefore, removal of an atom from the main cell
results in the removal of atoms in its periodic images (indicated by dashed lines)
leading to the simulation of an infinite array of vacancies.

Simulation Details

Calculation of the vacancy formation energies required knowledge of the chemi-
cal potential µ for each species and each global alloy composition. These were
obtained from samples with a varying number of lattice sites equal to 32000±∆N
atoms, with ∆N ≤ 192. Atoms were randomly distributed on the available lattice
site based on the quasi-binary sum formula (ABCD)4NEN±∆N . These samples
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µ

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic representation of the method used to calculate the vacancy
formation energy. An atom (circle) is removed from its lattice site and placed in an
infinite reservoir with chemical potential µ leaving a vacancy (square) in its original
position. The energy difference of the initial and final state corresponds to the vacancy
formation energy. (b) Application of the NEB method to calculate a vacancy migration
energy barrier. The vacancy exchanges site with one of its neighboring atoms and the
energy is tracked along the MEP (see Section 3.3). Note that in both cases an infinite
array of defects is simulated due to the periodic boundary conditions (periodic images
are indicated by dashed lines).

were minimized using the CG algorithm allowing for an anisotropic change in
box size to reach pressure-free conditions. Minimization was carried out to a
force tolerance of 1×10−8 eVÅ−1.

The simulation cell for the determination of the vacancy formation energies
contained 1×103 FCC cells for a total of 4000 lattice sites. For each sample
composition 40 different random atomic arrangements were created. In each of
these 40 samples, 40 separate vacancy sites per species were sampled giving
8000 vacancy samples per concentration or almost 90000 vacancy calculations.
The vacancy formation energies were calculated under static conditions using
CG energy minimization. The simulation cell volume was kept constant357 and
periodic boundary conditions were applied in all dimensions. The desired force
convergence was set to 1×10−8 eVÅ−1.

3.9.2 Vacancy Migration Energies

Vacancy migration energies can be readily calculated from a simulation cell
containing a vacancy using NEB (cf. Section 3.3). Here, the vacancy before and
after the site exchange with one of its neighboring atoms are taken as start
and end point of the calculation, respectively. The saddle point of the MEP
obtained from CI NEB corresponds to the vacancy migration energy barrier.
This process is schematically shown in Figure 3.7 (b) where the vacancy position
is indicated by a square and the site exchange with a neighboring atom (circle)
is indicated by an arrow. Again, the calculation of the transition path in the
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simulation cell (solid lines) results in identical atomic trajectories in the periodic
images (dashed lines). In concentrated alloys, the vacancy migration energy
does not only scale with the atom involved in the site exchange but also the local
chemical configuration. This can be seen in Figure 3.8, where five randomly
selected vacancy migration energy paths in the equimolar CoCrFeMnNi alloy
are shown.

Simulation Details

The vacancy migration energies along the MEP were obtained from the CI
NEB method. For each concentration in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix system between
4800 and 12200 atom-vacancy jumps were calculated leading to a total of
almost 93000 vacancy migration barriers. Note that samples where the NEB
calculations did not converge were discarded. Each sample contained 1×103

FCC unit cells with atoms distributed randomly on the available lattice sites. A
single atom was deleted to create a vacancy. This vacancy was statically relaxed
on its creation site and afterwards exchanged with one of its nearest neighbors.
These two states were then connected with nine NEB images (replicas) to obtain
the MEP. Based on the investigation by Mishin et al.357 all calculations were
performed at constant reference volume of the defect-free single crystal. Periodic
boundary conditions were applied to prevent boundary effects.

Vacancy arrangements and MEPs were minimized using the older LAMMPS

implementation of the FIRE algorithm.339 Meanwhile, an improved version has
been released in early 2020.338 Both initial and final vacancy configurations as
well as the NEB images were relaxed to an energy tolerance of 1×10−8 eV.

3.10 Dislocations

In Chapter 5 the local pinning of isolated edged dislocations was calculated us-
ing the steps and methodology outlined in the following section. The equimolar
CoCrFeMnNi HEA and all subsystems were described by the second-nearest
neighbor MEAM377 interatomic potential developed by Choi et al.129 Other sam-
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Figure 3.9: Samples used to investigate the dislocation pinning. (a) Large-scale sample
used to see dislocation nucleation from a surface notch (thick blue line). Shockley partial
dislocations (red line) are nucleated under the applied tensile strain (arrow) and glide
on the inclined glide plane (shaded area). This sample has periodic boundary condi-
tions along the y-direction with open boundaries along x- and z-directions mimicking
experimental samples. (b) Sample geometry used to determine the critical stress for
dislocation glide and the dislocation mobility. Two Shockley partial dislocations (red
lines) are inserted on a central glide plane (shaded area). These start to glide under
an applied shear force on the top and bottom surface (arrows). The sample has open
boundaries along z-direction while the two other directions are periodic.

ples were based on the Farkas and Caro383 or Zhou et al.369 EAM interatomic
potentials. All calculations were performed using LAMMPS.327 Samples were pre-
pared using ATOMSK,381 post-processing was based on algorithms implemented
in OVITO 382 and accelerated using PARALLEL.384

3.10.1 Virtual Samples Representing a TEM Lamella

Figure 3.9 (a) shows the geometry of the samples used for direct comparison to
the experimental in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) deformation
experiments. To mimic the experimental sample geometry a notch (dark blue
line), destined as nucleation site for dislocations was cut into the sample surface.
This notch was aligned with a glide plane (shaded area) at the same inclination
angle as the experimental one. Uniaxial strain was applied along the periodic y-
direction. This led to dislocation nucleation from the notch, which subsequently
glided in x-direction to be absorbed into the opposite sample surface.

Simulation Details

The large-scale sample used for comparison with the experimental TEM mea-
surements had initial dimensions of 101.36×152.47×74.62nm3 filled with single
crystalline FCC lattice in the orientation [123], [121], [412] along x, y, and z,
respectively. This gave about 1×108 lattice sites which were randomly filled
with either CoCrFeMnNi or CoNi alloy. A surface notch with an inclination
of 28.13° was cut into the y-z plane. This surface notch was aligned with a
{111} glide plane in the sample. To mimic the experimental conditions, the x-
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and z-directions were taken as open surface boundaries, while the y-direction
was set to periodic boundary conditions. The sample geometry is schematically
shown in Figure 3.11 (a). After equilibration for 50 ps at 5 K or 300 K in the NVT
ensemble, the sample was subjected to uniaxial strain along y up to a strain of
0.06 using an engineering strain rate of 1×108 s−1 385 and a constant time step
length of 1 fs. Dislocation lines were extracted every 5 ps during straining using
the dislocation extraction algorithm (DXA).386,387

3.10.2 Shear of an Edge Dislocation

Figure 3.9 (b) schematically shows the sample setup used to determine the
critical force to initiate dislocation glide and the dislocation mobility under
constant applied shear. It contains a single perfect edge dislocation in the
central glide plane (shaded area) of the sample. There are two established
methods of inserting edge dislocations into crystals for simulation; Either by
the manual insertion of a half plane, or by displacing the atoms according to
the analytically calculated displacement field of the dislocation.388 Inserting
a half plane has the advantage of preserving periodicity along the dislocation
glide direction.389 The inserted dislocation readily dissociates into two Shockley
partial dislocations (red lines). Applying a shear force to the open surfaces in
z-direction (indicated by arrows in Figure 3.9 (b)) applies a Peach-Koehler force
to the partial dislocations,67

F⃗ =
(
σ · b⃗

)
× l⃗, (3.27)

where F⃗ is the force acting on the dislocation, σ is the local stress tensor, b⃗ is

the Burgers vector, and l⃗ is the dislocation line direction. As the sample has
periodic boundary conditions along the x- and y-directions, this sample geometry
facilitates the simulation of an array of dislocations with infinite line length,
gliding for an infinite distance.

Simulation Details

To insert a dislocation into the samples, a single half plane was inserted into a
pristine FCC crystal resulting in a misfit edge dislocation following the sample
geometry shown in Figure 3.9 (b).388 The resulting dislocation had a Burgers
vector b⃗ along [110] (corresponding to the x-direction) with a line direction of
[112] (along the y-direction). There were two different samples sizes considered
for the simulation of the isolated dislocations. The smaller sample contained
477600 atoms with periodic boundary conditions along the [110] (x) and [112]
(y) directions and open surfaces along the [111] (z) direction. The sample was
made up of 200×20×20 unit cells in those directions, respectively.

The larger sample had the same crystallographic orientations, but the size
was increased to 400×200×24 unit cells for at total of 11.5×106 atoms. In both
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cases, the FCC lattice sites were randomly filled with the desired atomic species
to create random solid solution samples. Afterwards, two more samples were
prepared starting from the random CoCrFeMnNi samples. Here, 50 L12 Co3Cr
particles with radius r = 6Å or r = 12Å were artificially inserted in the central
(111) plane of the larger sample.

The samples were annealed for 50 ps at 2 K using a 1 fs time step length.
Both during this annealing and the subsequent shear simulations the surface
layers were thermostatted using a Langevin thermostat,334 while the central
atoms were integrated in the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble. After equilibra-
tion, a ramping shear force was added to each atom in the outer surface layer.
This force pointed in the ±x-direction (Figure 3.9 (b)) and was ramped from 0 to
0.208 eVÅ−1 over a time interval of 200 ps. From these shear ramp simulations
the critical force to initiate dislocation glide Fc was determined. Once this critical
force was known, a second constant force simulation was started. Here, the ap-
plied shear force was first ramped from 0 to Fc with a rate of 1×10−6 eVÅ−1 fs−1.
Afterwards, the constant shear was applied for another 100 ps to determine
the dislocation mobility. The dislocation position was extracted using the DXA
method386,387 implemented in OVITO.382

Simulation Details: Monte Carlo Equilibration

The aforementioned samples all resembled ideal random solid solution matrices.
We were also interested in the effects of short-range order (SRO) on a gliding
dislocation. The samples containing SRO were prepared using a hybrid MC/MD
method. Here MD steps were performed in the isobaric-isochoric (NVT) ensemble
at zero pressure and different temperatures between 600 K and 1400 K. After an
initial thermalization MC trial steps were performed every 20 fs in the canonical
ensemble, i.e., atoms were swapped on the lattice. During each MC step 50
swaps were attempted within each atomic pairing for 50 ps.

Since the atom swap MC method cannot be parallelized, the total number of
atomic swaps that could be simulated was limited. To focus swaps on the region
of interest and accelerate chemical equilibration six lattice planes in the center
of the smaller dislocation sample were extracted and put in a new periodic
simulation cell. These six planes were subjected to the MC simulation protocol
and afterwards transplanted back into their original sample. After reinsertion
into the host sample, all simulations were repeated on these SRO samples
using the methodology outlined in Subsection 3.10.2 and Subsection 3.10.3. Care
was taken to ensure that both the generalized stacking fault (GSF) and the
glide plane of the investigated dislocation were located in the center of the MC
equilibrated region.

The number of MC steps taken might seem low. Figure 3.10 (a) shows
the energy over MC annealing time for the different annealing temperatures.
Initially only MD steps were performed and the energy remained constant.
After 30 ps the hybrid MC/MD scheme was applied and one can see a rapid
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Figure 3.10: (a) Potential energy change ∆E per atom over time t for the different
MC annealing temperatures. The first 30 ps are pure MD equilibration, while for the
following 50 ps the full hybrid MC/MD method is employed. (b) Evolution of the WC
SRO parameter α1

i j during annealing at 600 K. Each line corresponds to a different i- j
pair, for reference see Figure 5.15.

energy decrease in all samples as the SRO forms. Figure 3.10 (b) shows the
temporal evolution of the Warren-Cowley SRO parameters390 in the sample
annealed at 600 K over time. These remained constant for the first 30 ps, but
change rapidly thereafter. Even though, the energies were not fully converged
in this sample, SRO forms. The lowest temperature sample was taken as a
benchmark as convergence should be the most time-consuming given the lower
MC acceptance rate at lower temperatures.

3.10.3 Generalized Stacking Fault Energy

Conventionally, the generalized stacking fault (GSF) energy is calculated based
on the methodology suggested by Vitek.251 They suggest calculating the GSF
energy surface of the (111) plane in an FCC lattice by shifting two layers in
this plane along the [110] and [112] directions sampling the potential energy
landscape. Figure 3.11 shows a schematic representation of the FCC atoms
above (dashed) and below (solid) the GSF plane. The energy is sampled for all
displacements within the blue rectangle. The original methodology allows for
relaxation of atoms in the directions normal to the GSF plane and the planar
fault energy γ is given by,251

γ= E−ERef or γ= E−ERef

A
, (3.28)

where E is the energy of crystal with the planar fault and ERef is the energy of
the pristine single crystal. γ may then be normalized by the planar fault area A.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation
of the atoms in the FCC (111) plane. Cal-
culation of the energies associated with
translations of the lower (solid) against
the upper (dashed) atoms within the
blue rectangle gives access to the GSF
energy. Adapted from Vitek.251

[112]
[110]

[111]

We are not only interested in the global GSF landscape calculated in this
way, but also in the energy landscape experienced by any individual atom in
the plane. While this number is inaccessible to experimental techniques and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, it can be calculated using LAMMPS.
Here, the usage of an empirical interatomic potential gives the projected energy
contributions of each atom as it interacts with the other atoms in the sample.

Simulation Details

The global and atomic GSF curves were calculated for the two differently sized
samples presented in Subsection 3.10.2 prior to dislocation insertion, i.e., on
the pristine FCC samples. As mentioned above, the conventional simulation
methodology prevents the atomic relaxation during shifting of the two crystal-
lites within the GSF plane. One problem that arose, applying the conventional
methodology, was that the atoms in the disordered alloy relaxed in different
metastable states as the two crystallites were shifted against each other. While
this effect averaged out in the global GSF landscape, the resulting atomic energy
landscapes were not smooth but included discontinuities when an atom relaxed
into such a local metastable state. To avoid these artifacts, we decided to further
constrain the atomic positions during the GSF calculations. Each atom was fixed
to its ideal FCC lattice site, preventing small relaxation from the intrinsic lattice
distortions (cf. Figure 3.6). During displacement, the force acting on the atoms
was set to 0 along the [110] and [112] directions, in line with conventional
methodology,251,252 while the forces normal to the GSF plane were averaged
for all atoms in each crystallite. This meant that the perfect FCC lattice was
preserved but the crystallites were still able to change their separation to reduce
their energy. Figure 5.6 shows the difference in atomic trajectories for both
relaxation methods.

To determine the GSF landscape, a 3.6 Å by 2.1 Å area was sampled with a
grid spacing of 0.1 Å, corresponding to the shaded region in Figure 3.11. At each
grid point, the potential energy was minimized using the latest implementation
of the FIRE algorithm338 to an energy tolerance of 1×10−12 eV or a force tolerance
of 1×10−8 eVÅ−1. The resulting two-dimensional energy landscape for each atom
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was interpolated using cubic splines. The three local minima were found using
the BFGS algorithm implemented in SCIPY.391 The maximum energy gradient
was calculated along a linear path connecting these three minima. Figure 5.7
shows an example of the resulting atomic energy landscape and calculated
energy gradients.

3.11 Grain Boundaries

Chapter 6 provides results on the grain boundary (GB) mobility of a planar
boundary in bicrystal geometry and full atomistic grain growth simulations
on nanocrystalline (NC) samples. The samples and methodology employed in
that chapter will be introduced in the following. The CoCuFeNi model HEA,
its elemental subsystems, and Pt were described by the EAM392 interatomic
potential parametrized by Zhou et al.369 Pd, on the other hand, was based on
the EAM potential by Foiles and Hoyt.393 The performance of the CoCuFeNi
interatomic potential had already been assessed by Koch et al.60 while the Pd
interatomic potential had been characterized by Schäfer et al.394 We also de-
rived an avg.-atom EAM interatomic potential for the CoCuFeNi HEA following
the mathematical formalism establish by Varvenne et al.111 This method and
the resulting avg.-atom interatomic potential are described in Subsection 3.7.2.
Atomistic simulations were performed using LAMMPS.327 Samples were pre-
pared using ATOMSK 381 and post-processing was performed using OVITO.382

Most importantly, structural identification was performed using polyhedral tem-
plate matching (PTM)395 and grain segmentation was based on an experimental
algorithm.

3.11.1 Bicrystalline Σ11 Samples

The simplest sample geometry for the study of GBs is a bicrystalline sample
geometry containing two differently oriented crystallites separated by a planar
GB. However, in an orthogonal simulation cell with fully periodic boundary
conditions only a small subset of the infinite number of possible bicrystals can be
constructed. Here the two abutting grains have to form a so-called coincidence
site lattice in the boundary plane. This allows for periodic boundary conditions in
the GB plane. Moreover, as the two crystallites are connected across the periodic
boundary normal to the GB plane there will always be at least two GBs in a
simulation cell. In the simplest case, these two boundaries are mirror-symmetric.
This sample geometry is schematically shown in Figure 3.12 (b).

We were not only interested in the equilibrium GB configuration but more
importantly its mobility. Therefore, a method to drive the planar GBs in a
bicrystalline sample geometry was needed. This can be achieved using so-called
synthetic driving force methods.398 Here, the two crystallites in a simulation cell
are identified based on their local lattice orientation. A constant potential energy
∆e is added to one crystallite, leading to a smooth energy gradient across the
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Figure 3.12: (a) 0 K equilibrium struc-
ture of the Σ11(332)〈110〉 STGB adapted
from Rittner and Seidmann.396 Repeat-
ing structural units of the GB are con-
nected using lines. This STGB is com-
posed of kite-shaped E type RUs con-
nected by linear D RUs.396,397 Alternat-
ing lattice planes are indicated by filled
and open circles. Adapted from Ref. 396.
(b) Schematic representation showing
how two planar STGBs (blue lines) need
to be placed inside a simulation cell (red)
to accommodate the periodic boundary
conditions. Two neighboring periodic cells
are indicated by dashed lines. Hatching
directions indicate the local lattice orien-
tations to highlight the opposite orienta-
tions in the two crystallites. (c) Sketch of
the synthetic driving force ∆e added to
the two differently oriented crystallites
shown in (b) as a function of distance d.
This added potential energy gives a driv-
ing force on the planar STGB to facilitate
GB migration.

d

∆e

(a)

(b)

(c)

GBs plane. This excess potential energy and the resulting energy gradient lead
to a driving force, shrinking one grain, while the other one grows.398 This added
energy profile for the sample geometry introduced in Figure 3.12 (b) is shown
(c). There are different methods of calculating the local lattice orientation and
applying the synthetic excess energy. We used the method proposed by Janssen
et al.398 implemented in LAMMPS, as it is most commonly used in literature.*
At the time of our simulation, there was a competing implementation by Zhou
and Mohles399 — which of the two methods is more correct has been debated
by the different authors.400,401 Mohles et al.402,403 have also developed a third
method which only became widely available in 2020 and has therefore not been
an option for our simulations.

For all GB structure and mobility simulations Σ11(332)〈110〉 symmetrical
tilt grain boundary (STGB) samples were built and investigated. Here, (332)
is the boundary plane and 〈110〉 is the rotation axis of the two grains forming
the symmetrical tilt grain boundary. The periodic 0 K ground state structure of
this STGB as proposed by Rittner and Seidmann396 can be seen in Figure 3.12
(a). It is composed of kite-shaped E repeating structural units (RUs) that are
connected by straight D RUs. Even though, this ground state was determined

*237 citations on Google Scholar compared to 63 for the other methods, both retrieved on
May 4, 2021.
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on Cu samples, it should be valid for other low stacking fault (SF) energy FCC
metals.

Simulation Details

The Σ11(332)〈110〉 STGB studied here was built with orientation x = [113],
y= [110], z = [332]. Here the y-direction corresponds to the rotation axis and
z is normal to the GB plane. A second crystallite was prepared and mirrored
on the x-y-plane and stacked onto of the first crystallite along the z-direction.
All samples measured about 18nm× 1nm× 48nm, subject to change based
on element and temperature, containing 74000 atoms. The segregation (seg.)
CoCuFeNi sample had a 4 times greater thickness along y-direction as this is
required by the MC algorithm. The full MC equilibration procedure is described
in Section 3.11.1. All samples had periodic boundary conditions leading to two
identical STGBs within each simulation cell.

The samples were first minimized to ensure that the correct minimum
energy configuration, as reported by Rittner and Seidmann,396 was reached (cf.
Figure 3.12). Energy minimization was again based on the CG algorithm under
pressure-free boundary conditions.

To facilitate grain growth, all samples were first equilibrated at different tem-
peratures between 400 K and 1600 K for 10 ps in the NPT ensemble under stress-
free conditions. Subsequently, a synthetic driving force398 of 15 meVatom−1 was
applied for 200 ps. To compensate for shear-coupling during the grain boundary
migration the simulation cell was allowed to tilt. This setup corresponds to the
free boundary conditions discussed by Ivanov and Mishin.404 The time step for
these simulations was set to 2 fs. Five different samples were simulated for each
composition and temperature. The GB position was determined by tracking
peaks in the spatial distribution of structurally unidentified atoms along the
z-direction. Structural identification based on PTM.395

Simulation Details: Segregation to Grain Boundaries

The chemical equilibration resulting in Cu segregation to the STGB was based
on the hybrid MC/MD simulations with MC steps in the variance-constraint
semi-grandcanonical ensemble derived by Sadigh et al.350 as summarized in
Section 3.4. Staring from the perfectly random CoCuFeNi STGB samples, the
samples were equilibrated for 40 ps at temperatures from 700 K to 1600 K, again
using a 2 fs time step length. During this time MC steps were performed every
20 MD steps on 25 % of the atoms. The κ parameter was set to 1000 (cf. Koch et
al.60) and the following chemical potential differences ∆µi− j values were used:
Cu-Co = 858.4 meV, Cu-Fe = 717.5 meV, and Cu-Ni = 906.0 meV.

The chemical potential differences discussed above were obtained from an
iterative fitting process on a smaller single crystalline simulation cell. This cell
contained 32000 atoms in a fully periodic FCC lattice. This sample was then
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Figure 3.13: (a) Chemical potential difference in the CoCuFeNi HEA during the iterative
fitting procedure. µCu-Cu is defined to be equal to 0. (b) resulting concentrations in the
sample after MC equilibration in the semi-grand canonical ensemble at 800 K.

subjected to the hybrid MC/MD simulations without variance-constraint, i.e.,
in the grand canonical ensemble, at 800 K. The ∆µi- j values were taken as fit
parameters for this simulation and tuned until an equimolar CoCuFeNi solid
solution formed. The high temperature was chosen as it has been previously
shown that this HEA forms a stable solid solution at 800 K.60 The Nelder-Mead
minimization algorithm implemented in SCIPY 391 was used, and initial values
were taken from Koch et al.60 Figure 3.13 shows the ∆µi- j parameters (a) and
resulting stable concentrations (b) in the sample as function of the iteration step.
Good convergence of the concentrations can be seen.

3.11.2 Nanocrystalline Samples

It is obviously impossible to perform long time MD simulations in coarse-grained
or even ultrafine microstructures usually encountered in metallurgy exper-
iments. Therefore, atomistic simulations of microstructures usually have to
resort to nanocrystalline (NC) structures with grain sizes significantly smaller
than 50 nm. The initial grain geometries are commonly constructed from Voronoi
tessellation.405–408 The process will be outlined in the following, and the result-
ing grain structure is schematically shown in Figure 3.14. First a sample, i.e.,
simulation cell, volume is defined. In the next step, the center of each grain is
randomly placed in this cell. These random points are taken as starting points
for a space-filling Voronoi tessellation where each resulting polyhedron corre-
sponds to an individual grain. These subvolumes are subsequently filled with
the desired crystal lattice in random orientation.409,410 This creates a set of
grains separated by random GBs.
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x

y

Figure 3.14: Schematic showing the
Voronoi construction of a nanocrystalline
sample in two dimensions. Blue circles
mark the initial points for each grain and
gray lines shown the resulting Voronoi
tessellation.405 Each Voronoi region
corresponds to a different grain in the
final microstructure and is subsequently
filled with a randomly oriented crystal
lattice. The red square represents the sim-
ulation cell, while dashed lines indicated
surrounding periodic images.

Simulation Details

The nanocrystalline samples were cubes with an initial edge length of 26 nm
containing 10 randomly oriented FCC grains with an equivalent average radius
of 7.5 nm. Each simulation cell contained approximately 1.5 million atoms. These
samples were equilibrated in the NPT ensemble under pressure-free conditions
for 5 ns using a 2 fs time step length at different temperatures corresponding to
homologous temperatures between 0.6 and 0.9.

Simulation Details: Segregation to Grain Boundaries

The segregation in the nanocrystalline CoCuFeNi sample was dialed-in using a
similar methodology as in the bicrystalline sample. The same µi- j and κ values
were used and MC steps were performed on 25 % of the atoms every 20 MD
steps. The variance-constraint semi-grand canonical MC was run for the first
100 ps of the simulation time until the GBs were fully decorated. Afterwards,
pure MD annealing was done following the random CoCuFeNi NC sample.





4 Vacancies
“Although being not ‘sluggish’ at all, the careful diffusion measure-
ments discovered a lot of exciting results and the term ‘sluggish’ has
to be considered with a historical respect. In fact, this myth played a
key role in initiating of the enormous interest to the field.”

— S. V. Divinski et al., 201816

The results presented in Section 4.1 are partially published in:

“D. Utt, A. Stukowski, and K. Albe, Thermodynamics of vacancies in
concentrated solid solutions: From dilute Ni-alloys to the Cantor system,

arXiv:2104.02697 [cond-mat] (2021)’, Acta Materialia, (under review),411

while the results from Section 4.2 to Section 4.5 are partially published in:

“J. Kottke, D. Utt, M. Laurent-Brocq, A. Fareed, D. Gaertner, L. Perrière,
Ł. Rogal, A. Stukowski, K. Albe, S. V. Divinski, and G. Wilde, Experimental and

theoretical study of tracer diffusion in a series of (CoCrFeMn)100-x Nix alloys,
Acta Materialia 194, 236–248 (2020)”.412

In this chapter we investigate the equimolar CoCrFeMnNi Cantor alloy
and different compositions towards the Ni-rich side of its phase diagram. First,
we calculate the vacancy formation energy and enthalpy. In a second step,
we then calculate the vacancy migration energy in these alloys depending
on the chemical environment and migrating species. Based on the harmonic
transition state theory these would be sufficient to describe diffusivities in
these alloys.43,44 For comparison with tracer diffusion experiments, knowledge
about the tracer correlation factors is required as well.43,130 After successful
determination of these parameters using a novel variable-barrier kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) algorithm, the chapter concludes with a comparison of simulated
and experimental tracer diffusion studies.

4.1 Thermodynamics of Vacancy Formation

For comparing the calculated vacancy migration energies to experimental tracer
diffusion measurements, knowledge about the vacancy formation energy and the
resulting equilibrium vacancy concentration is required. The (CoCrFeMn)1−x

63
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Nix family of high-entropy alloys (HEAs) is investigated. The free energy Gf of
vacancy formation is defined as,44

Gf =GDef +µi −GRef,

Hf +TSf = (HDef −TSDef)+µi − (HRef −TSRef),
(4.1)

where index ‘Def ’ denotes the sample containing the vacancy, index ‘Ref ’ is the
single crystalline reference, and µi is the chemical potential of the removed
species i. The chemical potential depends not only on the species of the removed
atom but also on the overall sample composition xNi. Assuming that there is no
external pressure, the enthalpy H can be replaced by the inner energy U. As
all following calculations are taken at a temperature of 0 K, the inner energy
becomes equivalent to the potential energy E. Therefore, Equation 4.1 maybe
be rewritten as:

Ef = EDef +µi −ERef. (4.2)

This chemical potential of i µi is defined as the change in free energy G
resulting from a change in particle number of species i, Ni. Here we calculate
µi at 0 K based on the following relation,413,414

µi =
(
∂G
∂Ni

)

T,P,N j ̸=i

T=0K−−−−→≈

(
∂U
∂Ni

)

S,P,N j ̸=i

=
(
∂E
∂Ni

)

T,P,N j ̸=i

, (4.3)

where Ni denotes the number of particles of type i and U is the inner energy.
At 0 K, U corresponds to the potential energy E calculated by LAMMPS. The
right-hand side of Equation 4.3 can be calculated numerically by changing
the particle count of each species in small increments around the nominal
composition and determining the energy for these configurations. To do so, we
fit the energy of different quasi-binary samples of the form: (ABCD)4NEN+∆N ,
where ∆N is some small change in the total particle number N. The slope of the
resulting ∆E(∆N) curve corresponds to µ, under the assumption of a constant
configurational entropy, since ∆N << N this condition should be fulfilled. To
obtain the chemical potential for all species, species E is replaced by Co, Cr,
Fe, Mn, and Ni, respectively and calculations are repeated for all desired Ni
concentrations. The change in particle numbers in these samples goes without
the creation of vacancies or other defects in the sample, fully periodic single
crystalline samples of different sizes with different numbers of lattice sites are
used. Figure 4.1 (a) shows an example of such a chemical potential calculation
for the equimolar Cantor alloy. Here the number of atoms is varied by ±200 and
the change in potential energy ∆E is plotted on the ordinate. For example, the
Mn (purple) line corresponds to samples following the (CoCrFeNi)4NMnN+∆N
sum formula. For all samples good agreement between data and linear fit can
be seen and the slope of the fits corresponds to the chemical potential µi. A
summary of the chemical potentials not only as function of element but also of
Ni concentration in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix alloys is given in Figure 4.1 (b).
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Figure 4.1: (a) Change in potential energy ∆E over the change in particle count ∆Ni for
the different species in the Cantor alloy. The sample composition is changed based on
the quasi-binary sum formula (ABCD)4NEN+∆N . The slope of the linear fit corresponds
to the chemical potential µi (Equation 4.3). (b) Chemical potential for each species for
different samples in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA. Adapted from Ref. 411.

With knowledge of the chemical potential difference, Equation 4.2 can be
used to calculate the vacancy formation energy as function of xNi. Based on
previous literature reports119–123,416 we would expect the vacancy formation
energies Ef to show a broad distribution. Figure 4.2 (a) shows the vacancy
formation energy distribution for two concentrated and one dilute alloy in the
(CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA family. The data is color coded based on the species of
the atom removed to create the vacancy. As suggested by Ruban,113 the vacancy
formation energy is independent of the removed element and shows a distribu-
tion. For these alloys, the median of these distributions lies around 1.5 eV. The
Ni-rich dilute alloy (xNi = 0.96) features a much narrower distribution of vacancy
formation energies compared to its concentrated counterparts. A summary of
the results for all tested vacancy calculations by showing the median vacancy
formation energies Ẽf over the Ni concentration is given in (b). It can be seen
that the vacancy formation energies remain almost constant going from the
Ni-free four component alloy, via the equimolar Cantor alloy, towards the Ni-rich
dilute alloys. This is not an intuitive result, as the vacancy formation energies of
the pure elements in the FCC phase are very different; Co: 1.45 eV, Cr: 2.18 eV,
Fe: 1.92 eV, Mn: 0.98 eV, and Ni: 1.51 eV. If one were to take a rule of mixtures
based approach, one would expect the vacancy formation energy to decrease
linearly from 1.63 eV for the CoCrFeMn to 1.51 eV HEA to pure Ni. Figure 4.2
(c) gives the median absolute deviation (MAD),which is more robust to outliers
than the standard deviation,417 of the vacancy formation energy distribution
as a measure for the distribution width. For Ni concentrations below 0.8, i.e.,
highly concentrated alloys, the MAD is almost constant indicating that there
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Figure 4.2: (a-c) Element specific vacancy formation energy distribution g for different
(CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEAs. (d) Median of the vacancy formation distributions Ẽf and the
MAD to characterize the distributions’ widths (e). Dashed lines indicate the percolation
threshold of the FCC lattice415 as transition point from concentrated to dilute alloy.
Partially adapted from Ref. 411.

is a vast range of different chemical environments. Each of these distinct envi-
ronments leads to a slightly different vacancy formation energy spread around
some median value. For Ni concentrations greater than 0.8, corresponding to
more dilute solid solutions, a steadily decreasing MAD can be seen. This stems
from the effect that the chemical environment of the vacancy becomes more
Ni-rich and homogeneous.

A similar way to think about the transition from concentrated to dilute
alloy would be in terms of percolation. In the concentrated alloy, matrix and
solute atoms cannot be distinguished, and every species is bonded to all other
species. The transition to a dilute alloy is marked as the point, where there
is no connecting (percolating) path between solute atoms. Instead, they are
always separated by, a now identifiable, solvent species. The nearest neighbor
percolation threshold in the three-dimensional FCC lattice is 0.199,415 which
means that once the non-Ni concentration drops below this threshold, solutes
are mostly isolated (at least along nearest neighbor bonds). Figure 4.3 confirms
this statement. It gives the ratio of isolated solutes (non-Ni atoms) Nisolated to
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the total number of non-Ni atoms Nnon-Ni for different Ni concentrations. The
data shows that once the percolation threshold is passed (xNi > 0.8) the fraction
of isolated solute atoms rapidly increases.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the vacancy formation ener-
gies are rare. They require the sampling of many vacancy sites and environments
to obtain statistically relevant results. Figure 4.4 shows the DFT based vacancy
formation energies calculated by Mizuno et al.118 and Guan et al.119 in com-
parison to the median vacancy formation energy we determined based on the
Choi et al.129 interatomic potential. DFT vacancy formation energies are not
available for all subsystems of the Cantor alloy calculated above, but only for
the five component equimolar CoCrFeMnNi Cantor alloy. Here, it can be seen
that the DFT calculations do not fulfill the expected conditions of constant va-
cancy formation energy independent of removed species.113 This suggests that
the number of sampled simulation cells or their size is not sufficient to avoid
artifacts. Moreover, it can be seen that our calculations based on the interatomic
potential predict vacancy formation energies about 0.4 eV lower than the DFT
calculations.
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4.1.1 The Defect Dipole Tensor

While we have shown here that the vacancy formation energy is independent
of the removed atom, this does not have to be true for the vacancy formation
enthalpy Hf. This enthalpy depends on the defect formation volume ∆V which
could depend on the size of the removed atom. This effect has not been explored
for HEAs so far, and it could lead to preferential vacancies being formed by one
of the elemental sublattices in the alloy.

The defect dipole tensor G i j can be used to describe the dependency of the
vacancy formation energy on an applied pressure.418,419 It is defined as,420

G i j =
(
∂σi j

∂n

)

ε

→ G i j =V∆σi j, (4.4)

where σi j is the stress tensor resulting from the insertion of n defects under
constant strain ε. If a single defect is inserted into the simulation cell and the
energy is minimized at constant volume, G i j can be calculated from this volume
V and the pressure difference ∆σi j between the defect-free reference state and
the defective cell containing a vacancy. The defect formation volume ∆V can
subsequently be calculated as:419

∆V = 1
3

BTr(G i j), (4.5)

with B being the bulk modulus. From here one can see that positive diagonal
components of G i j describe defects which expand the lattice in that direction,
while a negative sign indicates the opposite.

Figure 4.5 (a) shows G11 in the equimolar CoCrFeMnNi alloy as an example
for the calculation results. The results are obtained directly from the vacancy for-
mation energy data set shown in Figure 4.2. Opposite to the vacancy formation
energy, the distributions for the diagonal elements of G i j have different medians
for each atom. Moreover, the distributions are much broader with a MAD of
1.19 eV. All off-diagonal components have median G i j values of zero with narrow
distributions (MAD ≈ 0.33eV). This is in agreement with Freedman et al.420

who report off-diagonal components of the defect dipole tensor for vacancy forma-
tion stem from local structural relaxations or reconstructions, which disappear
after averaging over all possible reconstructions. The large data set we used
here seems sufficient to average out these local effects. Figure 4.5 (b) shows the
median of the defect dipole tensor G̃ i j for the three diagonal components for
each element over the whole Ni concentration range. Removal of Ni or Co is
less sensitive to applied pressure, while Mn is affected the most. This in good
agreement with expectations from the interatomic potential used here, where
Mn (130.3 pm) has the biggest Goldschmidt radius421 in the FCC phase. Co
(125.0 pm) and Ni (124.5 pm) on the other hand are the smallest species within
the alloy. There are multiple crossover points (e.g., Co and Ni at xNi = 0.6) at
which the preferential vacancy forming element could change.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Distribution g of the defect dipole tensor G11 for the equimolar Cantor
alloy. The distributions for G22 and G33 are identical. (b) Median of the diagonal
elements of the defect dipole tensor G̃ ii for each species at different Ni concentrations
in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA system. The off-diagonal elements G i j are equal to 0.

To estimate the impact of G i j, in the form of ∆V , on the vacancy formation
enthalpy, we calculated the enthalpy change associated to a pressure p change
of ±500MPa based on the following equation,

Hf(p)= Ef(p = 0)+ p∆V . (4.6)

Even in this high-pressure environment the expected vacancy formation energy
change is in the order of 15 meV and thereby negligibly small compared even to
the effects of the width of the vacancy formation energy distribution shown in
Figure 4.6.

4.1.2 Vacancy Concentration

The final step is the conversion from vacancy formation energy to vacancy
concentration cVac. Two different approaches come to mind: Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations in the grand-canonical ensemble124 or analytical calculations based
on the established thermodynamical models presented in Subsection 2.1.1. The
three different models predict orders of magnitude different equilibrium vacancy
concentrations, and we will compare their performance against MC simulations
to assess which one is correct.

In the following, a short summary of the three models is presented and their
main equations are rewritten using the symbols established in the previous
section. Ruban113 suggests that the configurational entropy in the HEA matrix
leads to reduction of the vacancy concentration. They state that the vacancy
concentration should be reduced by a factor of 1/N in an equimolar alloy with N
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elements compared to a monoatomic metal with the same vacancy formation
energy as shown in Equation 2.9,

cVac,R = 1
N

exp
(

Sf

kB

)∫
g(Ef)exp

( −Ef

kBT

)
dEf. (4.7)

This has been disputed by Morgan and Zhang126 who state the vacancy
concentration remains independent of the configurational entropy of the host
matrix and thereby the number of constituents in an alloy. Hence, the vacancy
concentration for a monoatomic metal and a HEA with the same vacancy forma-
tion energy would be identical. This is reflected in the final equation derived by
Morgan and Zhang.126 Equation 2.16 once the distribution of vacancy formation
energies is considered in the same way as in Equation 4.7 becomes,

cVac,M = exp
(

Sf

kB

)∫
g(Ef)exp

( −Ef

kBT

)
dEf. (4.8)

Finally, Wang et al.127 derive a prefactor of exp(N −1)/N for the vacancy
concentration in an equimolar concentrated alloy containing N elements which
increases the vacancy concentration compared to a pure metal. This factor grows
fast and leads to an 11-fold increase of the vacancy concentration in a five
component alloy compared to a monoatomic counterpart. They do not assume a
distribution of vacancy formation energies in the HEA and instead simplify to a
single average value ∆Ef. Repeating Equation 2.23 from the literature review,

cVac, W =
exp

(
N −1− Ef

kBT

)

N +exp
(
N −1− Ef

kBT

) . (4.9)

In a first step, we want to explore the effect of the vacancy formation energy
distribution on the vacancy concentration under ideal circumstances. Here we
investigate Equation 4.8 and neglect other entropy contributions by setting
Sf = 0. Additionally, we assume a Gaussian distribution of ∆EVac with different

Figure 4.6: Vacancy concentration
cVac for different mean vacancy for-
mation energies (1.2 eV to 1.4 eV).
The vacancy formation energy dis-
tribution is assumed to be Gaussian
with different standard deviations σ
and the resulting vacancy concentra-
tion is calculated from Equation 4.8
with the entropy prefactor set to 1
(Sf = 0). Adapted from Ref. 411.
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means µ and different widths (defined by the standard deviation σ). The temper-
ature is kept constant at 1400 K. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of these different
input parameters. The mean vacancy formation energy is varied between 1.2 eV
and 1.4 eV, with standard deviations up to 0.2 eV. Both parameters have very
clear implications for the resulting vacancy concentrations. While changes in µ

lead to shifts in cVac by a constant factor, changes in σ lead to a smooth increase
as broader distributions features a higher density of vacancy sites with a low
formation energy. A change in σ of about 0.15 eV has a similar effect on the
vacancy concentration as a reduction of µ by approximately 0.1 eV. Please keep
this discussion in mind, as it will be revisited in Subsection 4.1.3.

Bond Counting Model

Figure 4.7: Local chemical
environment around each va-
cancy that is included in the
BC model. The nearest and
next-nearest neighbor bonds
are counted.

The main question, which method of vacancy con-
centration calculation is correct, hinges on the cor-
rect treatment of the configurational entropy of
the host alloy and vacancy. This can be simulated
best using MC simulations in the grand canonical
ensemble. These do not require explicit knowledge
of the configurational entropy of a system but in-
stead sample it in a thermodynamically correct
way. Unfortunately, the computational effort of
using the full modified embedded atom method
(MEAM) interatomic potential is prohibitive for
this use case. As a solution, we decide to fit a
simplified linear bond counting (BC) model. The
model uses the first- and second-nearest neigh-
bor bonds around a vacancy as descriptors for its
formation energy. In more detail, the number of
nearest (Ni- j,1) and second-nearest (Ni- j,2) i- j particles bonds between particles
of type i and j around a vacancy are counted and used as descriptors. An exam-
ple of such a chemical environment is shown in Figure 4.7. This is done for n
different vacancies which are then used to fit the interaction parameters ϵi- j,1
and ϵi- j,2 for a given (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix sample to the vacancy formation energy.
The interaction parameters are determined using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse422 as implemented in NUMPY.423,424 This formalism is encapsulated in
the following equation:




N1
Co-Co,1 N1

Co-Co,2 N1
Co-Cr,1 . . . N1

Ni-Ni,2

N2
Co-Co,1

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
Nn

Co-Co,1 . . . Nn
Ni-Ni,2







ϵCo-Co,1
ϵCo-Co,2
ϵCo-Cr,1

...
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(c) Figure 4.8: Comparison of the BC model
to the full MEAM interatomic potential
calculations and assessment of the dif-
ferent vacancy concentration models. (a)
Difference in vacancy formation energy
Ef distribution g calculated using the BC
model and the full interatomic potential.
Here, the xNi = 0.2 sample is shown as
an example. (b&c) Median Ẽf and MAD
of the vacancy formation energy distribu-
tion for both methods. The data for the
BC model represents only the test set,
which is not included in the fit. Partially
adapted from Ref. 411.

For each (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix composition, the vacancy formation energy has
already been calculated for 8000 different vacancy sites (1600 per species), as
already shown in Figure 4.2. This data is then split into 80 % training set, used
to fit ϵi- j, and 20 % test set for validation.

Figure 4.8 (a-c) shows different characteristics of the BC model in comparison
to the full MEAM interatomic potential calculations. Here the BC data shown is
only obtained from the test set and thereby explicitly not included in the fit. In
(a) an example for the vacancy formation energy distribution g for the equimolar
Cantor alloy is given. The most obvious difference is that the BC model does
not capture the full width of the distribution. This could be an indication that
these vacancy energies are either associated to triplet or other longer-range
configurations not captured by the model or that they have a low probability and
hence the model is not sufficiently trained on these configurations. Figure 4.8
(b) presents a comparison of the median vacancy formation energy Ẽf for all
simulated Ni concentrations. This shows that there is a good agreement between
BC model and full MEAM calculations. The MAD comparison shown in (c)
reveals the systematic effect already seen in (a). The BC model underestimates
the width of the vacancy formation energy distribution up to xNi = 0.72, which
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is close to the transition from concentrated to dilute alloy at xNi ≈ 0.8 (see
Figure 4.3). For the more dilute alloys, much better agreement is seen.

Monte Carlo Simulations

Now that the BC model is established and validated it can be used to set up
Metropolis MC simulations in the grand-canonical ensemble.124 During each
MC trial step, a random lattice site is selected. If it is occupied, the BC model is
used to determine the vacancy formation energy on this lattice site Ef,i based
on its chemical environment. The standard canonical Metropolis-MC acceptance
probability,321

P =min
(
1,exp

(−Ef,i

kBT

))
, (4.11)

is used to decide whether the selected site is flipped to a vacancy. If the initial
selection process picks an already vacant site, the original atom is always rein-
serted (Ef,i always > 0). Reinsertion of the original atom was required to prevent
drifts in sample composition, as the BC model was fit for each (CoCrFeMn)1−x
Nix composition separately. A set of ϵi j parameters is not transferrable across
xNi. The equilibrium vacancy concentration is obtained after sufficiently long
simulations. Note, that while this model does not perform atomic swaps, we did
some test where we allowed for additional random site exchanges of the occupied
lattice sites. This approach is technically only valid if the mixing enthalpy of the
investigated HEA is sufficiently small to stabilize a random atomic arrangement
at the sampling temperature. For the Cantor alloy system, this approximation
is valid at the high temperatures considered in the following, where it forms
a stable random solid solution.28,29 Considering atom swaps,however, did not
change the equilibrium vacancy concentration but substantially increased the
number of swaps necessary converge cVac.

For each temperature between 1000 K and 1600 K 24 independent samples
containing 4000 lattice sites were prepared and randomly filled with atoms in
the desired (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix composition. These comparatively small cells
were chosen to ensure that there is only one vacancy in the material at a given
time as the BC model does not account for vacancy-vacancy interaction. For
the lowest temperature of 1000 K 8×108 MC steps were required, while at
higher temperatures 4×108 steps were sufficient. Figure 4.9 (a&b) shows the
cumulative average vacancy concentration over the number of MC steps for
different sample compositions at 1000 K and 1400 K, respectively.

Figure 4.9 (c) gives a comparison of the MC equilibrium vacancy concen-
tration in the equimolar five component Cantor HEA for the three different
thermodynamical models introduced in Subsection 2.1.1. Only the equation
by Morgan and Zhang126 can describe the correct vacancy concentration. For
reference, their formalism corrects the derivation by Ruban113 leading to an
identical vacancy concentration for the HEA and a monoatomic metal with
the same vacancy formation energy. Lastly, Figure 4.9 (d) shows the results
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Figure 4.9: Assessment of the different vacancy concentration models. (a&b) Cumula-
tive average vacancy concentration over the number of MC steps for different sample
compositions at 1000 K and 1400 K. Only a subset of plot marks is added for clarity. All
data is obtained based on the BC model. (c) Comparison of the vacancy concentration
obtained from different calculation methods to our MC simulations; Wang2017 Equa-
tion 4.9,127 Morgan2020 Equation 4.8,126 and Ruban2016 Equation 4.7.113 (d) Vacancy
concentration calculated from equation by Morgan and Zhang126 (Morgan2020, line)
in comparison to the MC calculations (symbols). The inset shows a magnification of
T = 1400K. Partially adapted from Ref. 411.

of our MC simulations for different temperatures and sample compositions.
Symbols correspond the MC vacancy concentrations at different temperatures,
while the solid line represents the vacancy concentration calculated from the
aforementioned equation by Morgan and Zhang,126 Equation 4.8, neglecting
Sf terms as they are omitted in the lattice MC calculations as well. Here, the
vacancy formation energy distribution of the training set was used as input
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into the equation, as it resembles the input of the MC simulations more closely.
The inset shows a magnification of the 1400 K results where one can see the
almost perfect agreement between MC simulation and direct calculation for all
Ni concentrations. In conclusion, it can be seen that the effect of temperature
leads to a much greater variation in vacancy concentration compared to the
compositional changes in (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix alloy system.

While omitting Sf might lead to a constant offset shifting the vacancy con-
centration, we do not expect substantial changes within the Ni series. Since the
lattice vibrational entropy of vacancy formation is almost constant for many pure
metals425 and concentration independent for binary alloys.426,427 The available
literature data for the vibrational entropy in concentrated ternary to quinary
alloys is sparse. Aziziha and Akbarshahi,428 however, have calculated it for
defect-free CoFeNi, CoCrFeNi, and CoCrFeMnNi and found the differences in
the vibrational entropy of the matrix to be between 8kB and 8.4kB. The concen-
tration dependence going away from the equimolar alloys appears to be small;
Ranging from 6.5kB at the edge of the phase diagram to 8.4kB, with most con-
centrations showing a vibrational entropy greater than 7.5kB. While magnetic
entropy contributions have the smallest effect on the vacancy formation energy
and are only relevant above 80 % of the melting temperature.429 Therefore, this
approximation should not influence the trends seen in the Ni-concentration
dependent vacancy concentration.

4.1.3 Role of the vacancy formation energy distribution

The previous MC analysis has confirmed that Equation 4.8, by Morgan and
Zhang,126 correctly describes the equilibrium vacancy concentration. To conclude
the investigation of the vacancy concentration we would like to revisit the
parameter study of Figure 4.6 and further elucidate the role of the vacancy
formation energy distribution width.

We again calculate the vacancy formation energy under the assumptions of
Sf = 0 and a Gaussian distribution of Ef with a mean value µ and a standard
deviation σ. Figure 4.10 (a) shows the resulting vacancy concentrations at
a temperature of 1000 K for different sets of µ and σ. Here, it can be seen
that different input parameters can lead to the same equilibrium vacancy
concentration as indicated by dashed lines. These show that µ= 1.2eV, σ= 0eV
and µ= 1.4eV, σ= 0.186eV result in vacancy concentrations of ≈ 1×10−6.

Given this initial observation one might be tempted to derive an apparent
vacancy formation energy, a single value that replaces the vacancy formation
energy distribution and results in the same vacancy concentrations. This can be
seen in Figure 4.10 (b) which gives an Arrhenius plot for different sets of µ and
σ. Symbols show the calculated values based on Equation 4.8 while solid lines
give the best fit based on the Arrhenius equation,

ln cVac =− Ef

kBT
+ c∞Vac, (4.12)
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Figure 4.10: (a) Equilibrium vacancy concentration cVac as function of the vacancy
formation energy distribution. The distribution is taken as a Gaussian with different
means µ (1.2 eV to 1.4 eV) and standard deviations σ. The vacancy concentration is
determined from Equation 4.8 with Sf = 0. Different combinations of µ and σ lead to
the same vacancy concentration (dashed lines). (b) Arrhenius plot of the vacancy con-
centration calculated for selected combinations of µ and σ. Different input parameters
(symbols) can lead to the same vacancy concentration at 1000 K. Solid lines give the best
fit based on Equation 4.12. They do, however, diverge for other temperatures. A wider
vacancy formation energy distributions leads to a deviation from the ideal Arrhenius
behavior. Adapted from Ref. 411.

where c∞Vac is the vacancy concentration at infinite temperature. As derived
from Figure 4.10 (a), the vacancy concentrations of the two data sets (µ= 1.2eV,
σ = 0eV and µ = 1.4eV, σ = 0.186eV) intersect at T = 1000K. At higher or
lower temperatures, however, the equilibrium vacancy concentrations diverge.
The Arrhenius fit of the µ= 1.2eV, σ= 0eV data yields an Ef = 1.2eV. Fitting
the second data set, on the other hand, yields a vacancy formation energy of
Ef = 1.034eV which is substantially lower than the applied µ of 1.2 eV which
this effective barrier was supposed to represent. The individual data points also
reveal a slight deviation from the fit line, i.e., the ideal Arrhenius behavior.

To confirm that this non-Arrhenius behavior is caused by the finite vacancy
formation energy distribution width we construct a new test case with µ =
1.8eV and σ= 0.332eV. These parameters again lead to an equilibrium vacancy
concentration of ≈ 1×10−6 at 1000 K. Comparing this new sample to the previous
ones reveals a much stronger deviation from the linear Arrhenius behavior
showing a visible change in slope at T = 1000K
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In conclusion, we find that even though are infinitely many combinations of
mean and standard deviation resulting in the same vacancy concentration at a
given temperature these parameter sets show diverging concentrations at all
other temperatures. Therefore, the distribution of vacancy formation energies
cannot be approximated by a scalar effective vacancy formation energy.

4.2 Vacancy Migration Energy

The next ingredient required to understand diffusion in HEAs, is the energy
barrier associated to vacancy migration, i.e., a single vacancy jump. In this
section we investigate this migration energy in a wide range of CoCrFeMnNi
based alloys. It is well known that the vacancy migration energy EMig strongly
depends on the local chemical environment.118,121,122,129 In the following, we
will use nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations346–349 to determine EMig in a
vast number of atomic environments in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA family.

CoCrFeMnNi

Co Cr Fe Mn Ni

(CoCrFeMn)0.2Ni0.8

0.25 1.75 eV

Figure 4.11: Vacancy migration barriers in the equimolar Cantor alloy and its Ni-
rich (CoCrFeMn)0.2Ni0.8 dilute counterpart. All nearest neighbor jumps in a [100]
lattice plane are shown (unconverged calculations are omitted). Here, each lattice site
is a color-coded circle denoting the species on that site, while colored lines give the
migration energies for the site exchange if the neighboring site hosts a vacancy. The
HEA shows a much wider spread in activation energies depending on the jumping atom
and the local chemical environment. The more dilute (CoCrFeMn)0.2Ni0.8 alloy has
mostly homogeneous vacancy migration energies, variance can be seen for and around
the solutes, which have a lower migration energy than Ni.
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Figure 4.11 shows a single [100] lattice plane of the equimolar CoCrFeMnNi
HEAs and the more dilute (CoCrFeMn)0.2Ni0.8 alloy. The lattice sites are colored
based on the occupying species and connecting lines denote the vacancy migra-
tion energy from one site to each adjacent one. All possible nearest neighbor
jumps were calculated, missing lines correspond to unconverged calculations.
When there are two differently colored lines connecting two sites, this does not
mean that the forwards and backwards jump between two states has a different
energy barrier (violating detailed balance). Instead, this means that an atom
sitting on site A has different energy barrier jumping to a vacant position on
site B compared to the atom sitting on B jumping into a vacancy on A. Looking
at the equimolar HEA one can see that there is substantial variance in the
energy required to move the vacancy. It scatters between 0.25 eV and 1.75 eV.
The barriers itself are randomly distributed throughout the sample. In the
(CoCrFeMn)0.2Ni0.8 sample, the distribution of activation energies is much nar-
rower and especially in the Ni-rich subvolumes, away from the solutes a fairly
homogeneous energy landscape can be seen. As Ni atoms in a pure Ni matrix
have the highest vacancy migration energy in this alloy system, a reduction in
vacancy migration energy can be seen around each solute. While it might be easy
to find a percolated, i.e., connected, low activation energy pathway through the
concentrated HEA, migrating through the dilute alloy does not allow for such
pathways. Therefore, one would expect diffusion to be reduced in the Ni-rich
alloy compared to the concentrated HEA.

Sampling many more vacancy jumps in the different (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix
subsystems reveals the vacancy migration energy distribution g as a function of
the migrating atom. Figure 4.12 summarizes the results of the approximately
93000 NEB calculations. In (a), the vacancy migration barrier distribution for
different jumping elements in the alloy is shown. It can be seen that for the more
concentrated HEA samples, xNi = 0.2 and xNi = 0.6, there is almost no change
in the width of the individual distributions. Their mean values, on the other
hand, are shifted towards higher migration energies as the Ni concentration is
increased. For the most dilute sample with xNi = 0.96 the distribution becomes
very sharp with most values falling close the vacancy migration energy required
for that species in pure Ni. Figure 4.12 (b&c) summarize the migration barrier
distributions measured for all samples. The median migration energy barrier
ẼMig for each element at different Ni concentrations shown in (b). Open symbols
denote results for different alloys, while the solid symbols correspond to the
dilute limit, where an isolated solute atom exchanges site with an adjacent
vacancy in a pure Ni matrix. The data shows that there is a linear dependency
of ẼMig on the Ni concentration. Note that the leftmost concentration on the
graph (xNi = 0) does not correspond to a monoatomic metal but to the four
component CoCrFeMn HEA. Generally, the data shows that Fe and Mn migrate
easiest through the alloy, while Co and Cr show higher vacancy migration
energies. The slope for these four elements is very similar. Only Cr shows a
stronger dependence of ẼMig on xNi. Figure 4.12 (c) gives the corresponding
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Figure 4.12: (a) Vacancy migration barrier distribution for different elements exchang-
ing sites with a vacancy in different (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEAs. (b) Median of the vacancy
migration energy distributions ẼMig as a measure for the center of the distribution
and MAD to characterize its width (c).417 Different Ni concentrations from 4 compo-
nent HEA (xNi = 0), via the equimolar Cantor alloy (xNi = 0.2) towards dilute Ni alloys
(xNi ≥ 0.8) are shown. Open symbols correspond to different alloy samples, solid symbols
mark the most dilute case of a single solute migrating through a pure Ni matrix. A
dashed line indicates the percolation threshold of the FCC lattice415 as transition point
from concentrated to dilute alloy. Partially adapted from Ref. 412.

MAD417 based on the calculated vacancy migration energy distributions. Here,
the transition from a concentrated solid solution to a dilute Ni alloy becomes
apparent. The MAD remains almost constant, indicating a constant width of
the distribution up to the FCC percolation threshold of xNi ≈ 0.8, after which it
rapidly decreases towards 0. This transition from concentrated HEA to dilute
alloy can be attributed to the physical separation of the randomly distributed
non-Ni atoms as the global Ni concentration increases, once the percolation
threshold of the FCC lattice415 is passed. This effect has already been discussed
for the vacancy formation energies and their distribution in Section 4.1 (cf.
Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.13 shows a graphical comparison of our vacancy migration en-
ergy barriers for the five component Cantor alloy to the two other published
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the cal-
culated vacancy migration barrier
as function of the migrating species
in the equimolar (CoCrFeMn)0.8Ni0.2
HEA. Our results from Figure 4.12 are
shown in comparison to the DFT cal-
culations by Mizuno et al.118 and the
classical calculations by Choi et al.129 Co Cr Fe Mn Ni
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simulation results. Similar to Choi et al.,129 in their original reference of the
interatomic potential we employed here, we find a distribution of vacancy migra-
tion barriers in the equimolar Cantor alloy. Our calculated vacancy migration
barrier distribution and elemental hierarchy are in good agreement with the
original publication. Curiously, the average migration energy we find is about
0.2 eV lower for all elements. This discrepancy can most likely be attributed to
the fact that Choi et al.129 did not perform proper NEB calculations to determine
the migration energy barrier but instead moved the vacancy in a straight line
from one lattice site to another without structural relaxation of the intermediate
states. Additionally, they calculated only 390 different vacancy jumps, which is
orders of magnitude lower than the number of samples calculated here. Com-
parison to the DFT calculations by Mizuno et al.118 shows a different hierarchy
of elements. They find the migration energy to be lowest in Cr, followed by Mn
while we find the reverse order for these two species. Due to the inherent size
limitations of DFT calculations they calculated the migration barriers in special
quasi-random structures,430 where the atomic arrangement is optimized to
reduce short-range order (SRO) effects in small simulation cells containing only
125 atoms. Therefore, these cells lack the more interesting atomic environments
containing an excess of one species. We conjecture that these rare structures
are impactful on the tails of the migration energy distribution. Moreover, they
were only able to calculate 30 different vacancy jumps which appears to be
insufficient to converge the distribution.

4.3 Correlation Factors in High-Entropy Alloys

Reference correlation factors based on the conventional random alloy model used
for validation were provided by Josua Kottke (WWU Münster).

Going back to Section 4.2 the main assumption of the random alloy model
used to determine the correlation factors in concentrated alloy is immediately
challenged. There is not a single vacancy migration energy barrier for each
migrating species resulting in a single jump frequency.131,132 Instead, there is a
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Figure 4.14: Schematic description of the variable-barrier KMC algorithm. (a) Example
of the vacancy migration energy distributions for the vacancy exchange with three
different atomic species. Each atom type has a different mean and standard deviation.
(b) During a KMC step, each atom adjacent to the vacancy (white square) gets assigned
a vacancy migration energy based on its species’ energy distribution. (b → c) One jump
event is randomly selected based on the KMC formalism. This event is carried out and
the clock is advanced by ∆t. (c) The vacancy is in a new position, new migration energies
are drawn from the distribution, and the next KMC step is prepared. The numbers next
to each bond correspond to the vacancy migration barrier assigned to a specific jump
event during the current KMC step. Adapted from Ref. 412.

broad distribution of migration energies. An effect neglected by established liter-
ature so far.145,150 To investigate the error introduced by this assumption, we
calculate the tracer correlation factor using a single average vacancy migration
energy in comparison to correlation factors obtained taking the full migration
energy distribution into account.

To this end, we develop a novel simulation code based on the rejection-free
KMC algorithm.355 This code can take the variable energy barrier observed
in HEAs into account. Instead of the assumption that each atomic species has
a constant vacancy migration energy and hence a constant rate, the vacancy
migration energies are approximated by a Gaussian distribution with means
and standard deviations that depend not only on the jumping atom but also on
the sample composition (cf. Figure 4.12). In the following, this approach will also
be called variable-barrier KMC. Each variable-barrier KMC step consists of the
following operations, which are also schematically illustrated in Figure 4.14,

I. For each neighbor around the vacancy a migration energy EMig,i is drawn
from its respective energy distribution.

II. Based on this energy, the rate for each neighbor swapping position with
the vacancy Γi and the total rate Γtot is calculated as,

Γi = ν0 exp
(−EMig,i

kBT

)
and Γtot =

∑
i
Γi, (4.13)

where the attempt frequency ν0 is set to 1×1013 s−1.322,431

III. Continue at step III. of the conventional KMC algorithm outlined in Sec-
tion 3.5.
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Figure 4.15: Validation of the variable-
barrier KMC code (Short and Long)
against a reference (Ref.) implementa-
tion of the random alloy model. All sim-
ulations assume constant, i.e., no en-
ergy barrier distribution, jump rates of:
ΓA = 105, ΓB =ΓC = 100, and ΓD =ΓE =
1. Short corresponds to 1×106, Long to
1×108 simulation steps, while the ref-
erence (Ref.) simulation ran for 1×1012

steps. Adapted from Ref. 412.
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Note that this modeling approach does not account for the migration energies
specific to a given chemical environment. Instead, the statistical distribution is
taken as input. Therefore, detailed balance is not fulfilled for each individual
atomic jump. Even the example in Figure 4.14 shows that the vacancy jump
and its reversal do not share the same energy barrier. Over the long atomic
trajectories studied here, this effect should average out, as the migration energy
per atomic species are still drawn for the corresponding energy distribution.
Moreover, as stated by Frenkel and Smit,321 detailed balance is not strictly
required to perform correct MC sampling. These KMC calculations give trajecto-
ries for each atom in the sample which can then be post-processed to calculate
the correlation factor f ,130,137

f =
∑

i R2
i∑

i niλ2 , (4.14)

here Ri is the displacement, ni is the number of atomic jumps for each atom i,
and λ is the length of a diffusional jump. This calculation treats each atom in
the simulation as a tracer atom one would track in an experiment.

First, we performed validation of the variable-barrier KMC implementation
against the random alloy model implementation of J. Kottke at WWU Münster.
The simulations selected for comparison are on a five-component model system
with quasi-binary composition Ax(BCDE)1−x and constant jump rates of ΓA =
105, ΓB = ΓC = 100, and ΓD = ΓE = 1. For purpose of comparison, the standard
deviation of the variable-barrier code was set to 1×10−8 to ensure constant rates,
i.e., switch off the energy distribution feature. Figure 4.15 shows the calculated
correlation factors after 1×106 (Short) and 1×108 (Long) simulation steps in
comparison to the reference implementation after 1×1012 (Ref.) steps. The data
reveals that convergence can only be achieved for the longer simulation runs.
Therefore, all future calculations are run for 1×108 steps. The correlation factor
for a monoatomic (xA = 1) FCC lattice should be equal to 0.78146432 a condition
which is fulfilled by all three simulations.
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Figure 4.16: (a-e) Correlation factor f for each element in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix HEA
system. Note the different intervals on the y-axis. Open symbols denote results from
the conventional random alloy model, while filled symbols correspond to calculations
based on the variable migration energy barrier KMC model. (f-h) Schematic overview
for a system containing different concentrations of low- and high migration energy
barriers (i). A solid black arrow shows the first jump, dashed arrows indicate likely
secondary jumps. There are fewer correlations in the concentrated alloy (f&g), as there
are multiple low energy jumps available for the vacancy from any given position. (h)
In the dilute alloy, on the other hand, any jumping atom with a low activation energy
barrier has a high probability of frequent back and forth jumps as it is surrounded by
energetically unfavorable jumps. This leads to a much higher correlation. Adapted from
Ref. 412.

After this validation, we calculate the correlation factor using a Gaussian
fit of the migration barrier distributions presented in Figure 4.12 as input
parameters. The resulting correlation factors are compared to the case of a
constant migration energy to judge the effect of a non-zero barrier distribution
width. The resulting correlation factors are shown in Figure 4.16 (a-e) as a
function of Ni concentration. Here it can be seen that the two elements with
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the lowest migration energy barriers (Fe and Mn) show very similar trends
of decreasing correlation factors as their respective concentration decreases.
This effect stems from the effect that these two species can trap the vacancy
into repeated forwards and backwards jumps if there are no other low energy
escape paths. This effect is schematically illustrated in (f-h). For Cr, where the
change in migration barrier width as the alloy transitioned from concentrated to
dilute alloy was most pronounced, a strong change in f can be seen around the
transition Ni-concentration. As it features the highest migration energy barrier,
Co shows the smallest deviation from an ideal random walk, i.e., f close to 1.
Lastly, the majority element Ni, shows a steady decrease in f from an almost
ideal random walk in the HEA ( f ≈ 1) towards 0.78146, which is the expected
value for a monoatomic FCC material.432

Comparing the differences between the variable-barrier model introduced
before and the conventional random alloy model reveals most substantial dif-
ferences for the fast diffusion atoms (Mn) or elements which feature a broad
migration energy distribution (Cr). Slow diffusing elements with high migration
energy barriers (Co or Ni) show only small differences between both methods.

Concluding, it can be seen that correlations not only introduce substantial
differences between the individual constituents of the Cantor alloy, but also
give rise to an additional concentration dependence. Moreover, including the
vacancy migration energy barrier distribution leads to significant differences in
f especially for fast diffusers and elements with a large distribution width.

4.4 Tracer Diffusion Experiments

Sample preparation, experimental measurements, and their interpretation was
performed by Josua Kottke (WWU Münster).

This section will briefly outline the experimental tracer diffusion studies which
form the basis of the experiment-simulation comparison shown in Section 4.5.
(CoCrFeMn)0.4Ni0.6 and (CoCrFeMn)0.08Ni0.92 were cast and homogenized at
1373 K for 13 h. After quenching chemical homogeneity and single phase FCC
structure was verified using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray
diffraction. Subsequently, 51Cr, 57Co, 59Fe, and 54Mn γ-isotopes and 63Ni β-
isotopes were applied to the surface. Afterwards, the samples were diffusion
annealed at temperatures between 1123 K and 1273 K for 16 h to 288 h and the
relative specific activity A as function of diffusion depth h into the sample was
measured. The resulting profile can be fit according to the instantaneous source
solution,43

A = Mp
4πD∗t

exp
( −h2

4D∗t

)
, (4.15)
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Figure 4.17: (a) Measured specific activity A over diffusion depth in the (CoCrFeMn)0.4
Ni0.6 sample after annealing at 1123 K for 288 h. The data for the different tracer
isotopes is offset for better readability. Marks give the individual measurements and
solid lines correspond to the mathematical solution of the combined volume (Vol) and
GB diffusion problem.434 (b) Schematic representation of the B-type kinetic regime. The
darker layer on top is the applied tracer source, while lightly shaded areas correspond
to material into which the tracer atoms have diffused. Partially adapted from Ref. 412.

where M is the initial amount of tracer isotope and t is the annealing time. If
there is still an excess amount of tracer isotope on the sample’s surface after
diffusion annealing, the constant source solution has to be used instead,43

A = A0erfc
(

h
4D∗t

)
. (4.16)

Even though, we are interested in bulk diffusion and bulk diffusivities the
experimental measurements contain additional grain boundary (GB) diffusion
contributions. These make up the greater diffusion depths as GB diffusion is
enhanced compared to the bulk.43,149 Here, the exact solutions for the instan-
taneous source in the B-type kinetic regime has to be used433,434. A schematic
representation of the B-type kinetic regime can be seen in Figure 4.17 (b). Here a
slice through the material’s surface is shown. The dark layer on top corresponds
to the applied tracer element. Lightly shaded areas indicate how these atoms
have diffused into the material. In this regime GB diffusion is faster than bulk
diffusion, therefore tracer atoms have migrated further into the bulk along the
boundaries. Hence, GBs start to act as a tracer source themselves if their tracer
element concentration is increased compared to the surrounding volume. An
example of such a diffusion profile can be seen in Figure 4.17 (a). Here the
measured activity (symbols) for the (CoCrFeMn)0.4Ni0.6 sample after annealing
at 1123 K for 288 h is shown. The different tracer elements are offset along the
ordinate. Solid lines give the result for the best fit based on the combined volume
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(Vol) and GB diffusion problem434 from which the volume tracer diffusion coeffi-
cient D∗

i can be obtained for each element i. Note, the GB diffusion coefficient
could be obtained as well but is out of scope for this work.

Figure 4.18 shows the obtained diffusivities for each tracer element on
an inverse homologous scale TMelt/T. Data for different compositions of the
(CoCrFeMn)1−xNix alloy are shown. The data for x = 0.6 and x = 0.92 was
measured specifically for the publication this chapter is based on (Ref. 412) and
it is augmented by previous measurements of Kottke et al.195 and Vaidya et
al.149,191 Additional comparison to diffusion in a pure Ni matrix is shown as
well (x = 1). Experimental data is fit based on the Arrhenius relation,440

D∗
i = D∗

i,0 exp
( −Q

kBT

)
, (4.17)

and the pre-exponential factor D∗
i,0 and the activation enthalpy for tracer diffu-

sion Q is extracted. Comparing the different measurements, very similar trend
can be seen for all tracer species. The diffusivity of each tracer element increases
as the global Ni concentration in the sample increases from the equimolar HEA
to the Ni-rich x = 0.92 dilute alloy sample. Curiously, comparing the diffusion
of each element in a pure Ni matrix (corresponding to the dilute limit) reveals
a reduced tracer diffusion rate leading to the following hierarchy of diffusivi-
ties in the different alloys: (CoCrFeMn)0.08Ni0.92 > Ni > (CoCrFeMn)0.4Ni0.6 >
(CoCrFeMn)0.8Ni0.2.

4.5 Comparison to Experimental Diffusion
Measurements

Sample preparation, experimental measurements, and their interpretation was
performed by Josua Kottke (WWU Münster).

In a last step, the experimentally measured diffusivities can be compared to our
atomistic computer simulations. The most straight-forward way is to compare
tracer diffusivities, directly. The atomic trajectories obtained from the KMC
simulations allow direct calculation of D∗

i following,321

〈R2
i 〉 =

1
6

D∗
i t → D∗

i = 6
cVac(T)

cVac,KMC

〈R2
i 〉

t
, (4.18)

where t is the time and 〈R2
i 〉 is the mean squared displacement of species i. The

additional factor, rescaling the simulation vacancy concentration to the experi-
mental vacancy concentration, needs to be introduced as the KMC simulations
are run with constant vacancy concentration. Here the KMC simulations were
run with cVac,KMC = 1/32000 = 3.125×10−5, corresponding to one vacancy per
simulation cell, which is different from the true vacancy concentration cVac(T)
at a given temperature T (cf. Subsection 4.1.2).
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Figure 4.18: Arrhenius plot of the measured volume tracer diffusivities D∗
i normalized

by the melting temperature TMelt. Different alloys in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix were mea-
sured and the results are augmented with literature: Bakker1971435, Bronfin1975436,
Kottke2019195, Maier1976437, Monma1964438, Vaidya201x149,191, Vladimirov1978439.
Adapted from Ref. 412.
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Figure 4.19: Experimentally measured tracer diffusivities (see Figure 4.18 for attri-
bution) in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix alloy compared to the diffusivities obtained from the
variable-barrier KMC simulations (Equation 4.18). The simulation data is rescaled by
the correct vacancy concentration. Partially adapted from Ref. 412.
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Figure 4.19 includes the comparison of the tracer diffusivities obtained from
mean squared displacements in the variable-barrier KMC simulations after
rescaling with the correct vacancy concentrations. These true vacancy concen-
trations can be calculated from the model of Morgan and Zhang126 and the
vacancy formation energy distributions calculated previously. For more details
see Subsection 4.1.2. Note, that all input parameters to the KMC simulations
and the vacancy concentrations are determined based on the MEAM interatomic
potential. These calculated tracer diffusivities are then compared to the experi-
mental measurements. For comparison on the homologous temperature scale,
the Ni-concentration dependent melting temperatures within the interatomic
potential are calculated using standard melt-interface methodology.375 It can be
seen that the calculated diffusivities compare pretty well in magnitude for all
species. But the experimental hierarchy of diffusion constants cannot be repro-
duced. Experimentally, the diffusivities increase from xNi = 0.2 to xNi = 0.92 and
decrease again towards the dilute limit xNi → 1. The simulation results, on the
other hand, predict a decreasing or constant diffusivity from xNi = 0.2 to xNi → 1
for all elements except Ni. In Ni, the lowest diffusivity is calculated for xNi = 0.92.
A main problem for the direct comparison of experiments and simulations is
whether the absolute vacancy formation and vacancy migration energies deter-
mined from the interatomic potential approximate their real values well. As
already shown in Figure 4.13, vacancy migration energies within the interatomic
potential for the CoCrFeMnNi alloy agree well with DFT calculations by Mizuno
et al.118 Vacancy formation energies, on the other hand, are systematically
underestimated compared to DFT simulations (see Figure 4.4).118,119

In an attempt to cancel out some errors from the interatomic potential a
renormalization is performed; Neglecting the vacancy migration entropy and its
pressure dependence allows us to rewrite Equation 2.24 in terms of the energy
of migration EMig, as already shown for the vacancy formation energies, this
gives,

D∗
i = cVacλ

2ν0,i f i exp
(−EMig,i

kBT

)
, (4.19)

where ν0,i is the attempt frequency per species i while the vacancy concentration
is constant within the sample and independent of the diffusing element. Note,
that the migration energy EMig,i depends on the migrating species. If one now
normalizes the diffusivity of all species i by the diffusivity of Fe and assumes a
constant attempt frequency the initial equation simplifies drastically,

D∗
i

D∗
Fe

= f i

fFe
exp

(EMig,Fe −EMig,i

kBT

)
. (4.20)

Not only does this cancel out errors in the interatomic potential for the vacancy
formation energy, it also removes the dependence on the absolute values of
EMig. The normalized diffusivities only depend on the differences of migration
energies between Fe and element i which might be better represented within
the interatomic potential.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the normalized tracer diffusivities (Equation 4.20) between
experiments (Exp.) and KMC simulations. (a) Normalized diffusivities in under the
assumption of constant median migration barriers without standard deviation. In (b)
the same experimental data points in comparison to the variable barrier (VB) KMC
calculations are shown. The samples are slightly offset in xNi. The closer these two data
points are on the normalized scale the better the agreement between experiments and
simulations. Partially adapted from Ref. 412.

Figure 4.20 shows this normalized tracer diffusion coefficient for the different
elements obtained from the tracer correlation experiments in comparison to
the ones from the KMC simulations based on the interatomic potential. The
KMC simulations in (a) only considered the mean vacancy migration energy,
assuming an infinitely sharp energy distribution with 0 standard deviation. This
corresponds to the established random alloy model. The data in (b) is based on
variable-barrier (VB) KMC simulations where the full vacancy migration energy
distribution is considered. Direct comparison between the two models shows
better performance of the random alloy model for Mn, while the variable-barrier
KMC gives better agreement for Co, Cr, and Ni. For the different alloy samples
reduced Co and Ni diffusivities show good agreement between experiments and
simulations. For Cr and Mn, on the other hand, more pronounced differences
can be seen. The good agreement for Mn at xNi = 0.6 appears to be a coincidence.

There are still some simplifications in the calculations shown in this chapter
which could be responsible for the observed differences between the simulations
and the corresponding experiments. Firstly, we have neglected effects of the
vibrational entropy not only to the vacancy formation but also the migration.
Additionally, the attempt frequency was assumed to be a constant value inde-
pendent of alloy composition and migrating species. The calculation of these
quantities is rather straight forward if one knows the corresponding phonon
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frequencies in equilibrium and at the transition state.351,357 In conventional
materials these can be easily calculated441 using a tool like PHONOPY.442 How-
ever, the large simulation cells needed for a proper statistical treatment of a
HEA combined with the inherent lack of symmetry lead to a situation where
the phonon density of states and frequencies could not be calculated based on
memory limitations of the available computer resources. Secondly, the vacancy
migration energies were calculated under static conditions at 0 K under the
assumption of the 0 K lattice constant. Diffusion at high temperatures hap-
pens at a larger interatomic spacing due to thermal expansion. This can either
enhance diffusion as the windows through which the diffusion atom needs to
jump increases in size,443,444 or it can reduce diffusivities as the coordination
and thereby stabilization at the transition state is reduced. Furthermore, the
thermal softening of the lattice can reduce the elastic energy at the saddle
point and thereby increase the diffusivity.445 The greater atomic spacing can
also lead to a new kind of diffusive jumps which are not captured by our NEB
and KMC calculations.446 Thirdly, we have only accounted for isolated vacan-
cies in our calculations. In a real material vacancy-vacancy interactions can
lead to shifts in the observed diffusivities. Even though, this error is expected
to be small, especially given the good experimental Arrhenius fits shown in
Figure 4.18.447,448

Another interesting effect not considered in our calculations is the effect
of SRO. It is still unclear if and under which conditions a HEA can exist as
a true random solid solution (see Subsection 2.2.5 for a review of the SRO
literature in HEA). Obviously, SRO shifts the probabilities for chemical bonds
and environments, modifying both the vacancy formation and migration energy
distributions. As we have only investigated perfectly random alloys at very high
temperatures, this effect has been neglected entirely.

4.6 Conclusion

We can now use the new insights to answer the research questions posed in
Section 2.4.

I. Median vacancy formation energies are independent of the removed el-
ement and the global composition of the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix alloy family.
The local chemical environment influences the formation energy leading to
an overall broad distribution of vacancy formation energies.

II. Estimations from the defect dipole tensor calculations show that the va-
cancy formation is not significantly influenced by applied pressure. Even
high-pressure environments do not lead to significant vacancy formation
on a given sublattice, i.e., for a given species.

III. We confirmed, using MC simulations, that the vacancy formation ener-
gies can be integrated directly to obtain the vacancy concentration, even
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in compositionally complex alloys. Confirming the works of Morgan and
Zhang.126

IV. The width of the vacancy migration energy distribution cannot be ap-
proximated by a scalar effective vacancy formation energy as it leads to a
non-Arrhenius type dependency of the vacancy concentration on tempera-
ture.

V. The vacancy migration energy strongly depends on the migrating element
with Mn having the lowest migration energy and Co having the highest
one. For all elements an almost linear increase in migration energy can be
observed with increasing Ni concentration in the (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix alloy.

VI. Vacancy formation and migration energies show a transition from concen-
trated to diluted alloy at a Ni concentration of about 0.75.

VII. An extension to the conventional random alloy model is proposed to cal-
culate the correlation factor accounting for the distribution width of the
migration energies using a KMC algorithm. This extension to the model
leads to pronounced changes in the correlation factor especially for fast
migrating species like Mn or elements with a broad migration energy
distribution like Cr.

VIII. Combining calculated vacancy concentrations with diffusivities obtained
from the KMC calculations show agreement in magnitude with experimen-
tal measurements, even on the absolute scale. The concentration dependent
hierarchy observed in experimental tracer diffusion measurements cannot
be reproduced by the atomistic simulations.

IX. Further analysis reveals better agreement of the variable-barrier KMC
simulations than the established random alloy model on a reduced diffusiv-
ity, D∗

i /D∗
Fe, scale. This comparison in reduced units partially compensates

uncertainties from the interatomic potential.



5 Dislocations
“The complications in HEAs thus arise in understanding how dislo-
cations move through the highly compositionally disordered lattice.”

— E. P. George et al., 202019

The results presented this chapter are partially published in:

“D. Utt, S. Lee, A. Stukowski, S. H. Oh, G. Dehm, and K. Albe, Jerky motion of
dislocations in high-entropy alloys: The linkage between local Peierls stress

fluctuations and dislocation mobility, arXiv:2007.11489 [cond-mat,
physics:physics] (2020)”, Science, (submitted).449

In this chapter we present transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of
gliding dislocations in a Cantor alloy sample showing non-straight dislocation
lines and local pinning on atomic scale obstacles. We then perform experimental
scale atomistic simulations to confirm that the computer model features sim-
ilarly wavy dislocation lines pinned on local obstacles, even without a priori
knowledge of their origin. After this confirmation an isolated edge dislocation
is studied in detail and the individual dislocation pinning points are identi-
fied. This is not only done for the equimolar Cantor alloy but also many of
its face-centered cubic (FCC) subsystems. Furthermore, different short-range
order (SRO) arrangement within the Cantor alloy are investigated to establish
their effect on dislocation pinning. Building on these results, the effect of the
newly identified pinning point density on the critical stress for dislocation glide
and dislocation mobility is established and implications for computational alloy
design are discussed. Further simulations are made on the effect of larger pre-
cipitates in the Cantor alloy matrix and their influence on the dislocation line
shape and its pinning.

93
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5.1 Dislocation Pinning in the Cantor Alloy:
Experiments and Simulations

Sample preparation, in situ TEM measurements, and their interpretation was
performed by Dr. Subin Lee (Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung GmbH,

Düsseldorf).

In a first step, we confirmed that there is localized dislocation pinning in the
five component Cantor alloy. To do so, a thin foil sample of the alloy is prepared
and subjected to in situ tensile testing in the TEM. During mechanical loading
the dislocations nucleate from a crack in the foil and glide through the sample.
As they are constrained by the top and bottom surfaces, they bow out in the
glide direction. In pure metals this would lead to dislocations with a constant
curvature.68 Deviations from this ideal circular behavior especially bumps or
dents in the dislocation line hint at localized pinning of the dislocation line on
nanoscale obstacles.

Figure 5.1 (a) shows consecutive TEM snapshots during glide. The glide
direction is from left to right. While the dislocation lines are not directly visible,
the stacking fault (SF) between the two Shockley partial dislocations can be
seen as a darker band. The edges of this SF ribbon correspond to the two partial
dislocation positions. It can be seen that the dislocations show a jerky motion of
repeated pinning and depinning during glide. Therefore, the dislocation line is
not a smooth round curve but shows bumps and waviness. Both observations
are evidences of a strong local pinning which requires an additional force to be
overcome. Even though, the images have been processed to increase contrast,450

the frequent pinning of the dislocations during glide and their jerky motion
is much easier to discern in motion (the video is available online as part of
Ref. 449). To further investigate this dislocation pinning, the dislocation line
shape is extracted from the TEM snapshots using Gaussian filtering and ridge
detection algorithms. The extracted dislocation line shape of the first leading
partial dislocation, labeled 1 in Figure 5.1 (a), are shown in (b). The line shape
between extracted data points is interpolated using cubic splines,391 from here
it can be seen that the dislocation does not glide in a constant smooth motion.
Instead, its segments are locally pinned on nanoscale obstacles and the line
becomes wavy. This strong dislocation pinning could be the origin of the high
critical shear stress reported for these samples by Lee et al.77

While it is easy to attribute the local pinning seen here to the random
chemical fluctuations in the high-entropy alloy (HEA), there are two other
explanations for the dislocation pinning observed in these samples which need
to be discussed. First, SRO could lead to preferential atomic arrangements in the
sample which act as obstacles for the dislocation line as their shuffling would cost
additional energy.293–295 The sample shown in Figure 5.1 (a), however, has been
investigated for SRO before using atom probe tomography (APT) and scanning
TEM energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy techniques. The authors conclude
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Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental TEM images showing an array of partial dislocations
gliding on the {111}〈110〉 glide system during in situ tensile testing. (b) Trace of the first
dislocation (marked as 1 in (a)) in the array at different times during glide. Extracted
from snapshots comparable to (a) using edge detection. Marked positions along the
dislocation line are extracted from the TEM images, its full shape is interpolated.
Partially adapted from Ref. 449.

that no SRO could be resolved, i.e., the sample is in a chemically random state.77

As stated by Hong et al.286 and outlined in Subsection 2.2.5 these methods are
not necessarily sufficient to detect SRO on the atomic scale. Therefore, the effect
of SRO cannot be excluded completely. Alternatively, one might suspect that
damages from the focused ion beam preparation act as obstacles for dislocation
glide. These damages accumulate close to the sample surface in depths of 5 nm
to 10 nm451,452 and may hinder dislocation glide. For reference, the TEM foil
sample investigated here has a total thickness of about 100 nm, therefore, the
dislocation pinning in the middle of the foil sample should not be affected by the
surface damage layer.

We reproduce the experimental sample geometry in a large-scale atomistic
computer model containing ≈ 1×108 atoms. Given the scale of all other simu-
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lations shown throughout this thesis, these newly created samples are 10 to
100 times larger to accurately replicate the experimental conditions. Figure 5.2
gives a schematic representation of the prepared sample. It contains an inclined
glide plane with an aligned surface notch to ensure dislocation nucleation along
said plane. The open surface on the opposite site of the notch acts as a dislo-
cation sink. During uniaxial tensile testing, Shockley partial dislocations are
emitted from this notch and travel through the material. Here we compare two
alloys, namely CoCrFeMnNi and CoNi at 5 K and 300 K. The goal is to show
that the atomistic simulation is able to capture the dislocation pinning observed
in TEM (cf. Figure 5.1) and to confirm that the interatomic potential can resolve
differences in dislocation glide between the strongly pinning Cantor alloy and
the weakly pinning CoNi alloy.

z
=

75
nm

y=
15

2nm

x = 101nm

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the
TEM sized sample used in the atomistic
computer simulations. Both x and z direc-
tions are open boundaries while y is periodic.
The blue plane corresponds to the inclined
glide plane, following the experimentally ob-
served tilt. A notch is cut into the sample’s
surface (blue line) to facilitate dislocation
(red) nucleation on the desired plane. Fol-
lowing the experimental conditions, tensile
strain is applied along y.

Figure 5.3 shows the nucleation
and glide of the first two Shockley
partial dislocations in each sample,
dislocation lines are shown in red
and the viewing direction is normal
to the glide plane (shaded blue). In
all snapshots dislocations glide from
left to right. In (a), the dislocation
lines in the Cantor alloy gliding at
5 K are shown. The thermal energy at
these temperatures is low, which re-
duces the thermally activated depin-
ning of the dislocation line and leads
to jagged dislocations pinned in multi-
ple positions. The same sample shows
much straighter and less meandering
dislocation lines at 300 K, where ther-
mal fluctuations assist the dislocation
in crossing some of its obstacles (b).
Comparing dislocations in the Cantor
alloy (b) to the ones in CoNi (c) reveals
a stark contrast. The dislocation lines
in CoNi are almost ideally straight,
and their curvature is only caused by the order of nucleation from the notch
(center) or surface pinning (top and bottom in the snapshots).

Inspection of the dislocation lines reveals that the atomistic simulation is
not only able to produce dislocation line shapes comparable to experiment, but
is also able to resolve differences between weak and strong dislocation pinning
in different alloys of the same family. In the next step, we are going to use
the atomistic simulations to reveal the nature of dislocation pinning points in
concentrated alloys.
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Figure 5.3: Shockley partial dislocations nucleated from a notch on the left-hand side
of the sample moving across the glide plane (shaded area) to be absorbed by the open
surface one the right. Each snapshot is taken at a different engineering strain ε. The
engineering strain rate is a constant 1×108 s−1. (a) Dislocations in the equimolar Cantor
alloy deformed at 5 K. (b&c) Comparison of dislocation lines in the strongly pinning
CoCrFeMnNi and the weakly pinning CoNi alloys deformed at ambient temperature.
Partially adapted from Ref. 449.
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5.2 Dislocation Pinning — An Effect on the Atomic
Scale?

As stated in their recent review, George et al.19 suggest that the strengthening
in HEA cannot be a phenomenon at the atomic scale as the activation volume for
dislocation glide is 70b3 at 77 K285 and hence encompasses at least 100 atoms
(cf. Subsection 2.2.4 for details). To investigate this claim we constructed two
samples containing two distinct regions along the dislocation line (R1 and R2).
Both samples share the same atomic configuration in R1 but different atomic
arrangements in R2. In sample 1, R2 is just a repetition of R1, i.e., R1 = R2.
Sample 2, on the other hand, has again the same atomic configuration in R1
but a different random atomic arrangement in R2. Both samples are subjected
to the same constant shear stress at 2 K. The low temperature was chosen to
suppress the effects of random thermal fluctuations influencing the dislocation
line and activating its crossing of pinning points.

Figure 5.4 shows a metastable partial dislocation arrangements for the
leading and trailing partial dislocation after about 15 ps. The dislocation line
for the sample where R1 = R2 is given in red and the one where R1 ̸= R2 is
shown in blue. Focusing on the red dislocation first, the induced periodicity
can be seen as both R1 and R2 feature exactly the same dislocation pinning
points (highlighted by red arrows). This can be seen for both leading and trailing
partials. Comparing this to the dislocations in the sample where R2 features
a different arrangement, one can see that the two main pinning points for
the leading partial dislocation are still the same in R1, while the dislocation
obstacles in the shuffled region R2 are now different (see blue arrows). As the
dislocation has long-range forces acting along the dislocation line in the form

Figure 5.4: Partial dislocation config-
uration during glide under constant
applied stress at 2 K. Two different
samples are superimposed (red or
blue) to compare the individual dislo-
cation pinning points (highlighted by
colored arrows). The lower (R1) and
upper (R2) regions share the same
atomic arrangement for the red dis-
location lines (R1 =R2), whereas the
blue dislocation lines have a differ-
ent atomic configuration in the up-
per half (R1 ̸= R2). Therefore, both
samples share the same dislocation
pinning points in R1 but not in R2.
The boundary conditions along the
dislocation line are periodic.
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of the line tension, changes in R2 can propagate into R1. This explains why the
advanced blue dislocation line segment in R2 also influences the dislocation
arrangement at the lower edge of R1 across the periodic boundary.

Overall, these findings show that, even though, there are long-range inter-
actions along the dislocation line, dislocation pinning on obstacles remains a
localized process. The dislocation line shape in R2 is vastly different for the blue
and red leading partials; In R1, however, both show the same strong pinning
points. Which brings us the obvious next question — is there a descriptor for
these atomic scale pinning points?

5.3 A Descriptor for Dislocation Pinning Points

Now that we confirmed that dislocation pinning is an effect on the atomic scale
the question of the nature of these individual pinning points remains. Peierls453

and Nabarro454 have first calculated the periodic potential energy seen by a
dislocation as it moves through the crystal lattice. They derived an analytical
form of this displacement-potential energy relationship (also called Peierls
energy). The stress required for a dislocation to cross this periodic Peierls energy
landscape, i.e., for a dislocation to glide, is proportional to the maximum slope
of the Peierls energy landscape.67 In the original models, the Peierls energy is
often approximated by a sinusoidal function.67,455

Another form of such a displacement–potential energy relationship is the
generalized stacking fault (GSF) curve or landscape, formally introduced by
Vítek in 1968.251 It depicts the potential energy as two lattice planes are rigidly
shifted against each other.251,252 Calculating the GSF landscape for a {111}
plane in the FCC lattice reveals the stable FCC atomic positions as global en-
ergy minima and the intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) positions as local metastable
states.252 For the purpose of dislocation glide, the GSF landscape can be under-
stood as a stand-in for the Peierls energy. An example of such a GSF surface
can be seen in Figure 5.5 (a). The straight line displacement from one stable
FCC position to an adjacent one corresponds to the displacement of a perfect
〈110〉 dislocation (⃗b1). It can be seen that the minimum energy path connecting
two stable minima goes through the metastable ISF configuration. The dis-
placement connecting these stable and metastable sites is the 〈112〉 Shockley
partial dislocation (⃗b2). The corresponding planar fault energy γ line profiles
are given in (b). They clearly show the much lower activation energy for the
partial dislocation pathway with the metastable ISF state in the middle. This
GSF surface example is for elemental Cu based on an embedded atom method
interatomic potential.456 Vítek251 however states that for monoatomic FCC
metals the overall shape of the energy landscape follows the one predicted from
a hard-sphere model making it representative for this material class.

In pure metals, each atom in the GSF plane is identical, and they all see
the same energy landscape. Therefore, calculation of the GSF curve allows
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Figure 5.5: (a) Example
of an FCC {111} GSF
surface showing the dis-
placement of the full
dislocation (⃗b1) or the
two corresponding par-
tial dislocations (⃗b2). (b)
GSF energy γ over dis-
placement distance d
along the two paths.
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for a determination of the scalar global Peierls stress. This is not the case in
concentrated solid solutions like medium-entropy alloys (MEAs) or HEAs. Here,
the GSF curve strongly depends on the local chemical configuration and it
becomes a spatially fluctuating quantity.260–262 Therefore, the Peierls stress
also becomes a locally varying value as it is directly related to the shape of
the GSF curve. While the calculation of a local displacement–energy curve
as function of the chemical environment seems daunting at first — LAMMPS

allows for the determination of the energy for each atom as the sum of its
interaction with all other atoms within the simulation cell. Calculating the
GSF curve of an HEA using standard methodology,251,252 but tracking the
projected potential energy per atom allows for the determination of the GSF
surface for every single atom. While this approach follows in the footsteps of
the stochastic Peierls-Nabarro model proposed by Zhang et al.37 and Jiang et
al.,237 we do not attempt to find a closed-form mathematical solution of the
local Peierls barrier but instead measure it a priori as output of the atomistic
simulation. There is one change required for the concentrated alloys compared
to monoatomic materials. The standard methodology allows for relaxation of
the atomic positions with respect to the direction normal to the GSF plane, to
accommodate volume changes at the interface.252 This can be seen in Figure 5.6
(a), which shows the atomic configuration at the saddle point of a SF calculation.
Here, the standard methodology is employed and the atomic relaxation normal
to the GSF plane can be seen in the yellow trajectory lines. In the concentrated
alloys this approach cannot be taken, as it leads to discontinuous relaxations of
the atoms into multiple local metastable states. To prevent these discontinuities
in the energy path, the atoms are fixed to their ideal FCC lattice positions and
only allowed to relax as two rigid bodies (one below and one above the GSF
plane) to accommodate the interface volume changes. An example of this is given
in Figure 5.6 (b), where again the SF calculation saddle point configuration is
shown. This time, the atoms are not color coded based on their species, but based
on the atomic energy change during the rigid shift. Note, how the trajectory
lines (yellow) all run perfectly parallel, as the atoms are fixed on their FCC
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GSF plane

relaxed rigid(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Comparison of the two different SF calculation relaxation methods. Both
snapshots show the saddle point configuration which corresponds to the unstable
stacking fault. Yellow lines show the full atomic trajectory starting from the ideal FCC
configuration. (a) Standard methodology allowing for atomic relaxation normal to the
fault plane. An atom with strong structural relaxation is highlighted. The atoms are
color coded based on the species and the trajectory lines reveal atomic relaxation. (b)
Proposed method, where the atoms are only allowed to perform rigid body relaxation.
The atoms are color coded based on their atomic energy change during this calculation
(red corresponds to an energy increase) which is subsequently used to calculate the
atomic GSF curves (Figure 5.7). Here, all trajectory lines are exactly parallel.

lattice sites without individual site relaxation. To ensure comparability this
methodology will be applied to all samples.

Figure 5.7 (a) shows the GSF energy surface for the equimolar Cantor alloy
sample. The total energy change is normalized by the area of the GSF plane
to obtain planar fault energy. Within the sampled region, there are three local
minima. The two at y≈ 0Å correspond to the two FCC lattice positions while the
one in the middle at x ≈ 1Å belongs to the ISF configuration. As already shown
in Figure 5.5, these three positions are connected by Shockley partial dislocation
displacements. In this case the red (yellow) displacement path belongs the
leading (trailing) partial dislocation. The planar fault energy γ along these two
displacement paths is shown in Figure 5.7 (b). There are two main observations
to make here. First, even though the alloy has a compositionally complex GSF
plane both energy paths are symmetric suggesting that over the 32000 atoms
adjacent to the cut plane these local fluctuations average out. Moreover, the
ISF configuration has a negative energy compared to the pristine FCC lattice
indicating that the ground state phase is not the FCC but the hexagonal close-
packed (HCP) phase. As outlined in the literature review (Subsection 2.2.2), the
reported stable stacking fault energy in the Cantor alloy scatters widely. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations, however, seem to agree on the fact that
the Cantor alloy’s 0 K stable ground state phase is HCP.257–260 Moreover, some
available calculations support findings of negative ISF energy directly.258,260,269
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Figure 5.7: (a) GSF energy surface averaged over a whole plane in the CoNiCrFeMn
HEA sample. (b) Energy profiles along the leading (red) and trailing (yellow) partial
dislocations’ displacements extracted from (a). (c) Energy surface shown in (a) from
the perspective of a single atom in the GSF plane. (d) Energy profiles along the two
displacement paths obtained from (c). Dashed lines indicate the maximum slope along
both curve segments. This slope corresponds to the force FP necessary for the atom to
cross the energy barrier. Only a small fraction of plot marks are given for clarity.

In comparison, Figure 5.7 (c) shows an example of the GSF surface for
a single atom in the planar fault plane. This energy cannot be normalized
by an area, as the area of an atom is ill-defined. Therefore, absolute energy
differences ∆E referenced to the initial FCC arrangement are given. Here it
can be seen that the symmetry seen in (a) is broken if there is no averaging
over numerous atoms. Moreover, the three local minima are located at slightly
different coordinates compared to (a). This is because all atoms in this simulation
are locked in their ideal FCC lattice positions. Therefore, the intrinsic lattice
distortions lead to a shift of the minimum energy position for each atom, as
the translational degrees of freedom are explored. Extracting the displacement
paths of leading and trailing partial dislocation for this atom by connecting the
three local minima by straight lines gives the energy profile shown in (d). It can
be seen that leading and trailing partial dislocation face vastly different energy
landscapes. Approximating the local Peierls stress as the slope of this local GSF
curve (indicated by dashed lines) also shows how leading and trailing partial
dislocation see significantly different local Peierls barriers. Note that the slope
does not have units of stress but of force (eVÅ−1) and will be denoted as FP in
the following. Again, this stems from the fact that we cannot normalize by an
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area per atom. It can also be seen that for this local chemical environment the
ISF configuration does not correspond to the global minimum in energy but only
a local one, with the initial (d = 0Å) FCC configuration being more stable.

5.4 Testing the Proposed Descriptor

Now, that the local Peierls stress has been suggested as a descriptor for localized
dislocation pinning and has been calculated for each atom in the GSF plane, its
descriptive ability needs to be tested. Therefore, we insert a 1

2 〈110〉 perfect edge
dislocation into the equimolar CoCrFeMnNi sample. This dislocation is inserted
in the form of a misfit dislocation to ensure periodic boundary conditions in
glide and line directions.388 Care is taken to ensure that the glide plane of this
inserted dislocation is aligned with the previously calculated GSF plane. This
perfect dislocation dissociates into two Shockley partial dislocations which is
the expected behavior for most FCC metals.67,68 Even though, the global ISF
energy is negative, these two partial dislocations remain at finite separation
distance during initial energy minimization as the pinning forces acting on the
dislocations are too strong.

Next, we apply a constant shear force to the dislocation to facilitate its mo-
tion at cryogenic temperatures (2 K). The low temperature is selected to reduce
thermal activation boosting the dislocation across individual obstacles. During
glide, the dislocation position is extracted every 10 fs using the dislocation ex-
traction algorithm (DXA)386,387 implemented in OVITO.382 Figure 5.8 shows the
relation between the dislocation pinning points proposed based on FP and the
observed dislocation trajectory. Panels (a-c) show the dislocation line passing
over the pinning point landscape created by the spatial distribution of FP. Ini-
tially, the pinning points of the first partial dislocation’s displacement given in
red in Figure 5.7 (d) are used. The slope of these atomic GSF curves has been
averaged on a 3 Å×3 Å grid. Note that the discrete values have been smoothed
for visualization purposes. Figure 5.8 (a) shows the initial configuration with
the dislocation facing a set of glide obstacles. After 1.6 ps the dislocation has
advanced under the applied shear force (b). It can be seen that the dislocation
gets pinned on the obstacle with the highest FP value and bows out significantly,
as dislocation line segments away from the pinning point can glide more freely.
Moreover, regions that have already been swept by the dislocation show a modi-
fied pinning point landscape, as the gliding dislocation has shifted the atoms
above and below the glide plane against each other. This new pinning point
landscape corresponds to the yellow curve in Figure 5.7 (d). After an additional
time the dislocation has swept this whole region of the crystal and modified
the entire pinning point landscape by shuffling local atomic arrangements (c).
Figure 5.8 (e) shows a much larger section of the glide plane. Each plotted
line corresponds to the dislocation line at a given moment, with the dislocation
moving from left to right. Dislocations are shown every 250 fs for a total of 16 ps.
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Figure 5.8: (a-c) Proposed pinning point landscape in the CoCrFeMnNi HEA sample
with superimposed dislocation line. (a) Initial configuration where the dislocation faces
a complex pinning point landscape determined from the atomic GSF curves similar
to the one shown in Figure 5.7 (d). FP is averaged on a 3 Å×3 Å grid and plotted on
the vertical (color) axis. (b) After some travel distance, the dislocation encounters a
strong pinning point (indicated by the high peak in the pinning point landscape) and
gets pinned. This pinning leads to a bowing out of the dislocation line as other line
segments can advance more easily. (c) After some time, the dislocation passes over the
obstacle. The pinning point landscape is modified for subsequent dislocations, as the two
atomic planes have been shifted against each other. (d) Position of the leading partial
dislocation extracted every 0.25 ps over a 16 ps interval. The 100 strongest proposed
pinning points are indicated by circles. Note that closer dislocation lines in this graph
correspond to stronger local pinning as the dislocation spends more time in a given
region.

The lines are equitemporal, therefore regions where many dislocation lines are
close together indicate a long dwelling time. This increase in time correlates
with a strong local pinning. Gray circles highlight the spots of the 100 highest
values of FP. By eye, a correlation between these proposed pinning points and
increased dislocation dwelling time can be established.

To proof that the apparent correlation between FP and dislocation pinning
points is not random chance, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
R is calculated. It can be used to describe the linear correlation between two
variables, where R = 1 corresponds to a positive linear correlation and R =
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−1 indicates a negative correlation. Non-linear correlations or uncorrelated
variables have R = 0.457 We average the dislocation occupation probability C
for leading and trailing partial dislocation on the same 3 Å×3 Å grid as FP.
To determine C the position of the partials is tracked every 10 fs during the
simulation and every grid square that is touched by the dislocation has its
count incremented by one. If the dislocation remains stationary over multiple
sampling steps, the respective grid square will be tallied multiple times. High
dislocation probabilities correspond to high dislocation dwelling times which
in turn suggest strong local pinning. The correlation coefficient for the leading
partial dislocation Rleading based on FP,leading and Cleading is equal to 0.14 and
Rtrailing = 0.16. To put these numbers into perspective, we also calculated the
correlation between the measured C and many random rearrangements of FP.
The correlation calculated for these random shuffles was found to be Rleading =
Rtrailing = 0.00±0.02. This confirms the correlation between proposed dislocation
pinning points and measured dislocation pinning.

After showing that dislocation pinning on the atomic scale is indeed gov-
erned by FP, the structural motives that lead strong dislocation pinning can
be identified. Figure 5.9 shows the distribution g of FP (combined for leading
and trailing partial dislocations’ displacement) as function of species. Here it
can be seen that the strongest pinning points are exclusively Co atoms. Cr also
shows increased dislocation pinning strength compared to Fe, Mn, and Ni, which
only show low values of FP. The question on what leads to this increased pin-
ning point strength of Co immediately arises. Unfortunately, there is currently
no clear answer, but there are several factors which could be investigated in
the future. It could be related to the effective size of Co within a given atomic
arrangement, tying our approach back to the Varvenne et al.72 solid solution
strengthening model. Another option could be the relative bond strength of Co
with one of the other elements in the alloy, most likely Cr as shown later on. We
can, however, conclude that the effect is caused not by an isolated Co atom but
by its interaction with the local environment. Otherwise, every Co atom would
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Figure 5.9: Distribution g of the max-
imum slope of the atomic GSF curve
FP per species of the equiatomic CoCr-
FeMnNi HEA. Both leading and trailing
partial dislocation displacement paths
were considered for the atoms in the GSF
plane. For more information on FP see
Figure 5.7.
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act as a dislocation pinning center. Figure 5.11 (b) and associated discussion
explore the local concentrations leading to weak and strong pinning points in
CoCrFeMnNi and CoCrNi in more detail. A definitive conclusion on what makes
a strong pinning point can, however, not be given.

5.5 Applying the New Descriptor to Short
Dislocations

After we have identified the atomic descriptor for dislocation pinning points,
namely the maximum slope of atomic GSF energy curve show in Figure 5.7, we
can use this descriptor for alloy design. To obtain an alloy with increased solid
solution strengthening, a high density of strong dislocation pinning points is
required. Based on our findings such an alloy would feature a high number of
high FP lattice sites. Applying the same methodology as for the Cantor HEA in
the previous section, a large number of MEAs and HEAs are screened for FP
and compared to their resistance against dislocation glide.

To facilitate dislocation glide, a ramping shear force normal to the disloca-
tion line direction is applied on the two surfaces parallel to the glide plane at a
constant finite temperature of 2 K. Figure 5.10 (a) shows mean glide distance ∆d
of leading and trailing partial dislocation as function of the applied shear force F
for Ni, CoCrNi, and CoCrFeMnNi. The data shows that for Ni both partials glide
in tandem at very low applied forces. This is in line with expectations for single
element FCC metals, where the Peierls stress is very low69–71 and the positive
ISF energy keeps both partial dislocations at roughly constant separation dis-
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Figure 5.10: (a) Glide distance ∆d of leading and trailing partial dislocation in the Ni,
CoCrNi, and the CoCrFeMnNi samples under linearly increasing applied shear force at
2 K. The mean applied force where both partials have migrated for 20 Å is defined as
critical force Fc. (b) Dislocation migration distance over time under constant applied
shear load of Fc.
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tance.458 In both concentrated alloys, there is much more ruggedness visible in
the distance–force curves. These correspond to frequent pinning and depinning
of the dislocations as the applied force is increased. Once the applied force is
sufficiently high, the dislocation can glide across all atomic scale obstacles at
almost constant velocity. The CoCrNi sample requires the highest force to move
the dislocation. The pronounced steps in its ∆d–F curves are evidence that some
dislocation pinning points are stronger than others. At point 1 the dislocation
detaches from its current position, glides freely — shearing all lower pinning
points in between, before it gets recaptured at 2.

This re-pinning after initial dislocation glide observed here is different from
the results published by Li et al.,459 who report a sharp stress drop after yield-
ing from their nanopillar compression simulations in different Al, Co, Cu, Fe,
and Ni containing HEAs. They do not observe repinning of dislocations once
they start gliding. One obvious difference is that these compression experiments
do not start with dislocations in the system but require them to be nucleated
heterogeneously from the sample surface. If the dislocation nucleation stress is
higher than the pinning stresses, no dislocation pinning will be observed. More-
over, they used a set of embedded atom method (EAM) potentials369 to describe
their systems. In our preliminary studies of these isolated edge dislocations,
we found the critical force for CoCuFeNi was about a factor of 10 lower than
in the CoCrFeMnNi alloy (compare EAM based samples in Figure 5.13). This
CuNiCoFe alloy is based on the same Zhou et al.369 EAM interatomic potentials
used by Li et al.459 so there might be a difference in dislocation pinning between
EAM and modified embedded atom method (MEAM) at play here. During glide,
atoms in the glide plane not only change their relative distance but also their
angles, therefore the added angular terms in the MEAM interatomic potential
could give a better description of the atomic scale pinning point strength and
shear phenomena in general.

In a next step, we apply a constant shear force to each sample and track
the dislocation displacement over time t. Note that for Ni and CoCrFeMnNi
this force is equal to the one required to move the leading partial dislocation by
20 Å in Figure 5.10 (a). A higher force corresponding to ∆d = 30Å was required
to move the dislocations in CoCrNi for any significant distance on molecular
dynamics (MD) timescales. The resulting curves are shown Figure 5.10 (b).
Again, the elemental Ni behaves as one would expect, both partial dislocations
glide at constant velocity leading to a linear time–displacement relation. In
both the ternary and the quinary alloys the leading partial starts gliding first
while the trailing partial remains stationary. This is facilitated by the negative
SF energy in these alloys which provides an additional force on the leading
partial dislocation, as an increase in SF area decreases the total energy of the
sample. Therefore, the negative SF energy gives an additional driving force on
the leading and an additional pinning force on the trailing partial. Note that this
effect might or might not be comparable to the real material, Subsection 2.2.2
summarizes the disagreement about the sign of the SF energy in the Cantor
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Figure 5.11: (a) Distribution g of the maximum slope of the atomic GSF curve FP in
CoNi, CoCrNi, and CoCrFeMnNi grouped by atomic species. Both leading and trailing
partial dislocations’ displacement paths are considered. See Figure 5.9 for further
details. Arrows mark the 95.45 percentile of FP, denoted as FP,95 in the following. A
measure that will be used in Figure 5.12 and thereafter. Note, the color legend applies to
all three panels. (b) Composition in the first- and second-nearest neighbor shell around
strong (FP > FP,95) and weak (FP < FP,5) pinning points in the CoCrNi and CoCrFeMnNi
alloys. All is the average over all lattice sites which can be taken as reference. The
species of the central atom is excluded in this concentration measure. Partially adapted
from 449.

alloy. While this might appear problematic at first glance, the Fc value we
determined already accounts for this additional driving force. Therefore, the
direct comparison of Fc and later on the dislocation mobility, within the reference
frame of our simulations, should be unaffected. Going back to Figure 5.10 (b), in
the case of the CoCrFeMnNi sample, the trailing partial only starts moving once
the leading partial has caught up with it across the periodic boundary, basically
pushing it along (marked by 3). The overall higher force in the CoCrNi sample
avoids this issue even though this sample also shows a negative SF energy.

Figure 5.11 (a) shows the distribution of atomic pinning point strength FP
in a subset of the samples. Here CoNi, CoCrNi, and CoCrFeMnNi are compared.
It can be seen that both the CoCrNi and CoCrFeMnNi alloy feature pinning
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points with FP greater than 0.35 eVÅ−1, whereas the binary CoNi alloy has
substantially smaller FP values. The CrNi binary alloy, not shown here, has an
almost identical pinning point density spectrum. Arrows indicate the position of
the 95.45-percentile of FP, denoted as FP,95. This number gives a measure for
the higher end of the distribution, i.e., the strength of the strongest dislocation
pinning points. The fact that both CoNi and CrNi only show low values of FP,
while the two samples containing both Co and Cr show high FP values for these
two species leads us to the conclusion, that the direct interaction of Co and Cr
atoms is responsible for the strong pinning points in these alloys. Moreover, we
can see that the absolute number of strong pinning points is higher in CoCrNi
compared to the five component CoCrFeMnNi alloy. Most likely, because the
concentration of Co and Cr in the glide plane is reduced as Fe and Mn are added
into the alloy. These two species only give low FP values as shown in Figure 5.9.

Now the immediate question on the composition of the strong pinning points
arises. Figure 5.11 (b) compares the concentration around the strongest 95-
percentile FP,95 and the weakest 5-percentile FP,5 of pinning points in CoCrNi
and CoCrFeMnNi. Taking into account the first- and second-nearest neighbor
shells around the respective atom. This confirms the result from (a), that strong
pinning points are a result of the unique interaction of Co and Cr. The strongest
pinning points in both alloys are made-up exclusively of Co atoms and feature
on average an enrichment in Cr atoms within their surroundings. This effect is
seen in both the three and the five component alloys. Given the ideal chemical
randomness of these alloys, the variance on all local concentration based mea-
sures remains high giving rise to the large error bars seen here. Nevertheless,
the local concentration seen here can be used as a design guideline — maximize
the Co-Cr adjacency for more dislocation pinning. It can, however, not be used
as a tool to predict the pinning strength of a given atomic arrangement.

To assess the impact of the pinning point strength and density on the mate-
rial itself, the critical force Fc for dislocation motion and the dislocation mobility
M is determined for a wide range of binary, ternary, and other subsystems of
the Cantor HEA. An example for the critical force determination is shown in
Figure 5.10 (a). Figure 5.12 (a) shows this critical force for a wide range of binary
and ternary subsystems of the Cantor alloy, as well as for the CoCrFeMnNi
HEA. Here, one can see that CoCrNi, which shows the highest FP,95 pinning
point density descriptor, also has the highest required critical force to initiate
dislocation glide. The five component HEA has intermediate Fc and FP,95 values,
while all other samples feature low critical force values and low dislocation
pinning point strength. Additional Fc values for Cantor alloy samples contain-
ing different Ni concentrations starting from the equimolar (CoCrFeMn)0.8Ni0.2
towards the dilute (CoCrFeMn)0.04Ni0.96 alloy are shown as well. Here it can be
seen that both FP,95 and Fc decrease steadily as the alloys become more dilute.
For all samples a linear correlation between Fc and FP,95 can be seen. This is in
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Figure 5.12: (a) Critical force Fc required to initiate dislocation glide in different binary,
ternary, and other subsystems of the five component Cantor HEA. It is defined as the
force required to move the dislocation by 20 Å. (b) Dislocation mobility M obtained under
a constant applied shear force. Both Fc and M are shown in correlation to FP,95 or its
inverse, respectively. Figure 5.10 shows examples of the dislocation migration distance
curves used as input. Samples labeled Ni__ in the legend correspond to pseudo-binary
compositions of (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix, where Ni20 is the equimolar Cantor alloy. Partially
adapted from 449.

agreement with the intuition that an increased number of strong pinning points,
i.e., greater FP,95 value, requires more applied force be overcome.

The dislocation mobility is obtained from the constant force calculation in
Figure 5.10 (b), where the linear regime of the displacement–time curve is fit
to obtain the dislocation velocity v. The dislocation mobility can be calculated
as,67,68

M = v×F, (5.1)

where F is the applied force. In the concentrated alloys with strong dislocation
pinning, there is a substantial deviation from ideal constant velocity glide.
Here only segments of linearity were fit. Figure 5.12 (b) shows the dislocation
mobilities in the same set of samples. Note that these are plotted against
the reciprocal of FP,95, F−1

P,95, as we intuitively expect samples with a high
pinning point density and strength to feature reduced dislocation mobilities.
Consequently, samples with fewer or weaker pinning points feature higher
dislocation mobilities. This intuition is confirmed from the good correlation of M
and the inverse of FP,95.
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5.6 Applying the New Descriptor to Long
Dislocations

To limit the computational cost and allow for the screening of many alloys, rather
small samples with an initial dislocation line length of 20 unit cells were simu-
lated so far. Due to the periodic boundary conditions along the dislocation line
direction, this sets an artificial limit on the maximum wavelength a dislocation
line can adopt. For comparison, we construct an additional set of samples with
an initial dislocation line length of 200 unit cells. For these larger samples, only
a subset of the alloys shown in Figure 5.12 can be recalculated. Two additional
samples, namely Co0.3Fe0.17Ni0.37Ti0.17

78,369 and CoCrCuFeNi,80,383 are added
to exclude that the correlations observed previously are artifacts of the Choi
et al.129 interatomic potential. The calculations follow the same protocol: First
the atomic GSF landscape is calculated, subsequently a dislocation in inserted
into the GSF plane which is then subjected to ramping and constant shear. Note
that in these larger samples Fc is defined as the applied force at which the
dislocation has traveled 20 Å. For the dislocation mobility simulations, the force
required to move the dislocation by 10 Å was chosen for all samples except for
CoCrNi, which did not show long-range dislocation glide under these conditions.
Here, the force to glide double that distance needed to be applied. Note that the
calculation of M accounts for differences in the applied force.

Figure 5.13 shows the critical force and dislocation mobility in these newly
created samples. For reference the results of the smaller samples, taken from
Figure 5.12, are indicated as well. Here (a) shows that these new samples also
show a linear correlation of Fc and our descriptor for pinning point density
FP,95. These longer dislocations require a reduced applied force to initiate glide
compared to the smaller samples, even at a comparable pinning point strength.
Looking at the dislocation mobilities M in (b), it can be clearly seen that the
samples containing the longer dislocation lines also fulfill the previously estab-
lished correlation with the reciprocal pinning point density descriptor. Similar
to (a), the slope differs compared to the first set of samples.

Sills et al.460 recently published their work on the dislocation line length
dependent dislocation mobility. They studied the Cr0.19Fe0.70Ni0.11 FCC alloy
using classical MD simulations. They report that shorter dislocation lines show a
reduced mobility in the solute-drag regime of glide compared to longer ones. This
means that especially at low temperatures or low applied forces, long dislocation
lines, in their system greater than ≈ 1200Å, are necessary to converge the
dislocation velocity. While this means that the dislocation velocities and thereby
the mobilities obtained in our simulations are most likely not dislocation line
length independent, comparisons at the same line length should still be valid.

Rizzardi et al.461 measured the dislocation mobility in the FCC Al0.3CoCrFe-
Ni HEA and pure FCC Au samples. They report the dislocation velocities
obtained from micro-compression experiments, where the force-displacement
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Figure 5.13: Relation of the critical force and dislocation mobility in the sam-
ples with an initial dislocation line length of 200 unit cells. Comparison to the
Co0.3Fe0.17Ni0.37Ti0.17

78,369 and CoCrCuFeNi80,383 alloys, which are described by differ-
ent interatomic potentials is made. (a) Critical force Fc required to initiate dislocation
glide. (b) Dislocation mobility M obtained under a constant applied shear force. Both
Fc and M are shown in correlation to FP,95 or its inverse, respectively. Results from
the samples featuring a shorter dislocation lines shown in Figure 5.12 are added for
reference (Prev.). Partially adapted from 449.

curves give insight into the number of dislocations arriving at the sample surface
within a given time.462 They draw two main conclusions from their velocity data.
First, they require higher initial stresses to start dislocation glide in the HEA
compared to Au. This is attributed to the much higher strength of the alloy due
to solid solution strengthening. This result is in line with our findings, where the
critical force for dislocation glide is much higher in CoCrFeNiMn and CoCrNi
compared to the dilute Ni-alloys and pure Ni. Secondly, however, they report
roughly the same maximum dislocation velocity in both, Au and Al0.3CoCrFeNi,
samples. They surmise that this stems from a weakest-link situation, where the
dislocation starts to locally advance in regions of weaker pinning. This kink sub-
sequently propagates along the dislocation line facilitating glide. They compare
this to the HEA cross-slip model by Nöhring and Curtin,463 which proposes a
similar mechanism. Compared to our results, this would mean that the disloca-
tion velocity, which they equate to the respective mobility, should be identical
for all simulated alloys. Looking at Figure 5.13 (b) this is obviously not the case.
There are two possible reasons for this difference. For one, our simulations are
performed at cryogenic temperatures. Therefore, there is almost not thermal
activation assisting the dislocation in passing obstacles. Thermal activation
would compensate at least some observed pinning. Secondly, the experimental
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setup used by Rizzardi et al.461 probes dislocation glide after homogeneous
dislocation nucleation. Therefore, the acting stresses are very high. This again
assists the dislocations in the HEA to glide across potential pinning obstacles.
The weakest-link argument, however, explains the reason for the lower applied
forces required to initiate dislocation glide in our large samples. The longer the
initial dislocation line, the more likely there is a region of weaker pinning where
it can disconnect from its starting position. This detached segment subsequently
drags other dislocation line segments along due to the dislocation line tension.
This decreases Fc and increases M for longer dislocation lines compared to
shorter ones.

Li et al.36 report that the pronounced dislocation waviness they observe in
their CoCrNi samples stems from the strong interaction of Co and Cr. Here,
we find a similar pattern where Co and Cr are not individually pinning the
dislocation, but their interaction has a strong effect on FP,95 and thereby on Fc
and M. While the aforementioned authors only established a phenomenological
connection, we were able to identify not only the atomic scale dislocation pinning
points, but also found the origin of this pinning in the form of local fluctuations
in the Peierls energy. Moreover, we find that our pinning point descriptor cap-
tures the superior strength of CoCrNi compared to CoCrFeMnNi expected from
experiments and simulations.12,244 Meanwhile, the high strength of other alloys
like FeNiCo or FeNi, which have comparable strength to the five component
Cantor alloy in experiments,12 have low pinning point densities and strength
within the employed interatomic potential.129 Mind, that this direct comparison
is flawed in multiple ways. SRO in experimental samples remains hard to quan-
tify, while all samples studied here are perfectly disordered. Similarly, other
experimental effects like microstructure, finite temperature, or impurities are
not considered at all.

This concludes this first deep dive into dislocation pinning in concentrated
HEAs. Figure 5.14 gives a schematic representation of the energy and friction
force landscape encountered by a gliding dislocation. The local energy fluctu-
ations ∆E and resulting forces F acting on a dislocation in a pure metal are
negligibly small.71 The addition of a low concentration of solutes, leading to a
dilute solid solution, can either lead to local energy minima trapping the dislo-
cation or to local energy barriers blocking the dislocation during glide. Either
effect leads to a sudden change in energy and hence require a strong force to be
passed. This can be seen in Figure 5.14 (a). The energy fluctuations in the HEA
matrix, on the other hand, are already much higher due to the local chemical
fluctuations (Figure 5.14). This leads to higher energy gradients and thereby to
an increase in force required to move a dislocation through the matrix. However,
as seen in Figure 5.11 there are some environments which pin the dislocation
line much stronger than the surrounding matrix. These could be caused by
atomic arrangements where an energy minimum sits right next to barrier (see
shaded area (b)). Such an arrangement features a much steeper gradient in the
local energy landscape and therefore pins the dislocation exceptionally strongly.
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Figure 5.14: Schematic representation of the change in energy ∆E and resulting force F
encountered by a dislocation as it glides for a distance d. (a) In a pure metal both energy
change and resulting force are small as all chemical environments are homogeneous.
The dilute solid solution behaves similarly to the pure metal far away from the solutes
(indicated by dashed lines). However, close the solutes the dislocation can either be
blocked by a high energy barrier or pinned by a local energy minimum, both of which
lead to a stronger force acting on the dislocation. (b) shows ∆E and F in a HEA. Already
a much greater variance in both quantities can be seen in the matrix, as there are many
different chemical environments. Especially a combination of adjacent maxima and
minima in the energy (shaded area) can lead to a much stronger local obstacle for the
dislocation.

Such arrangements might also be present in dilute alloys, due to their low solute
content, however, the probability for these chemical environments probably
remains low.

5.7 The Effects of Short-Range Order

After the previous investigation of the perfectly random MEAs and HEAs we
now want to focus on Cantor alloy samples containing different degrees of SRO.
Hybrid Monte Carlo (MC)/MD equilibration with MC steps in the canonical
ensemble is used to instill thermodynamically correct SRO in the samples
without the need to wait for diffusive processes. Usually, the atom swap MC
algorithm cannot be run on multiple processors in parallel as atoms involved in
a single swap operation can be located on any two processors.350 At the same
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time the parallel variance-constraint semi-grand canonical MC method350 used
in Section 6.4 cannot be used as the MEAM interatomic potential is not fully
compatible at the time of writing. Therefore, the full simulation cell containing
more than 4×105 atoms cannot be equilibrated using MC. Instead, the central
region of the sample containing the GSF plane into which the dislocation will
be inserted later on is cut out from the large sample and put into its own
fully periodic simulation cell and subsequently MC equilibrated. These smaller
samples are equilibrated at different temperatures between 600 K and 1400 K
to stabilize different states between demixing and almost random configuration.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Final atomic arrangements of the different CoNiCrFeMn samples after
MC equilibration at different temperatures between 600 K and 1400 K. (b) Warren-
Cowley SRO parameter390 α1

i j for the first neighbor shell in the MC annealed Cantor
alloy. All possible i- j pairing are shown. Positive α1

i j values indicate attraction while
negative values correspond to repulsion between two species.
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Figure 5.15 (a) gives snapshots of the final atomic configuration of the
hybrid MC/MD equilibration which was subsequently reinserted into the larger
samples to calculate FP, Fc, and M. At 600 K the random solid solution is not
stable and phase separation between a Co-Fe rich phase and the other species
occurs. As the temperature increases, the solid solution becomes more and
more homogeneous as the configurational entropy compensates the difference in
mixing enthalpies.464 To quantify the observed SRO, the Warren-Cowley SRO
parameter390 is calculated and shown in Figure 5.15 (b). The Warren-Cowley
parameter αn

i j compares the probability of finding a given pair of atomic species
i and j to the expectation value for an ideal random solution. In an adapted
form for multicomponent alloys it is given by,60

αn
i j = 1−

Pn
i j

x j
(5.2)

where n indicates the considered neighbor shell and Pn
i j is the conditional

probability of finding an atom of species j around an atom of type i. x j is the
molar fraction of species j in the alloy as this corresponds to the probability of
finding an atom of type j as a neighbor of i in the random solution. A positive
α value indicates a higher probability of finding two species next to each other,
i.e., attraction, while a negative one indicates repulsion.

Going back to Figure 5.15 it can be seen that equilibration at low tem-
peratures leads to prevalence of Co-Cr and Cr-Fe pairs, while Cr-Cr and to a
lesser degree Co-Fe bonds are reduced in number. This is in agreement with
established literature where Cr-Cr bonds have been found to be reduced in
CoCrNi,261,297 CoCrFeNi,296 and CoCrFeMnNi208 in equilibrium. Note that
while measurements by Zhang et al.297 indicate an increase in Co-Cr and Ni-Cr
bonds, their alloy did not contain Fe hence so that the preferential Fe bonding
was obviously not reported. Comparing α at different temperatures shows a
reduction in SRO and a turn towards elemental randomness, α= 0, as the effect
of configurational entropy increases with increasing temperatures and starts to
dominate over the mixing enthalpies.464 Note that even the highest temperature
sample, annealed at about 200 K below the melting point, is not in a perfectly
random state. Comparing to the DFT MC calculations by Ren et al.,208 who did
their annealing at 1200 K, we find α values in a similar range. Based on these
hybrid MC/MD simulations experimental samples, which are subjected to high
temperature homogenization annealing, cannot be expected to form a perfect
random solid solution on the atomic scale.

Figure 5.16 shows the distribution of atomic pinning point strength, FP, as
function of the MC annealing temperature. It can be seen that the formation
of SRO at lower annealing temperatures does not change the shape of the FP
distribution. What changes is the number of high strength pinning points. Their
number is much higher in the more random samples annealed at temperatures
above 1000 K. This is surprising for two different reasons. Firstly, the MC
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Figure 5.16: Distribution g of FP for the
samples MC annealed at different tem-
peratures. The SRO in the GSF planes of
these samples can be seen in Figure 5.15.
FP for leading and trailing partial dislo-
cation displacements are included in each
histogram.

simulation increases the number of energetically favorable bonds, which means
that breaking of bonds should in turn cost more energy. One would expect to
see this change in the form of higher FP. Secondly, we previously observed a
correlation of Co and Cr interaction leading to stronger pinning points. The
measured SRO in these samples leads to an increase in Co-Cr bonds which
should again increase FP. It is still an open question, why this is not observed
here.

If we add the new data for the different SRO samples to the Fc and M plots,
as shown in Figure 5.17, it can be seen that this new data fits seamlessly into
the existing data series from the random alloys samples. Curiously, the different
SRO samples show a reduced strength compared to the random CoCrFeMnNi
sample. This does not agree with intuition, as the theoretical works on SRO
from the middle of the last century293–295 would suggest significant strength
increases from SRO formation. Note, however, that the SRO is instilled based
on the energy of the atoms on their FCC lattice sites, whereas the pinning
point strength is calculated based on the gradient of the GSF landscape. This
corresponds to the transition state between stable lattice sites. If there is no
trivial correlation between the energies of these two states, the effect of SRO on
FP becomes unclear.

The question of softening from SRO formation remains unclear. One expla-
nation might be related to the fact that with increasing order, the solid solution
strengthening is reduced. This can be seen most strongly in the samples MC
annealed at 600 K which shows basically the separation into two phases. Phase
one retains the 20 % Ni from the equimolar Cantor alloy but is otherwise made
up mostly of Cr and Mn in a 2 : 1 ratio. The second phase contains Mn and Ni in
their original HEA concentration of 20 % but shows an increase in Co and Fe
in concentrations to about 30 %. Interestingly, this phase separation might be
observed in a local Warren-Cowley SRO parameter, averaging over the whole
glide plane, however, smoothens out Figure 5.15. While the exact strength of
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Figure 5.17: (a) Critical force Fc required to initiate dislocation motion in Cantor alloy
with different degrees of SRO. Corresponding Warren-Cowley SRO parameters are
given in Figure 5.15. (b) Dislocation mobility M obtained under a constant applied load
of Fc at 2 K in the same samples. Fc is shown in correlation to FP,95, while M plotted
against its inverse. The data obtained for a variety of random alloys already shown in
Figure 5.12 are added to each graph (Prev.) for comparison, dashed lines indicate the
fit from this data. The random CoCrFeMnNi samples data is highlighted specifically:
Rand.

these phases is unknown, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 might be an indication
that they have a lower Fc and higher M than the equimolar HEA.

This, however, cannot explain the absence of strengthening in the samples
MC annealed at high temperatures, where no phase separation is observed.
Looking into literature, Antillon et al.38 reported that the effect of SRO on criti-
cal shear stress for glide of an edge dislocation in the Co30Fe16.67Ni36.67Ti16.67
alloy is almost negligible. They attribute this to the fact that while SRO leads to
a chemical strengthening, the ordering also changes the atomic misfit volumes,
which are the key ingredient to solid solution strengthening model by Varvenne
et al.72 (cf. Subsection 2.2.1). In their model alloy, these two effects compensate
each other the case of edge dislocations, leaving their glide stress constant after
SRO formation.

5.8 Dislocation Pinning on Nano-Precipitates

Based on discussions with our experimental collaborators we also added two
additional samples to investigate alternative origins of dislocation pinning.
These were ideally random CoCrFeMnNi alloy containing coherent FCC nano-
precipitates in the glide plane. We artificially inserted 50 spherical L12 ordered
particles into the sample. Their radius was chosen to be either 6 Å or 12 Å,
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Figure 5.18: Ordered Co3Cr L12 precipitates in a CoCrFeMnNi HEA matrix interacting
with a dislocation line. The Shockley partial dislocation is shown in green, all atoms
apart from the Co3Cr particles are deleted for clarity.

as these are below the resolution limit of conventional TEM. Meaning that
samples that are presumed random in the experimental context could still
contain precipitates of this size. The L12 structure was filled with Co3Cr as we
expect it to have the strongest pinning effects on dislocations based on the Co-Cr
interaction outlined in Section 5.5.

These new simulation cells and the dislocations therein are subjected to
shear stress under the same protocol as all other simulation cells. The two
samples containing precipitates show that while the smaller precipitates can be
sheared by the dislocation, the larger ones have to be passed using the Orowan
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mechanism leaving behind Orowan loops around the particles.68 Figure 5.18 (a)
shows the dislocation in the CoCrFeMnNi sample containing the smaller (r = 6Å)
precipitates passing two of them. The dislocation reaches the first precipitate,
bows out and easily detaches. The remaining Orowan loop immediately collapses
leaving the L12 particle in a sheared state. The second precipitate experiences
the same as it is passed by the dislocation. Figure 5.18 (b) shows the larger
precipitates with r = 12Å. Here, it can be seen that both particles are passed by
the dislocation using the Orowan mechanism leaving behind an Orowan loop.
For the right precipitate the line tension is sufficiently strong to annihilate said
loop, while the left one persists for the remainder of the simulation.

Now we are interested in the dislocation pinning wavelength or a measure
for the dislocation waviness. Naively one would determine the frequency and
wavelength of the dislocation line using a Fourier transform (or a similar process,
e.g., Lomb-Scargle periodogram465) of the dislocation coordinates. Unfortunately,
this is impossible, as the dislocation line does have the required property of a
function, i.e., their y(x)-coordinates are not unique, as the dislocation line can
form loops or fold back on itself. Additionally, we tried to evaluate the roughness
function for line-like manifolds to the extracted dislocation lines following the
approach by Péterffy et al.283 The small number samples and still rather short
dislocation lines available to us made it impossible to obtain converged results.

In the end, we decided to use a more simplified approach measuring the
ratio of observed dislocation line length l to the length of the ideal straight
dislocation l0. The greater the ratio l/l0, the longer the dislocation line and
therefore more meandering its shape. Figure 5.19 (a) gives this ratio for the
long dislocation samples introduced previously and in Section 5.6. Note that
only dislocation segments having a length greater than 100 Å are considered.
This filters out the stable Orowan loops which form in the precipitate containing
samples and shifts the focus on the waviness of the two initially inserted partial
dislocations. In (b), the same analysis for the short dislocation line samples of
Section 5.5. As there were no Orowan loops found in these samples, no filtering of
dislocation lines needed to be performed. Comparing the random CoCrFeMnNi
sample to the one containing the smaller precipitates shows that they have
a very comparable increase in dislocation line length, indicating comparable
bowing out of the dislocation line. The r = 12Å sample, on the other hand,
shows longer resulting dislocation lines as these large precipitates are more
difficult to pass. Therefore, they lead to a greater bowing out of the dislocation
line. There might also be an increase in line length due to imperfect filtering
of the stable Orowan loops. Comparison to the other random alloy samples
shows that the dislocation waviness in CoCrNi is comparable to the Cantor
HEAs. At t ⪆ 75ps, however, the dislocations CoCrNi become permanently
pinned leading to a constant l/l0. The CoCrCuFeNi alloy shows almost no
dislocation pinning while the Co0.3Fe0.17Ni0.37Ti0.17 alloy, on the other hand,
shows intermediate dislocation line length extension. This is quite surprising,
as both these alloys show low critical forces to initiate dislocation glide and
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Figure 5.19: (a) Ratio of dislocation line length during glide l and the line length
of the straight dislocation l0 for different samples in the large dislocation simula-
tion cells. r = __Å denotes the two samples containing secondary Co3Cr L12 particles.
(b) Same analysis for the different small dislocation samples prepared in the Sec-
tion 5.5. Samples labeled Ni__ in the legend correspond to pseudo-binary compositions
of (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix. Ni20 is the equimolar Cantor alloy. l/l0 is taken as a measure for
the waviness of the dislocation line, where higher values correspond to greater waviness.
All data was subjected to smoothing using a moving window average of ten data points.

high dislocation mobilities. This means that the waviness of the dislocation
line is not a good descriptor for either of the two. Figure 5.19 (b) shows the
same analysis for the quasi-binary (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix series of samples. Here,
it can be clearly seen, how a reduction in solute concentration leads to a steady
decrease in stretching of the dislocation line during glide, as the dislocation line
is only weakly pinned and glides in a straighter line configuration. Comparing
l/l0 in the equimolar Cantor alloy sample (Ni20) for both initial dislocation line
lengths reveals a very similar change in dislocation line lengthening. Therefore,
the dislocation pinning is captured well, even the smaller samples. The small
samples shown in (b), however, show a much larger standard deviation, as
pinning in one spot, and the associated change in dislocation line length, cannot
be compensated by other line segments far from the pinning site.

As already outlined in Subsection 2.2.6, strengthening in different HEA
matrices due to coherent L12 precipitates has already been studied experi-
mentally.33,34,207,209 They find substantial strength increases in the order of
275 MPa to 750 MPa. Our preliminary data, on the other hand, shows compara-
ble strength and dislocation mobility between the precipitate containing and the
ideally random CoCrFeMnNi samples. To create representative plots analogous
to Figure 5.13, more calculations are required to obtain statistically reliable
results on strength and mobility. There are two main differences between these
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experimental measurements and our calculations, so far. Firstly, we added a
significantly lower density of precipitates. As we did not insert precipitates
homogeneously in the samples, but only in the glide plane, we cannot give a
meaningful volume fraction, but the area fraction within the glide plane for the
r = 6Å sample is equal to 0.63 %, while the r = 12Å has a higher area fraction of
2.52 %. Experimental reports, on the other, hand find volume factions greater
than 20 % within their samples. Secondly, the experimental reports assume
shearing of the particles, which makes their strengthening independent of the
precipitates’ size.309 This shearing has only been observed by Yang et al.,207

directly. The Co3Cr particles which we inserted into our Cantor alloy samples
are not always sheared, meaning that their resistance against dislocation glide
becomes size dependent, as Orowan loops need to form.310 This could further
amplify the effect of the smaller area fraction, as we do not only have fewer, but
also much smaller secondary phase particles compared to these experiments.

5.9 Conclusion

After this in-depth investigation of individual edge dislocations and their in-
teraction with the matrix of many dilute and concentrated alloys, we can now
answer the research questions posed in Section 2.4.

I. The dislocation line shape in concentrated alloys is not only a local phe-
nomenon, as the dislocation line tension limits the bowing out of the dislo-
cation line. Nevertheless, we were able to show that samples with the same
atomic arrangement in the near-field but different far-field configurations
give have comparable dislocation arrangements in this near-field region.

II. We propose the slope of the atomic GSF curve as a descriptor for strong
dislocation pinning sites in random concentrated alloys. A view that mag-
nifies the established Peierls model to the atomic scale to account for the
chemical fluctuations in concentrated alloys.

III. We confirm that regions of steep atomic GSF curves have longer dislocation
dwell times under applied load, i.e., the dislocation line becomes pinned on
these obstacles.

IV. Even though, Co-Cr rich chemical environments show a propensity for
dislocation pinning, there is no unique chemical environment or structural
motif that is responsible for the dislocation pinning in the Cantor alloy.
Therefore, our findings suggest Labusch type weak pinning within this
system. This is in line with the findings by Leyson et al.217 and confirms
the assumptions made by Varvenne et al.72,89

V. The strength of the strongest dislocation obstacles is a good descriptor for
the critical force required for dislocation motion and dislocation mobility
under constant load for a wide range of alloys.
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VI. Hybrid MC/MD annealing of the Cantor alloy at different temperatures
leads to phase composition into two different phases at lower annealing
temperatures and partial SRO formation at higher temperatures.

VII. These partially ordered samples all show a reduced strength and increased
dislocation mobility compared to the random CoCrFeMnNi alloy.

VIII. Even a comparatively small volume fraction of tiny (radius of 6 Å to 12 Å)
ordered particles within the random alloy can lead to a substantial increase
in dislocation line length indicating substantial waviness of the disloca-
tion line. Therefore, particles or ordered regions invisible to TEM or APT
methods can already lead to visible changes in the dislocation line shape.





6 Grain Boundaries
“[T]he possible discovery of new, hitherto unknown supermaterials
will forever be a worthy cause.”

— E. P. George et al., 20192

The results presented sections 6.1 to 6.4 are published in:

“D. Utt, A. Stukowski, and K. Albe, Grain boundary structure and mobility in
high-entropy alloys: A comparative molecular dynamics study on a Σ11
symmetrical tilt grain boundary in face-centered cubic CuNiCoFe, Acta

Materialia 186, 11–19 (2020)”.376

The following chapter features the investigation of an equimolar CoCuFeNi
high-entropy alloy (HEA) in comparison to its average-atom (avg.-atom)111

counterpart and other pure metals. The change in material system from the
Cantor alloy system, to this four component system is necessary as both the
avg.-atom method and the semi-grand canonical Monte Carlo (MC), two key
methods employed throughout this chapter, are only available for this material
system.† First, the magnitude of the intrinsic lattice distortions is assessed in
comparison to thermal vibrations. These become important in this chapter, as
slight displacements of the atoms, away from their ideal lattice sites, could lead
to structural differences in the equilibrium grain boundary (GB) configuration.
Secondly, the structure and mobility of a high symmetry Σ11 symmetrical tilt
grain boundary (STGB) is measured. Lastly, the results obtained for the one
STGB will be transferred to a nanocrystalline (NC) sample containing multiple
grains in random orientations. Furthermore, we will show the effect of Cu
segregation to the GB on the grain growth behavior and GB mobility.

6.1 Intrinsic Lattice Distortions

The intrinsic lattice distortions are one of the four core effects initially postu-
lated for HEAs.15 and have since then been investigated thoroughly from a
simulation224,225,227,466–468 and experimental224,226,228,229,468 standpoint. Here
we determine the impact of the intrinsic lattice distortions on the CoCuFeNi

†Technically, they have only been implemented for EAM, but not MEAM interatomic po-
tentials. The CoCrFeMnNi alloy from the previous chapters is based on an MEAM interatomic
potential, while the CoCuFeNi alloy is described by an EAM potential.

125
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Figure 6.1: Determination of the intrin-
sic lattice distortions in the CoCuFeNi
HEA compared to its constituents and its
avg.-atom equivalent. (a) RDF g as func-
tion of the interatomic distance r for the
avg.-atom and the HEA sample, respec-
tively. (b) FWHM of g on the homologous
temperature (T/TMelt) scale. The differ-
ence between CoCuFeNi and avg.-atom
corresponds directly to the lattice distor-
tions. Adapted from Ref. 376.

HEA over a broad temperature range which will later be helpful in understand-
ing grain boundary migration and grain growth. This HEA is compared to its
stable face-centered cubic (FCC) constituents and a so-called avg.-atom material
to compare the magnitude of the lattice distortions to the thermal vibration
amplitude. The avg.-atom is a virtual element based on an interatomic potential
which can be derived from an averaging of the Co, Cu, Fe, and Ni terms used for
the full CoCuFeNi HEA interatomic potential.111 This virtual element has the
same long-range mechanical properties as the full HEA but it is only composed
of a single species. Comparison of HEA and avg.-atom allows for the isolation
of the effects caused local chemical fluctuations within the complex alloy. See
Subsection 3.7.2 for a description of the method and a characterization of this
specific avg.-atom material. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the ra-
dial distribution function (RDF) g is taken as measure for the lattice distortions.
It is obtained from a Gaussian fit of g as function of the interatomic distance
r. Comparison of avg.-atom and CoCuFeNi alloy allows us to separate thermal
vibrations from intrinsic lattice distortions.

Figure 6.1 (a) shows g(r) for the avg.-atom and the HEA sample around the
FCC nearest neighbor distance at temperatures T between 0 K and 1000 K. At
0 K, g(r) in the avg.-atom sample results in a Dirac delta function at r = a0/

p
2=

252pm as all atoms sit on their ideal FCC lattice sites. In the CoCuFeNi sample,
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on the other hand, the atoms are evenly distributed around their ideal positions.
Figure 6.1 (b) gives the resulting FWHMs for these two samples as well as for
pure Cu and Ni. It shows that the intrinsic lattice distortions in the CoCuFeNi
alloy amount to 2 pm at 0 K. As the temperature increases, the increase in
thermal vibration amplitude leads to a broadening of g(r) for all samples. Due
to the significant differences in melting temperature for the samples, the data
is normalized by the melting temperature TMelt, which was determined using
the melt-interface method.375 For temperatures below ≈ 0.2TMelt the lattice
distortions in the HEA are substantially greater than the thermal vibrations.
For higher temperatures the difference in FWHM between CoCuFeNi alloy
and avg.-atom remains almost constant at 0.557(120) pm, while the thermal
broadening of g(r) steadily increases.

The overall low magnitude of the intrinsic lattice distortions compared to the
thermal vibrations in the model HEA is expected given the small difference in
Goldschmidt radii421 for the four different elements in the FCC phase. They are
found to be equal to; Cu:127.8 pm, Ni: 124.4 pm, Co: 125.5 pm, and Fe: 128.3 pm.
Nevertheless, these differences are greater than the one found in the often
studied Cantor alloy where all radii are between 124.0 pm and 125.3 pm.225

From the perspective of the hard-sphere model, we would expect greater lattice
distortions in the CoCuFeNi alloy compared to the Cantor alloy.

6.2 Structure of a Σ11 Grain Boundary

In the following section, we will investigate the 0 K and the high temperature
structure of a Σ11/(332)〈110〉 STGB in different pure metals compared to
the CoCuFeNi HEA and an avg.-atom sample. Changes in the equilibrium
GB structure could be facilitated by the lattice distortions in the HEA or by
differences in the stacking fault (SF) energy. This specific STGB was selected
as a representative example of a high angle GB. It has multiple beneficial
properties for investigation. Based on the works by Rittner and Seidmann396

on GBs in Cu it is known that this Σ11 STGB has good accessibility of the 0 K
equilibrium structure and only a few metastable high temperature structures
— making it a good prototype system. Moreover, it does not show structural
relaxation along the rotation axis,396 a rather uncommon effect, which would
reduce the transferability of our results.

Figure 6.2 (a-f) gives the 0 K minimum energy arrangement of this STGB
in different elemental metals, the avg.-atom, and the CoCuFeNi HEA samples.
Only GB arrangements of constant atomic density were considered, i.e., no atoms
were inserted or removed to find the minimum energy structure. All monoatomic
samples (a-e) feature a regular GB structure with linear D type and kite-shaped
E type repeating structural units (RUs) (cf. Figure 3.12 (a)).396,397 Due to the
difference in atomic size for the different pure metals, the interior angles of
the RUs are marginally different in each sample. Nevertheless, the structure
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Figure 6.2: GB structure of a Σ11 STGB for the different samples at 0 K (a-f) and high
temperature (g-m). Blue lines indicate the expected kite shaped E type RUs.396,397 At
0 K only the CoCuFeNi sample shows strong deviations from this GB arrangement. At
higher temperatures this structure changes and the emission of partial dislocations
from the boundary can be seen (arrow). This change is most pronounced for the low SF
energy samples (j-m). See Section 6.4 for more details on the seg. CoCuFeNi sample.
Adapted from Ref. 376.

of this STGB always resembles the lowest energy arrangement reported in
Cu by Rittner and Seidmann.396 The CoCuFeNi HEA sample (f) also shows
kite-shaped RUs, but instead of constant repetition over the whole GB plane,
they are interrupted by a Shockley partial dislocation which is emitted from the
GB (highlighted by an arrow).

We suggest two possible origins for this structural difference in the HEA
sample. Either the elastic strain caused by the intrinsic lattice distortions could
assist the partial dislocation emission, or local chemical fluctuations give rise
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to a locally reduced stable and unstable SF energy which in turn modifies the
energy barrier for partial dislocation emission.469 While we cannot provide
direct evidence for this spatial variation of the SF energy, it has been reported
for other HEAs74,261,271,279 in literature or in the previous Chapter 5.

Next, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to determine whether
the apparent low temperature similarities between the different STGBs persist
up to high temperatures. Figure 6.2 (g-m) shows the magnified GB structures
after equilibration at T ≈ 0.6TMelt. Compared to the 0 K study, we added a
sample which features Cu seg. to the GB. Here a strong difference between the
three metals with a high SF energy (Ni, Pd, and Pt) and the low SF energy
samples can be seen. The former show mostly ordered and narrow GBs with
low temperature RUs remaining somewhat intact. The other four samples show
wider STGBs with frequent Shockley partial dislocation emission and overall
increased disorder.

There are two main conclusions to draw from the high temperature GB
structures. Firstly, the avg.-atom (k) and CoCuFeNi HEA (l) samples show very
similar atomic arrangements with some remnants of the initial RUs but also
frequent partial dislocation emission. This apparent similarity supports the
findings of Section 6.1 where we conclude that the intrinsic lattice distortions
differentiating those two sample are most important at low temperatures but
overpowered by thermal vibrations at high temperatures. Moreover, the seg.
CoCuFeNi sample does not show a substantially different GB structure than the
perfectly random CoCuFeNi sample. Given that the GB structure appears to be
strongly correlated to the SF energy, the relative similarity between the two in
energy might be the root cause for their structural similarity. See Section 6.4 for
more details on the seg. CoCuFeNi sample. This leads us to the initial conclusion
that differences in GB mobility observed in these samples are not related to
structural differences but have to be of different origin. In the next section, the
aforementioned STGBs will be investigated under dynamic conditions during
their migration.

6.3 Mobility of a Σ11 Grain Boundary

After the detailed investigation of the GB structure of the chosen Σ11/(332)〈110〉
STGB we investigate its mobility and migration mechanism. To drive the migra-
tion of the planar STGB, the synthetic driving force method derived by Janssens
et al.398 is used, cf. Section 3.11 for more details. The goal of this section is to
establish, whether the grain boundary mobility in HEAs is intrinsically reduced
compared to similar monoatomic metals.

In the bicrystalline sample geometry, the synthetic driving force method
adds a potential energy ∆e to each atom belonging to one of the two grains. This
results in an energy gradient at the GB which in turn leads to a driving force for
the atoms to change grain allegiance and thereby facilitates GB migration.398
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Figure 6.3: Migration of a Σ11 STGB under applied synthetic driving force398 ∆e =
15meV and resulting GB mobilities. (a&b) Direct comparison of the GB migration
distance ∆d as function of time t in the avg.-atom and the CoCuFeNi sample. Increasing
temperatures between 700 K and 1400 K are shown. (c) Arrhenius plot showing the
GB mobility M over the inverse temperature T for all studied samples. (d) Correlation
of the GB migration activation energy to the ISF and USF planar fault energies γ.
Partially adapted from Ref. 376.

Physically, this added potential energy is comparable to excess energy stored in
grains from an increased defect density or increased elastic energy.470

In the following, we apply a constant ∆e of 15 meV per atom. Figure 6.3 (a&b)
show the GB migration distance ∆d averaged over ten independent simulations
over the simulation time t. Different lines correspond to increasing temperatures
between 700 K and 1400 K. The GB velocity v can be obtained from a linear fit of
∆d(t). Both, avg.-atom and CoCuFeNi sample show approximately the same GB
velocity. Since the avg.-atom sample only contains a single species but features
otherwise similar material properties as the CoCuFeNi alloy this implies that
the chemical fluctuations in the HEA do not strongly pin this STGB.
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The GB mobility M can be calculated directly from v and ∆e using Equa-
tion 6.1,

M = vΩ
∆e

, (6.1)

where Ω is the atomic volume.398 The temperature dependence of M can be
described by an Arrhenius type equation,471

M(T)= M∞ exp
( −Q

kBT

)
, (6.2)

where Q is the activation energy for thermally activated GB migration, M∞ is
an exponential prefactor corresponding to the GB mobility at infinitely high
temperature and kBT has its usual meaning. Both, M∞ and Q may be obtained
from a linear fit of the temperature dependent mobility data.

Figure 6.3 (c) shows the measured mobility for the Σ11 STGB in different
pure metals, the avg.-atom sample, and the CoCuFeNi alloy. It can be seen
that while all samples show an Arrhenius type (Equation 6.2) behavior, the
activation energy is vastly different. Cu, CoCuFeNi, and avg.-atom show low
activation energies, while Ni, Pd, and Pt show comparatively high Q values.
There are two main conclusions to be drawn from this data. Firstly, the avg.-
atom and the HEA sample both show, within the margin of error, the same GB
mobility and activation energy over the whole temperature range. Supporting
the previous statement that neither the intrinsic lattice distortions nor solute
drag caused by the local chemical fluctuations in the HEA lead to a substantial
reduction in GB mobility. Secondly, the activation energy for GB migration
correlates strongly with the intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) and unstable stacking
fault (USF) energies. Figure 6.3 (d) shows Q for the different samples over the
two (ISF and USF) planar fault energies γi, which were calculated using the
standard procedure.252

The origin of this linear relationship can be understood in terms of the
migration mechanism for this STGB. The energy barrier to nucleate a partial
dislocation from a defect like a GB is proportional to γISF and γUSF

469 therefore
the observed correlation points at a migration mode based on repeated partial
dislocation nucleation and absorption of the GB. Figure 6.4 shows an example
of such a process in the CoCuFeNi sample at 1100 K. Starting from the initial
STGB structure (a), Shockley partial dislocations are first emitted from the GB
and the boundary plane advances (b&c). Afterwards, the GB arrives in its new
position with partial dislocations mostly retracted into the boundary (d). Now,
the boundary plane has advanced compared to its initial position (marked by
a dashed line). As stated earlier, the Σ11/(332)〈110〉 studied here consists of
kite-shaped E and linear D type RUs396. Especially the E type RUs have been
found to be preferential sites for partial dislocation nucleation during tensile
loading of GBs, due to their comparatively large free volume472,473.

In conclusion, comparing the mobility of a Σ11 STGB in a CoCuFeNi HEA
and its avg.-atom counterpart, we find that neither the local chemical fluctu-
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Figure 6.4: Grain boundary migration mechanism for a Σ11 STGB in the CoCuFeNi
HEA at 1100 K under an applied synthetic driving force. (a) initial GB position (b&c)
partial dislocation emission and GB advancement. (d) configuration in forward position
with mostly reabsorbed partial dislocations. (e) GB configuration after a longer time
interval shows its progress from the initial position. The initial STGB plane is marked
by a dashed line in all figures, the grain growth direction always points up. Adapted
from Ref. 376.

ations nor the intrinsic lattice distortions lead to a reduction in GB mobility.
Instead, the mobility correlates with the ISF and USF energy based on the
observed GB migration mechanism.

6.4 Influence of GB Segregation

Another possible reason for the immobilization of GBs in HEAs could be GB
segregation. It has been established that most HEAs are not thermodynamically
stable but are instead kinetically trapped in a metastable solid solution state.9

Therefore many HEAs show phase separation during annealing.24–29 We studied
the effect of GB segregation using a hybrid MC/MD equilibration scheme to find
the thermodynamic equilibrium configuration of atoms in the sample.350 The
MC algorithm allows for a fast rearrangement of atoms in the sample without
the need to wait for slow diffusive processes. In each MC trial move, a lattice site
is selected, and its atom is swapped against one of the other species in the alloy
taken from an infinite reservoir. The chemical potential of this reservoir depends
on the two distinct species which are swapped and the global concentration.
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Figure 6.5: Segregation to a Σ11 STGB and its impact on GB mobility. Concentration x
of species i around the initial GB position (marked by a dashed line) in the perfectly
random HEA (a) and the seg. HEA sample after hybrid MC/MD equilibration (b). This
chemical equilibration leads to a pronounced increase in Cu around the GB. Both
concentration profiles are taken at 800 K. (c) Mean increase in Cu around the STGB as
function of the annealing temperature. (d&e) comparison of the GB migration distance
∆d over time t in the random CoCuFeNi sample (cf. Figure 6.3) and the seg. CoCuFeNi
sample, respectively. Each line corresponds to increasing temperatures between 700 K
and 1400 K. Partially adapted from Ref. 376.

For further information see Section 3.4.350 This leads to a fast redistribution
of atomic species throughout the sample in a thermodynamically coherent
manner. We know from our previous work60 that Cu accumulates around volume
defects474 in the crystalline HEA. Hence, Cu is expected to segregate to the Σ11
STGB as well. The insolubility of Cu in different HEA matrices observed in a
variety of experimental studies as well.24,30,163,165,172,475–477

Figure 6.5 (a&b) show the elemental distribution normal to the STGB plane
in the perfectly random and the seg. CoCuFeNi HEA samples, respectively. Here
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the concentration profiles at 800 K are shown and the GB position is marked by
a dashed line. While the local chemical fluctuations in the random alloy remain
minor, the seg. sample shows a strong increase of Cu in the vicinity of the GB.
This increase in Cu corresponds to a reduction in Ni and Co, while the Fe concen-
tration remains constant. Figure 6.5 (c) gives the peak Cu concentration around
the GB in the seg. CoCuFeNi samples annealed at different temperatures. As the
temperature increases, the configurational entropy starts to dominate over the
GB segregation enthalpy leading to the observed decrease in Cu enrichment at
the STGB. This trend is in line with analytical GB segregation models developed
for conventional alloys478 and expectations from the Lupis-Elliot rule.464 Koch
et al.60 have previously shown for this interatomic potential that there is strong
clustering of Cu in single crystalline samples at 400 K. This clustering, however,
mostly disappears after high temperature annealing at 800 K. Therefore, the
still substantial Cu segregation observed at temperatures above 800 K seen
in the bicrystalline samples cannot only be attributed to a positive mixing en-
thalpy in the bulk HEA pushing Cu out of the matrix. There is an additional
GB segregational enthalpy attracting Cu to the boundaries.

The GB migration distance ∆d measured in the random CoCuFeNi alloy and
its segregated counterpart are presented in Figure 6.5 (d&e). Grain growth is
stipulated using the synthetic driving force method with ∆e = 15meV (compare
Section 6.3). Comparing both HEA samples reveals that for all temperatures
between 700 K and 1400 K the Cu solute cloud leads to a strong pinning of the
STGB. While in the random CoCuFeNi sample, the GB starts migrating for
temperatures above 800 K, the Cu solute cloud prevents all GB motion up to
1300 K in the seg. HEA.

To further quantify the binding energy between the Cu solute cloud and the
STGB a very high driving force of 100 meV is applied to the Cu decorated GBs.
This driving force is sufficient to move the STGB away from its original position,
into the other crystallite. As the boundary is moved from its preferred chemical
environment into a random chemical environment, its energy increases. We
determine this energy difference to be in the order of 285 mJm−2 and suggest
this number as an approximation for the Cu-GB interaction.

In this section, we report the strong pinning force exerted by Cu atoms segre-
gated to a Σ11 STGB. This pinning force stems from a reduction of the GB energy
after Cu decoration which effectively pins this boundary up to temperatures
of 1300 K. It is impossible to observe diffusion of the Cu solute cloud alongside
the GB on timescales accessible by MD simulations. Nevertheless, one could
envision that at sufficiently high temperatures and longer timescales, STGB
and solute cloud start diffusing in tandem through the material. In this case the
grain growth kinetics would be expected to follow the diffusion kinetics of the
solute cloud. This corresponds to the high impurity concentration or low driving
force situation described by Cahn.313 Moreover, this would be an explanation
for the comparable activation energies for diffusion and GB migration found in
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experiments, e.g., 288 kJmol−1 to 318 kJmol−1 and 321.7 kJmol−1, respectively,
in the Cantor alloy.45,97,100

One open question that remains is whether the diffusion kinetics in real
samples would be sufficiently fast to allow for segregation of one species to the
GBs. At high temperatures, diffusion is fast, but the driving force for segregation
is low, as the effect of the configurational entropy is strong. Lower temperatures
increase the driving force for segregation but the kinetics become exponentially
slower. Here one should remember that required diffusion distances to saturate
GBs in HEAs are shorter, compared to conventional dilute alloys. This comes
from the fact that the segregating species is dispersed in high concentration
throughout the sample.94 The required calculations to determine the exact
temperature and cooling conditions for a given alloy to instill the optimum GB
segregation profile in a sample are out of scope for this study but are required
for real-world applications. Examples from literature show both, GB segrega-
tion100,102 or chemically homogeneous GBs100,191 with an obvious dependence
on the material system and processing route.

This previous section has looked at a single high symmetry tilt GB and
found that its mobility strongly depends on its migration mechanism. Obviously,
this limits our understanding to GBs following the same migration mechanism.
Instead of sampling many more boundaries, as Olmsted et al.479,480 did, we
decided to study larger nanocrystalline samples instead. These contain multiple
grains in random orientations separated by GBs of random orientations. There-
fore, these simulations are not limited to high symmetry bicrystals fitting into a
periodic simulation cell.

6.5 Grain Growth in Nanocrystalline High-Entropy
Alloys

Previously, we showed GB mobility results on a single high symmetry STGB and
the impact of Cu segregation on GB pinning. In the following we will present
results on grain growth in large-scale NC samples to determine if the previously
determined GB mobilities can be generalized for random GBs.

To ensure comparability between the different samples, they all start from
the same initial microstructure containing 10 grains with an average equivalent
radius r ≈ 75Å (depending on the lattice constant). The FCC lattice sites in
this structure are filled with the different pure elements studied for the STGB,
the CoCuFeNi HEA, and its avg.-atom counterpart. Levo et al.63 have shown
that the collapse of nanocrystalline grain structures to the single crystalline
state, albeit under irradiation conditions, strongly depends on the initial grain
sizes and orientations. Our samples are subjected to isothermal annealing at
temperatures ranging from 0.6TMelt to 0.9TMelt for 5 ns. During post-processing,
the nanocrystal is divided into individual grains using an experimental grain
segmentation algorithm included in OVITO.382 The latter algorithm is based on
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Figure 6.6: (a) Initial grain structure in the NC sample the atoms are color coded based
on their local structure type or their grain association. (b) Cu concentration of the GB
and its adjacent atomic layer in the seg. and the random CoCuFeNi HEA samples over
annealing temperature.

a formulation by Panzarino and Rupert,481 but featured improved structural
detection accuracy and speed. It outputs the number of atoms belonging to each
grain Ni.

Figure 6.6 (a) shows the initial NC sample color coded based on the local
structure type determined from polyhedral template matching (PTM)395 and
each atom colored based on its grain identity. It can be seen that the experi-
mental grain segmentation algorithm successfully separates the grains at their
GBs. GBs can be seen in the PTM color coding as planar regions of unidentified
atoms. In (b), the Cu concentration of the GB and its adjacent atomic layer is
shown as function of the annealing temperature, highlighting the difference
between the perfectly random CoCuFeNi sample and its seg. counterpart. Simi-
lar to the STGB sample studied before, the competition between segregational
enthalpy and configurational entropy leads to a decrease in Cu accumulation at
the GBs with increasing annealing temperature (Figure 6.5).478 Compared to
the bicrystalline samples, the maximum excess Cu concentration at the bound-
aries is reduced. This could be caused by the structural differences between
the randomly oriented GBs in the nanocrystal compared to the high symmetry
boundary studied in the previous section. It could also be a trivial artifact of
the different methods of calculating the excess Cu concentration. While the
concentration profile in the STGB sample can be extracted easily using so-called
spatial binning normal to the GB plane, the meandering GBs in the NC sample
require us to use a different approach. Here we select GB atoms and their
neighbors based on the PTM results and extract their concentration.

The mean grain size N is calculated as a number-weighted average com-
bined with the temperature dependent atomic volume Ω, of a single crystalline
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Figure 6.7: Grain size evolution and GB mobility in the NC samples annealed for
5 ns at temperatures between 0.6TMelt and 0.9TMelt. (a&b) Evolution of the mean
grain radius r over time (Equation 6.3). Markers show the extracted grain size, while
solid lines represent the best fit based on Equation 6.4 (every tenth marker is shown).
Only the initial growth regime is included in the fit. Note, the different scale for r.
(c) Temperature dependent GB energy calculated from Equation 6.5. (d) Arrhenius plot
of the GB mobility for all samples.

reference sample, the mean radius of an equivalent spherical grain can be
calculated,

r =
(

3
4

NΩ
π

) 1
3

with N =
∑

i

Ni

N
Ni. (6.3)

Figure 6.7 (a&b) gives this mean radius as function of the annealing time t.
Here (a) shows the lowest temperature, while (b) corresponds to the highest
one. While the grain size is calculated every 25 ps only every tenth data point is
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shown for clarity. Solid lines show a fit based on the established Burke-Turnbull
law,470,482

r2 − r2
0 = kt with k = 4γGBM, (6.4)

where r is the current radius, r0 is the initial radius, and k is a rate constant.
This rate constant is proportional to the GB energy γGB and the GB mobility M.
At the higher temperature, only the initial parabolic growth regime is fit with
this law.

At the lower temperature Pd and Pt show the greatest grain growth rate,
while Ni and Cu feature intermediate growth rates. The average grain size in the
three HEA adjacent (CoCuFeNi, seg. CoCuFeNi, and avg.-atom) samples appears
to be almost constant. The measured grain size evolution is described well by
Equation 6.4. Going to the highest annealing temperature, we can see that
all four elemental samples (Pd, Pt, Cu, and Ni) immediately show rapid grain
coarsening. After one grain has reached a critical size, the nanostructure quickly
collapses to the single crystalline state. For these four samples, the critical
radius appears to be around 125 Å. The CoCuFeNi and avg.-atom samples show
comparatively slower initial grain growth rates, but the onset of rapid grain
coalescence happens at smaller sizes of ≈ 100Å. Only the seg. CoCuFeNi sample
does not reach this state of this rapid coarsening. While the initial stages of
growth can be described with Equation 6.4, the second regime, with its much
higher growth rate could not be fit.

In the previous section, we made conclusions based on the mobility of a
STGB, there is currently one ingredient missing to calculate the average GB
mobility in the NC samples. The GB energy is needed to determine the average
driving force acting on each GB. As the exact GB area AGB is unknown, we need
to approximate it,

γGB = ENC −ERef

AGB
with AGB ≈ NGBΩ

wGB
, (6.5)

where ENC is the energy of the NC sample and ERef is the energy of a single
crystalline sample containing the same number of atoms. Note that for the seg.
CoCuFeNi sample, the random CoCuFeNi HEA has to be used as reference. NGB
is the number of structurally unidentified atoms, which are used as a surrogate
for the number of atoms located at the GBs and wGB is the width of the GB,
which is taken as 10 Å. The calculated GB energy is a function of time and
temperature. During the first regime of growth, where Equation 6.4 could be
used to describe the change in r, this energy remains almost constant per sample
and temperature. The obtained mean GB energies are plotted in Figure 6.7 (c).
It can be seen that for all samples the GB energy decreases with temperature,
which is in agreement with some reports on pure metals.483,484 Sun and Singh,
on the other hand, report constant GB energies over a wide temperature window
(T < 0.8TMelt) with a strong increase at higher temperatures.485 Their data also
suggests that the assumption of a constant GB width might be inappropriate at
temperatures above 0.8TMelt.
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Nevertheless, it can be seen that Ni has the highest GB energy, while Cu
has the lowest one. Further, the avg.-atom sample has a slightly higher GB
energy compared to the multicomponent CoCuFeNi HEA. Comparing the seg.
CoCuFeNi alloy to its random counterpart shows that the Cu segregation the
boundaries decreases the GB energy measurably, especially at lower annealing
temperatures where the amount of Cu segregated to the boundary is higher (cf.
Figure 6.6). This can be attributed to the increased Cu concentration at the GBs
as Cu is the pure element with the lowest GB energy included in the HEA. Due
to the high annealing temperatures and overall unordered GB structures in
these samples, a direct structural comparison as done for the STGB samples (cf.
Figure 6.2) is impossible.

The resulting GB mobilities calculated based on Equation 6.4, are given in
Figure 6.7 (d). The figure shows that the four elemental metals (Pd, Cu, Pt, and
Ni) have the highest GB mobilities in the NC samples. Moreover, avg.-atom and
CoCuFeNi sample show comparable mobilities at high temperature, but the
avg.-atom sample has increased mobility at lower temperatures. Lastly, the seg.
HEA has the lowest GB mobility at all tested temperatures. Again, pointing at
the strong pinning exerted by the solute cloud on the GBs.

If we now compare the mobilities in the NC samples to the STGB samples
investigated initially, shown in Figure 6.3, there are some interesting differences.
Cu, which has the highest STGB mobility by a substantial margin only shows
the second-highest mobility in the NC samples, while Pd has the highest one. Ni
and Pt have the lowest STGB mobilities, less than HEA and avg.-atom samples,
albeit show greater GB mobilities than those two in the NCs. These differences
in hierarchy can most likely be attributed to a difference in GB migration
mechanisms. While the STGB featured one well-defined migration mechanism
with a clear indication of its rate defining step, the migration mechanisms for the
random GBs in the NC samples are less clear and potentially different. Lastly, as
already shown for the STGB samples, the mobility of the seg. CoCuFeNi sample
is lower than the one of the chemically random HEA and the avg.-atom samples.
Nevertheless, the GB migration in these samples could not be prevented entirely.
One reason for this might be the higher driving force acting on the NC GB
compared to the low and well-defined artificial driving force applied to the
STGBs.

Figure 6.8 presents snapshots of all samples during annealing at T =
0.9TMelt. Each sample is shown in two color codings, once based on the lo-
cal crystal structure type determined by PTM and once based on the grain
segmentation algorithm. It can also be seen that the NC grain structure col-
lapses first in Pd and Pt, while both Cu and Ni have two elongated cylindrical
grains which persist for significantly longer times, even though the remain-
der of the structure has already evolved to the single crystalline state. The
increased resistance against grain growth for the avg.-atom, CoCuFeNi, and seg.
CoCuFeNi samples can be clearly seen. The first two still feature distinct grains
after 3.75 ns, while the seg. HEA sample remains in that state up to 5 ns. The
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Figure 6.8: Snapshots of the microstructure evolution in all samples at the highest
annealing temperature of 0.9TMelt. Both, results of the grain segmentation algorithm
and local crystal structure identification using PTM are shown. Atomic positions are
averaged over consecutive time intervals to compensate thermal vibrations. The color
coding for the grain association is based on the grain size, therefore some grains might
change color in consecutive snapshots.
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avg.-atom sample shows the formation of body-centered cubic (BCC) phase along
some GBs and triple junctions. The CoCuFeNi sample also shows BCC phase
formation at similar positions within the sample suggesting a geometric origin,
independent of the local chemical fluctuations. Additionally, the HEA sample
shows a full FCC to BCC phase transition of a single small grain. Details on this
phase instability, while interesting are out of scope here. The seg. CoCuFeNi
sample, on the other hand, does not show the formation of BCC phase, which
can be attributed to the increase in Cu at the GBs stabilizing the FCC phase.
Since both CoCuFeNi, and avg.-atom samples show some grain growth at this
very high temperature it seems to be unlikely that the secondary BCC phase
stabilizes the grain structure by means of Zener pinning.315

6.6 Conclusion

To answer the research questions raised in Section 2.4:

I. Intrinsic lattice distortions in this model HEA are measurable at 0 K, but
their magnitude is small compared to the thermal vibration amplitude at
higher temperatures.

II. In line with these findings, we observe slight structural differences between
HEA and avg.-atom sample for the Σ11 STGB at 0 K which disappear at
high temperatures.

III. Both the CoCuFeNi alloy and its avg.-atom counterpart show substantially
reduced GB mobilities compared to the investigated pure metals. This
cannot be attributed to a solute drag effect or other effects relying on the
chemical disorder in HEAs, as this is absent in the monoatomic avg.-atom
sample, but instead this has to be caused by a long-range material property.

IV. In the case of the investigated STGB we find that the reduced GB mobility
is linked to the migration mechanism of the Σ11 STGB which relies on
repeated emission and reincorporation of Shockley partial dislocations
from and into the boundary.

V. Cu segregation to the GBs strongly inhibits the migration of the STGB and
prevents grain growth in the NC sample up to very high temperatures of
0.9TMelt.

VI. The general GB mobility hierarchy of the elemental metals investigated
here differs between the bicrystalline and NC samples. This is most likely
caused by a difference in GB migration mechanism and acting driving
force.





7 Summary & Outlook
“During this last decade we have made much progress, but it is very
clear that we have still only just scratched the surface.”

— B. Cantor, 202014

7.1 Summary

In this thesis we investigated different face-centered cubic (FCC) 3d transition
metal high-entropy alloys (HEAs) with a focus on the interaction of different
defects with the complex matrix. Here we focused on vacancies, dislocations,
and grain boundaries (GBs), respectively.

Vacancies

In Chapter 4, ‘Vacancies’, we have investigated zero-dimensional point defects
within the matrix of the Cantor alloy system. First, we calculated the vacancy for-
mation energies in the pseudo-binary (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix system. The vacancy
formation energies followed an approximately Gaussian distribution based on
the local chemical environment of the vacancy site. There was, however, no
significant dependence on the removed atom’s species or the alloy composition.
The vacancy formation energy remained around 1.54(2) eV. The width of this
Gaussian distribution, however, was found to be roughly constant for concen-
trated alloys but decreased rapidly once the FCC site percolation threshold415

was reached.
The vacancy formation energy was only an intermediate quantity used to

calculate the equilibrium vacancy concentration in a given system at a given
temperature. Currently, there are three different thermodynamic models relat-
ing the vacancy formation energy to the vacancy concentration. They differ in
the way they treat the configurational entropy of the HEA matrix.113,126,127 We
calculated the vacancy concentration from all three models based on the previ-
ously determined vacancy formation energy distributions and compared them
to direct grand-canonical Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. These simulations
confirmed that the vacancy concentration only depends on the mean vacancy
formation energy and its distribution’s width, but is independent of the config-
urational entropy of the host matrix. Moreover, we determined it impossible
to approximate the vacancy formation energy distribution by a scalar effective
vacancy formation energy. In conclusion, the equilibrium vacancy concentration

143
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in this alloy system changes strongly with temperature but shows only a weak
dependence on the alloy composition.

In a second step, we calculated the vacancy migration energies within the
complex (CoCrFeMn)1−xNix matrix. This revealed that the migration energies
depend on both, the species of the exchanging atom and the chemical envi-
ronment of the vacancy-atom pair. The former led to a shift in mean vacancy
migration energy between 0.5 eV and 1 eV in the equimolar Cantor alloy. The
latter gave rise to an approximately Gaussian distribution of migration energies
around the aforementioned mean value. Again, the width of this distribution
only changed once the alloy was too dilute for secondary elements to percolate.
Moreover, we found an almost linear increase in vacancy migration energies for
all species as the alloy composition changed from equimolar towards Ni-rich.

Conventionally, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations within the random
alloy model131,132 approximation are used to model tracer diffusion in HEA.
In this model, each atomic species has a single-valued migration energy. As
discussed above, these migration energies actually followed a Gaussian dis-
tribution. Therefore, we built a novel variable-barrier KMC simulation code,
which could account for this distribution. We used this code and the previously
calculated vacancy concentrations to determine the tracer diffusion coefficients
for the different Cantor alloy systems. Comparison to tracer diffusion experi-
ments showed an improved agreement of the new KMC method compared to the
random alloy model based KMC simulations.

There are, however, some remaining differences between simulation and
experiment. These could be attributed to simplifications made in our calcula-
tions. We have neglected the effects of vibrational entropy on both the vacancy
formation and vacancy migration energies. Moreover, all our calculations were
made within the framework of the interatomic potential. While we were able to
show reasonable agreement of this potential with established density functional
theory (DFT) calculations, some quantitative deviations remain. Lastly, the
simulations operated under the assumption of a perfectly random HEA matrix.
While the high temperatures used in the experiment promote a random mixing
within the HEA, they also enable ordering as they accelerate diffusion.

7.1.1 Dislocations

In Chapter 5, ‘Dislocations’, we investigated the interaction of line defects
in the form of dislocations with the random matrix of different concentrated
alloys. Wavy dislocations, compared to the rather straight ones expected in
monoatomic metals, have long been observed in concentrated alloys. They are
commonly attributed to solid solution strengthening, which pins some dislocation
segments more than others leading to a jagged line shape (strong Fleischer type
pinning). The wavy dislocation lines could also be caused by the local chemical
fluctuations in HEAs giving rise to energetically beneficial environments to
which the dislocation line conforms in equilibrium (Labusch type weak pinning).
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Initially, we compared transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observa-
tions of dislocations in the Cantor alloy showing local pinning and waviness
to similarly sized atomistic simulations. This confirmed that the interatomic
potential could reproduce the experimentally observed dislocation pinning. The
origin of this dislocation pinning, however, remained elusive. In this chapter, we
proposed the local Peierls barrier as the root cause for dislocation pinning on
the atomic scale. This descriptor is not only in line with established metallurgy
theory established over the past 80 years,453 but it can also be readily calculated.
Conventionally, the Peierls barrier is taken as the maximum gradient of the
generalized stacking fault (GSF) energy curve. In a concentrated alloy, however,
this GSF energy landscape is not uniquely defined. Instead, it varies for each
atom in the glide plane, leading to a distinct pinning force exerted by each atom
on a passing dislocation.

First, we calculated the local pinning point strength for different concen-
trated subsystems of the Cantor alloy and found that CoNi showed almost no
strong pinning points, while CoCrNi showed a very high density of strongly
pinning Co and Cr atoms. This led us to the conclusion that the high strength
of CoCrNi often reported in literature12,244 stems from the unique interaction
between Co and Cr atoms. The full five component Cantor alloy also showed
the strongest pinning on Co and Cr atoms. However, the strong pinning point
density was reduced compared to the three component alloy as the Co and
Cr concentration is lower. Comparing dislocations during glide in these three
samples showed almost ideally straight dislocations in CoNi, as there was no
pinning, while both CoCrNi and CoCrFeMnNi showed wavy dislocations with
pronounced local pinning. Spatially correlating the observed dislocation pinning
to the local Peierls stress descriptor showed satisfactory agreement, given that
there were other factors, for example the dislocation line tension, influencing
the dislocation line shape.

Even though, our findings support the notion of dislocation pinning in Co-
Cr rich environments, we could not point a single structural arrangement of
atoms that always pinned the dislocation. Therefore, our simulations support
the results by Leyson et al.217 and Varvenne et al.72,89, stating that Labusch
type pinning is dominating in concentrated alloys.

Next, we extended our simulations to many other equimolar or Ni-rich
subsystems of the Cantor alloy — calculating the pinning point density, critical
force to initiate dislocation glide, and dislocation mobility under constant applied
load. Here we found that in all samples the critical force for dislocation glide was
proportional to the density of strong pinning points. Similarly, the dislocation
mobility was inversely proportional to the pinning point density, as a higher
density of strong pinning points led to a reduction in the average dislocation
mobility. We also inserted other obstacles, e.g., short-range order (SRO) or
ordered precipitates, into the Cantor alloy matrix and repeated the simulations
outlined above. Here all samples confirmed the expectations from our pining
point descriptor. Moreover, we found that even small ordered precipitates, below
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the resolution limit of TEM or atom probe tomography (APT), could already lead
to substantial pinning of the dislocation, significantly altering its shape.

7.1.2 Grain Boundaries

In Chapter 6, ‘Grain Boundaries’, we studied the migration of a symmetrical
tilt grain boundary (STGB) and grain growth in nanocrystalline samples to
understand GB pinning in HEAs.

First, we studied the mobility of a Σ11/(332)〈110〉 STGB using the syn-
thetic driving force method.398 Here different pure metals, a model CoCuFeNi
HEA, and its average-atom (avg.-atom) counterpart were compared. This avg.-
atom sample was made up of a virtual element which possesses the same
long-range properties as the concentrated HEA but contained only a single
atomic species.111 Comparison of the full alloy and this avg.-atom sample al-
lowed for the identification of effects caused by the local chemical fluctuations
within the HEA.

In the STGB sample, we found that the HEA and the aforementioned avg.-
atom sample shared almost identical GB mobilities and GB migration activation
energies. This led to the conclusion that the mobility of this STGB was mostly
independent of the local chemical fluctuations. Detailed inspection of the atomic
trajectories during STGB migration revealed that its migration relies on re-
peated emission and absorption of Shockley partial dislocations. We proposed
that this is the rate-limiting step of GB migration, as the activation energy for
migration was proportional to the stable and unstable stacking fault (SF) energy
in all samples.

Using MC annealing a substantial amount of Cu could be segregated to
this STGB from the HEA matrix. This solute cloud in turn led to a pronounced
pinning of the boundary up to very high temperatures. This pinning was driven
by a reduction of the GB energy in the vicinity of the Cu solute cloud.

To generalize the previously obtained results, nanocrystalline (NC) samples
were built from each material investigated previously. These were subjected
to high temperature annealing to facilitate grain growth. In this case, there
were different, randomly oriented GBs in the sample subjected to a driving
force from the finite GB energy. In this situation, the grain growth rate and
GB mobility in the random HEA and its avg.-atom counterpart differed slightly.
This could be caused by the respective differences in GB energies or could point
at effects caused by the local chemical fluctuations. The strong GB pinning
effect caused by the Cu solute cloud up to very high temperatures observed in
the STGB sample could be reproduced for the NC samples. The GBs between
the randomly oriented grains in the nanocrystal did not migrate based on the
partial dislocation mechanism observed for the STGB. Therefore, differences
in mobility hierarchy between the STGB and nanocrystalline samples could be
explained by differences in migration mechanism.
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7.2 Outlook

7.2.1 Accuracy and Statistics in Atomistic High-Entropy Alloy
Simulation

One problem for computational research in the field of HEAs is the difficulty
of obtaining statistically representative results. This can be seen in Chapter 4
where we calculated almost 1×105 vacancy formation energies and vacancy
migration energies, respectively. While a smaller number might be sufficient
to converge the Gaussian distributions, many independent calculations are re-
quired to sample the vast number of possible chemical environments. For exam-
ple, a single FCC vacancy has 12 nearest neighbors leading to 512 = 244140625
distinct permutations of 5 chemical species on these 12 sites.* This means that
computationally costly methods like DFT are difficult to apply. Their cost limits
the number of independent structures which can be calculated for statistical
purposes. Moreover, DFT only allows for the calculation of small, i.e., fewer than
500 atoms, periodic simulation cells. Even if special-quasi random structures
are used,430 this introduces a degree of artificial SRO into the presumably ran-
dom alloys. Classical empirical interatomic potentials, on the other hand, are
able to tackle problems this size more easily as they can be evaluated orders
of magnitude faster than DFT. The results, however, are always subject to un-
certainties from the fitting process and inherent limitations of the functional
form. An emerging technology which is able to overcome both issues are machine
learning interatomic potentials which promise DFT accuracy at a fraction of the
cost.362 To date, no machine learning interatomic potential for HEAs has been
published.

7.2.2 A Cantor Alloy Average-Atom Interatomic Potential

While this new method could increase the accuracy of our empirical interatomic
potential based calculations by simply applying the same methodology, there
are other directions which could be explored as well. These go beyond increased
accuracy in the hope of providing increased physical understanding of HEAs.
Immediately the development of an avg.-atom potential for the Cantor alloy
comes to mind. Varvenne et al.111 state in their original embedded atom method
(EAM) avg.-atom publication that an extension to the modified embedded atom
method (MEAM) formalism would be possible. However, no further steps in this
direction have been reported. Firstly, a Cantor alloy avg.-atom could help under-
stand the results obtained on point defects and diffusion in HEAs in Chapter 4.
Obviously, the point defect energies in such an average material should be of
scalar value, similar to a monoatomic metal. While this is not useful initially,
the avg.-atom can be augmented with solutes,111 describing the interaction of
specific species with the average HEA matrix. This approach could be used to

*(excluding symmetry)
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selectively add solutes around the diffusing atom-vacancy pair to understand,
how the chemical environment influences the migration energy. We have already
attempted to understand the effect of chemical environment on the migration
energies by fixing the atomic configuration outside the nearest neighbor shell
away from the vacancy-atom pair, while sampling many configurations inside
this shell. So far, the statistical noise in migration energies has been still too
large to fully understand the role of each species or structural motive. If one
could replace the background matrix by the homogeneous avg.-atom matrix, this
would hopefully curb this noise.

Alongside this migration study, different solutes could be added around a
vacancy, to see the effect of chemical environment on the vacancy formation
energy. While the bond counting model can already give some insights into the
effects different atomic arrangements have on the formation energy, a more
isolated approach would again be beneficial to understand the effects of each
solute.

If the diffusive mass transport in the avg.-atom sample differs substantially
from the corresponding random HEA this would hint at the importance of
percolation paths for diffusion in HEAs.

7.2.3 The Effects of Vibrational Entropy on Diffusion

Going away from the avg.-atom approach, our calculations so far have neglected
effects of the vibrational entropy on the vacancy formation and vacancy mi-
gration energies. In principle, the calculation of the vibrational free energies
using tools like PHONOPY 442 is relatively straight forward. In particular, if the
costly force calculations are done based on an interatomic potential instead
of DFT. Unfortunately, there are substantial computational post-processing
requirements due to the intrinsically low symmetry of the HEA simulation cells.
So far, these limitations in time and computer memory have stopped us from
further pursuing this issue, but it remains an obvious task for the future. Here,
modern tools of phonon calculations like ALAMODE 486 or HIPHIVE 487 could help
accelerate the process.

7.2.4 Dislocations in FCC High-Entropy Alloys

For the dislocations discussed in Chapter 5, an obvious follow-up task springs to
mind. For now, only the pinning of a dissociated edge dislocation was studied at
low temperatures. Other relevant dislocation types and elevated temperatures
are obviously of interest and could be investigated in the same way. Secondly,
visual comparison of TEM images showing the dislocation lines in the Cantor
alloy and our similarly scaled simulations do not show agreement in the pinning
point density and ruggedness of the dislocation line. Due to experimental limi-
tations, the TEM images show fewer details and lower resolution. To facilitate
comparison between experiment and simulation, the simulated dislocations
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could be put into an image simulation to simulate the corresponding TEM image
and confirm their similarity. While we have started working on these image
simulations using the methodology presented by Tessmer,488 the results are
still actively evolving and not ready for publication and discussion.

Moreover, while physically motivated, the proposed pinning point model is
only based on indirect evidence. Pinning points are proposed, and the observed
pinning of the dislocation line correlates nicely. More direct evidence could be
obtained following the methodology by Antillon et al.489 who propose a method
of directly measuring the energy landscape seen by the dislocation during glide.
Comparing the resulting energy landscape with the proposed pinning point
strength can provide direct evidence and thereby nicely augment the presented
results.

So far, the pinning points can only be calculated from classical potentials,
as the potential energy per atom is required. They are inaccessible to other
calculation methods, where only the total energy of a given simulation cell
can be obtained. We tried different methods, to reconstruct the pinning point
distributions shown in Chapter 5 from small cell GSF calculations. While the
gradient of the total energy–displacement curves in these smaller simulations
also showed discrete peaks, we were unable to align the pinning point strength
observed in the large samples based on the per-atom energies to these smaller
ones. This means that there is currently no way of obtaining the pinning point
strength of an alloy from ab initio methods which would be necessary to guide
future alloy design.

Finally, this third chapter could be improved by a more realistic Cantor
alloy potential. The current potential always produces a negative SF energy as
the hexagonal close-packed (HCP) phase is more stable than the FCC phase.
While this is in agreement with DFT calculations at lower temperatures, it
is currently estimated that the Cantor alloy transitions from stable HCP to
stable FCC phase at about 300 K.257 Obviously, the SF energy and therefore
the HCP–FCC free energy differences are essential for the behavior of Shockley
partial dislocations. Hence, an interatomic potential that is able to reproduce
this phase stability hierarchy more accurately would be desirable for future
simulations.

7.2.5 Grain Growth in the Cantor Alloy

Our original GB mobility study was performed on the CoCuFeNi model HEA
system. This has multiple reasons. Firstly, it was started before the Choi et al.129

Cantor alloy MEAM interatomic potential became available in December 2018.
Secondly, as it is described by an EAM interatomic potential it allows for MC
simulations in the variance-constrained semi-grand canonical ensemble, which
is currently not implemented for MEAM interatomic potentials in LAMMPS.
Unfortunately, the canonical, atom swap, MC method is too slow to replicate the
segregation study shown in Chapter 6. Similarly, having an avg.-atom potential
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would be desirable before undertaking this study to see the effect of the local
chemical fluctuations, following the reasoning shown in the respective chapter.

Another straight forward, but not necessarily exciting, extension of the cur-
rent work presented in Chapter 6 would be a repetition of the grain growth
studies for differently oriented STGBs, following the work of Olmsted et al.479,480

This would give confirmation that the GB mobilities found here readily extend
to other STGBs. Moreover, if other STGB configurations rely on different mecha-
nisms for migration, these could be revealed and their mobility hierarchy could
be assessed.

While these atomistic grain boundary migration studies are great to inves-
tigate the kinetics of grain growth, the thermodynamics can be investigated
more easily using a different and more efficient method. Chookajorn et al.319,490

proposed a lattice MC algorithm, where each lattice site does not only have
information about the occupying atomic species but also its grain allegiance. The
energy in this model is then parametrized in the form of inter- and intra-granular
pair interactions. Originally, this model only accounts for nearest-neighbor in-
teractions. With this approach, however, we were not able to reproduce the
thermodynamics of the Cantor alloy (based on the MEAM reference). Based
on our findings in Chapter 4, where second-nearest neighbors were necessary
for the vacancy formation energy bond counting model, an extension to second-
nearest neighbors might be necessary. This step would be a worthwhile endeavor
to determine the equilibrium grain structure of HEAs, accounting not only for
the configurational entropy, but also for potential SRO, and even segregation,
much faster and more efficiently than molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
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